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Abstract 

In this work I have applied post-colonial theory and Foucault's ideas on government to 

analyse colonial governmentality and its impact on the Aboriginals of the Canadian prairies. 

Most often, historians who have undertaken work in the field of AboriginaVGovemment 

relations have attempted to unravel the ideological representations which constnicted the 

Aboriginals as other, dong with highlighting how State policy marginalized Canada's 

indigenous people. My research has endeavoured to move the analysis of Aboriginal 

govemance beyond ideology and centralized State power by considering how the indigenous 

peoples were defined, divided out, and excluded fiom Euro-Canadian society. More 

specifically, 1 have tried to reveal how the traditional modes of Aboriginal life were 

structured in diverse ways by both the political rationality of the Hudson's Bay Company and 

the 19" century Canadian liberal rationality of government. In so doing, 1 endeavoured to 

discem how law and practices of govemment, such as, techniques to govern consumption 

and agricuitural programmes, intruded into the lives of the Aboriginal peoples. By 

interrogating the practices and programmes by which the rationality of 1 9  century likral 

government stmctured the modes of plains Aboriginals life I have attempted to corne to a 

unique understanding of AboriginaYgovernrnent relations. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, following the seminal work of Franz Fanon (1963) and Edward Said 

(1979), there has been an outpouring of theoretical work concerning Europe's colonial past. 

This emergent work, which m s  under the rubric of "post-colonial" theory. has shifted the 

manner in which the image of the colonized their forms of customary iaw. and mode of li fe. 

have been thought about and theorized. Central to the post-colonial mode of inquiry is the 

assumption that indigenous writers have been excluded from participation in the construction 

and constitution of their unique cultural development. Until recently, this Stream of inquiry 

was primady concemed with "literary studies which discemed how the other was 

constnicted and deconstructed through literature and documents" (Pfei fer, 1 996: 6). Post 

colonial analysis constitutes an essential undertaking for researchers hoping to undentand 

colonialism, the govemance of the indigenous other, and the cultural inscription inherent to 

the colonial project. Recently, elements of post-colonial thought have been taken into 

account in govemmentality studies (Scott, 1995; Smandych and Linden, 1996: Smandych 

and McGillivray, 1998; O'Malley, 1996; Ronsbo, 1997; Ibrahim, 1997). In this work 1 seek 

to apply a postcolonid analysis and Foucault's ideas on government to the midy of colonial 

governmentality in the context of the aboriginals in the prairie region of Canada from 1870- 

1890. 



Introduction 

Terminology 

The problem which confronts me in this thesis project takes as its object the situated 

political rationalities of colonial governmentaiity. M a t  1 am concemed to bring about is an 

understanding of the mechanics through which govemment sought to order and organize a 

domain constituted around the aboriginal peoples. To avoid confusion and misunderstanding 

I would like to cl&@ the conceptual usage of the term aboriginal peoples. 

Today, as outlined in the Canadian constitution, the term "Aboriginal" refen to and 

recognizes the Indian, Inuit and Metis as the "aboriginal peoples". Aboriginal, here in this 

thesis, refers to those nations and bands who first inhabited the space of land now referred 

to as Canada. For the purposes of this thesis project 1 do not consider those techniques of 

govemment which governed the lives of the Metis. The reasons for this are two fold. First, 

the history of the Metis' experience and relations with governrnent, both the Hudson's Bay 

Company and later the liberal Canadian state, follow quite different patterns frorn the 

abonginais. Secondly, in the period of history in which I have situated this study the Metis 

people were not considered "aboriginal" but rather "half breeds". This definition, or 

conceptualization. reflects a belief on the part of the European colonizers that since the Metis 

people were half "white" they were of better character than the abonginals (see chapter 3). 

The Existing Literature 

Before I move ont0 a detailed analysis of the 1 9  century govemment of plains 

abonginais, it would prove beneficial for the reader that 1 situate the approach I have taken 
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in relation to the existing historical surveys of the colonial and liberal govement  of 

aboriginals. In this regard, John Tobias' (1976) article, "Pntection, Civilization, 

Assimilation" has been the mode1 for historians who have delineated the policies of 

government. The tale of government intervention into the lives of the aboriginals in Canada 

finds its origin. according to Tobias, in the yean which predate confederation. "Protection 

of the Indian was the first principle of imperial Indian policy having its roots in the 

eighteenth-century European stniggle for empire in North Arnerica" (Tobias. 1976: 127). The 

British colonial govemment adopted the policy of protecting the indigenous people in order 

to secure their traditional lands fkom encroachment by settlers and to patemally guard them 

from frauddent trading practices which were characteristic of much of the aboriginaVEuro- 

colonial economic dealings (Tobias, 1983). In subsequent years a boundary line was drawn 

which divided the aboriginal lands from those of the colonists. The Euro-colonial settlers 

were not to intrude into this space for any reason, except where the boundary was altered by 

treaties maae between the Crown and the aboriginals (Upton, 1973). These policies, adopted 

by the British in 1745-61, were enshrined in law with their incorporation in the Royal 

Proclamation of 1763 (Boldt, 1993). The policy of protection, according to Tobias (1 976). 

was the end pursued by govement  until confederation when the end shifted to the 

"assimilation" of the abonginal peoples. 

n i e  corne taken by Tobias (1  976), when attending to government policy to manage 

aboriginal peoples has been emulated by others who have traced the evolution of Indian 

policy from its "origin" to its present configuration. Articles such as Upton's (1973) "The 

Ongins of Canadian Indian Policy," Surtees' (1969) "The Development of an Indian Reserve 
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Policy in Canada." Milloy's (1 986) "The early Indian Acts: Developmental Strategy and 

Constitutional Change," and Hoxie's (1984) book. A F W  Promise: The Campaign ro 

Assirnilate the Indians are such examples. White these are al1 important works for 

understanding the govemance of aboriginals. the identification of epistemological breaks and 

ruptures that "valorize" the distinctiveness of epochs, in the end, cm only suppress their 

continuity across time. The level of generality necessary in taking on long periods of history 

blurs the more immediate social, cultural, and historical changes, alterations. ruptures, and 

the sedimented nature of policy and practices of govemment. Too, in takirig on the longe 

ciuree of history, the regional differences of contact, resistance, and cultural hentage arnong 

and between aboriginal nations is dismissed for being trivial in relation to the overall policy 

of govemment. The authors of such "sequenced" constructions of the historical field of 

govemment practices offer an oversimplified arrangement of heterogeneous events and 

processes which are complex, continuous, ever changing, and being replaced (Garland, 

1985). 

To address the overgeneralized quality of the literature, histonans have recently 

approached their analyses of governing aboriginals by contemplating single practices of 

government and the agents who were instrumental in shaping these policies (Jackson and 

Galli, 1977; Larmour, 1980; Titley, 1986). Jim Miller's (1996a) detailed analysis of the 

schooling of abonginal children is an illustration. Others have taken on different practices 

of government, such as agriculture (Carter, 1990; 1983; Dyck, 1986; MacQuillan, 1980) the 

ration system (Tobias, 1983; Satzewich 1997), and the practice cf administering passes for 

aboriginals to leave the reserves (Baron, 1988; Cadzow, 1985). Still other historians have 
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considered single cause explanations to discem the interactions between govemment and 

aboriginal (Dyck, 1 99 i ). 

In their combination, these studies expand the knowledge pertaining to the 

government of abonginal peopies. In isolation. however, they yield little insight. Rather. the 

practices. policies, conditions of life, the impact of thz Hudson's Bay Company (HBC), dl 

had a sculpting influence on the mode of abonginal life. To consider one practice. one 

condition of life. or one agent of government as the reason why the aboriginals resisted, 

accommodated, or rejccted government intrusions into their lives wilI not lead to a fùller 

understanding of the government programme. 

It is in relation to these methodological concerns that I have situated this thesis 

project. It is an attempt to address a nurnber of methodological and theoretical issues which 

have converged upon historians of "post-colonial" regimes of government. M i l e  I am 

sympathetic throughout to the discourse of the writers cited above, and the post-colonial 

concem for the violent literary construction of the indigenous "other", 1 have situated the 

govemment of aboriginals within a divergent theoretical frarnework. 1 do so by considenng 

the relevance of Michel Foucault's later writings to an understanding of the govemance of 

the aboriginals of the Canadian Plains. 

Foucault and Governmentality 

Sociological cnticisms of Foucault's work have often centred around two seemingly 

damaging charges. The first concems his illustration of the process by which individuals. 

who become caught up in the network of discipline, are rendered into "docile bodies" 

(Foucault, 1977). In his later work on governmentality, and in his trilogy on The History of 
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Semuiity, Foucault seems to have addressed the first of these criticisms. In this Iater work, 

Foucault (1983) stresses the importance of a p e e  subject as the material that govemment 

seeks to shape. In this conception of govemment the individual is constructed as an active 

subject who is capable of choice among a field of available actions. It is choice thar 

govemment seeks to structure in relation to a desired objective. 

The second reproach has been offered by stnicturalist commentators who have 

dismissed Foucault's work for its lack of attention to the state by pointing to this often 

quoted statement: "it is necessary to cut off the king's head" (Foucault, 1980). This 

statement. however, does not accurately porûay his later work concerning govemmentality. 

A more accurate insight is suggested when he States that "it is certain in contemporary 

societies the state is not simply one of the forms or specif'c situations of the exercise of 

power - eken if it is the most important - but in a certain way al1 other forms of power 

relations must refer to it" (Foucault, 1983: 224). Here Foucault situates state power as central 

in organizing the field of dispersed powers in liberal political regimes while, at the same 

time, he denies the role of the state as a necessary and fundamental institution in the 

governing of populations. W l e  sociology is hesitant to fully embrace Foucault's work. the 

valuable insights contained in his studies add a new dimension to this discipline. 

Governmentality and Sociology 

In recent years there has been an impressive scholarship which has extended 

Foucault's work on govemmentality to many diverse fields of inquiry, including: new f o m s  

of govemance (O'Malley, 1996b; Pratt, 1996); accounting practices as techniques of 

govenunent (Rose and Miller, 1992; Miller and Rose, 1990); criminal justice processes 
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(Hunt and Wickham. 1994; PavIich, IW6a 1 W6b; Stenson, 1993; Garland, 1996); the use 

of accumulated statistics to govem populations (Hacking, 1 986; 1990; 199 1 ; Rose, 1995); 

and governing populations through neo-liberal techniques (cf. Barry, Osbourne, and Rose. 

1996). However, in this extensive literature there have been few attempts to situate 

Foucault's position aiongside contemporary sociology. Some authors - most notabiy Rose 

and Miller (1 992) and Gordon (1991) - have stressed the incornpatibility of this work with 

sociology. while others (Garland, 1997; Sharp, 1995; Lacombe. 1993; Dean. 1994a 199 1 ) 

have underscored, not only the compatibility of Foucault with sociological inquiry, but also 

its importance, by locating it alongside influential thinkers. such as, Anthony Giddens. 

Norbert Elias, Max Weber, Emile Durkheim and Erving Goffman. There is still a stream of 

thought within sociology that views Foucault's anti-totalising pluralism as irreconcilable 

within this discipline. Perhaps it is this observation that provides Foucault's work its 

relevance for sociology. 

In Foucault's writings one would have dificulty in shackling his analysis within the 

contemporary discipline of sociology, and would have an even harder task to find where he 

explicitly makes reference to colonial techniques of government. What is it about Foucault's 

work which renders it valuable to sociology? One of the strengths of Foucault's work is the 

fact that his writings included and intruded into many different subjects - sexuality, prisons, 

madness, medicine - which have bluned the hollowed walls separating the disciplines. In 

following Foucault's lead social scientists have now transgressed these confines and 

incorporated many relevant ideas and methods across disciplines fiom geography, to 

comparative literature, to sociology. When pigeon holed within the discipline of sociology. 
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or any other for that matter, analysis is obsûucted by the discourse and margins of the school 

of thought. Rather, as Stenson (1 996) has argued, this "cross fertilization" of ideas is what 

provides governmentality studies with their critical edge. A second strength of Foucault's 

work denves fiom the first. and relates to the content of his later wntings (Bell. 1993). In 

these writings one finds the cornrnon intersection between sociology, aboriginal people. and 

governrnent. Even though Foucault did not make explicit mention of "post-colonial" 

governmentality. and the association between the two are not readily apparent. the anti- 

totalising stance of the concepts derived from his work endones this connection. Political 

rationalities, practices, techniques, and knowledge, are al1 concepts which Foucault 

developed in relation to European governmentality, but also - as will be seen in the following 

chapters - highiight the 19" century Canadian programme of intniding into. and shaping. the 

mode of life of the plains' aboriginals. This revised theorizing about Canada's colonial past 

will enable me to excavate an original understanding of the complex relationship between 

and among regimes of governrnent, stmtegies to facilitate their ends. and their relations with 

the aboriginals' mode of Me. 

Rationality of Government: Foucault's Genealogy of the Modem State 

In Foucault's (1991; 1988a; 1988b: 1988c; 1983; 1981a; 1981b) analysis of 

governmentality. he adopted a unique approach to the understanding of government. 

Govemment refers to the ways in which the state's dispersed administrative organization 

manages a free and active population through practices which seek to structure their choice 

of actions in relation to a desired end. In order to understand the complex of practices 

disposed to govem contemporary populations, Foucault endeavoured to discem how. under 
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successive regimes of government, definite ways of managing populations became linked up 

with the ends pursued by the specific form of state organization. Foucault analyzed three 

"regimes" of govemment which can be distinguished by. what he refers to as, their 

rationality. It refers to a concept that addresses a manner of thinking about government that 

is ernbodied in a distinct set of objectives (ends), and practices (means) disposed to realize 

them. which is situated within a material reality that is the target of govemmenr (domain). 

An important distinction to make is that rationality is differentiated by the regime of 

governmenral organization it is situated in. In order to m e r  elaborate these last statements 

I will now consider the geneaiogy proposed by Foucault of the modem liberal rationality of 

government. 

The way in which states govem. both in contemporary society and historically. is 

organized around a series of rationalities, each of which is distinctive in terms of the ends 

it pursues, the means disposed to reach it, and the domain which is governed. Foucault's 

genealogy of the modem regime of govemment traces its emergence fiom "pastoral" 

rationality to the current liberal one. While Foucault does not distress to speci@ the origins 

of the modem regime of government he is concemed with the transformations and 

continuities between successive rationatities which have conditioned the present 

configuration. 

Foucault undertakes his genealogy by cornmencing his analysis with a form of 

govemment rationality referred to as pastoral power. The term pastorship is a powerfùl 

metaphor for a type of political rationaiity that invokes images of paston or ministen who 

are "S hepards of men" that guide and shape a group of followers in relation to truth which 
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is embodied in the word of God. One of the distinct intricacies of this form of political 

rationality cancems the domain it sets out to govem. The Shepard govems over a flock as 

opposed to the sovereign concem for temtorial space. To the Shepard. land is of minor 

importance in relation to the spiritual well-being of their flock. 

The essential component of pastoral power is that it governs in relation to truth. 

Truth. is not concemed with the manifestations of contents to which it is necessary to 

attribute the values of nght and wrong. It is the presentation of a discursive knowledge 

imbedded through and through with practices of government for its realization in the lives 

of individuals. Tmth concems much more than true and false. it relates to the practices which 

facilitate its intrusion into the lives of the flock. Consider for exarnple the instrument of the 

pastor: the Bible. The Bible contains certain discursive projections conceming the ways in 

which individuds should conduct their secular lives while at the same time permitting the 

individual to prepare themselves for their spiritual life. By intmding this tnith into the lives 

of the flock the pastor disposes practices of govemment. In relation to this form of 

govemment the most essential practice of the pastor is surveillance and knowledge 

concerning the population. By having knowledge of the spiritual state of each and al1 

individuals in the flock the pastor is then qualified to effectively govem this domain. 

Pastoral power is a formulation of political rationality which finds its roots in Hebrew 

and Christian spirituality. The f o m  of government practices invested in the pastor consists 

of the formulation of knowledge concerning the spiritual state of a flock who are capable of 

choice among available actions. It is the responsibility of the pastor, through knowledge, to 

structure this choice in the direction of the tnith contained in the discourse of the Bible. What 
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becomes of importance here is the introduction of an individual who is fiee and makes active 

choices about the direction taken by their lives. It is this materia1 - the freedom of the 

individual - that is governed by the pastor. The sou1 of the individual is not natunlly 

predisposed to accept the truth embodied in the Bible. rather, the individual has freedom of 

choice. It is the charge of the pastor to saucture this choice through practices in the direction 

of the spiritual salvation of each and al1 members of their flock. in contrast to the 

govemment of souls charactenzed by the pastoral rationality of government the second form 

of rationality discussed by Foucault problematizes the secunty of its own existence. For the 

fim time, with the emergence of the reason of state, govemment reflects on the secular art 

of government. Foucault (1 9 8 8 ~ )  proposes that this shift in the rationaiity of govemment was 

the consequence of two interrelated processes, the Reformation and the end of Feudal 

relations. First. the Reformation called into question the relations of pastorsbip and salvation; 

and secondly, the crisis in Feudalism and the long devolution of authority shifts the 

responsibility of mle from the sovereign lord to the territorial administraiive states. This 

regime of government formed its rationality in opposition to the mode1 of God imposing His 

will on the people and shified its concems to the security of itself iri relation to its 

advewaries. The end govemed by the state was denoted in t ems  of its relational dumbility. 

In relation to the end punued by the reason of state, "police," a corresponding rationality, 

emerged dongside it. 

The rationality of the police conducted its form of government on the premise that 

there could never be enough government. Police constitute a science of endless control which 

tends to the weaknesses of the social order through the accumulation of knowledge and 
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endless intervention. For the purposes of the state's military machine, the rationality of the 

Police concems the realization that the population should be as numerous and healthy as 

possible. To this end, an arrangement of surveillance is disposed in the form of statistics. Ian 

Hacking (1 986; 1990; 199 1) has convincingly shown that in order to render the profile of the 

population knowabie and measurable, the state required an "avalanche of printed numben" 

in the form of statistics. It follows that the utopian vision of police is like the flawless 

working of the clock, with its minutiae of details al[ installed and carefully scrutinized 

(through statistics). If the clock (the social world) should some how fail, with the 

watchmakers tools it can be modified. Frorn this point fonvard, knowledge of the secular 

strengh of the state, the use of informational techniques, and the developrnent of practices 

for the securiîy of the state. has comprised essential components of the modem rationality 

of government 

The rationalities discussed above - police, reason of state, pastoral - and the practices 

disposed by each to shape a domain of government form the requisite fragments of the 

modem liberal rationality. In his lectures, Foucault was striving to reconcile a fundamental 

question: how does the modem liberal rationality of government manage populations? In so 

doing, Foucault looked to political rationalities of the past. In the late eighteenth cenniry 

criticisms of the despotic disposition of the reason of state and the tyranny of the police 

resulted in providing the necessary conditions for the shift to a liberal rationality of 

government. In the western world the ideals of liberalism have always been associated with 

"wise restraint," "laissez-faire," and non-intrusion into the lives of individuals. It concerns 

a manner of intmding into the lives of populations whiie still maintaining a respect for 
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individual liberty. It is premised on the idea that too much government impinges upon the 

liberty of the population. With the liberal rationality of government the domain to be 

govemed shifts from the security of the state in relation to the nsks posed by enemies, to the 

promotion of prosperity and happiness of the population. Knowledge is no longer 

accumulated for the purposes of strengthening the state, but to promote the well being of the 

population. There is a shifi in the enddmeans relationship. The population is no longer to be 

manipulated as the means to the security of the state but are considered to be ends in 

thernselves. 

While 1 am sympathetic to Foucault's work on governmentality as coniprising an 

essential tool for discerning the 19" cenniry govemance of the plain's aboriginals I am also, 

in some ways, critical. Whzt is problematic is the attention Foucault paid to the discursive 

constitution of these regimes. In his search to problematize the contemporary form of liberal 

government he deliberated over, not the practical working out of the rationaiity of 

govemment, but rather the discourse contained in the writings of classical thinkers - the 

stoics, the sixteenth century church the police. and many of the more modem thinkers on the 

subject of 'Hght" govemment (Rousseau, LaPierre, Adam Smith). The problem is that 

Foucault, and the classical thinken, deveioped their discourse on blank pages far removed 

from the textured r ed i t .  of the colonial world. While the birth place of liberalism was 

constituted by a relatively homogeneous culture of native-born Europeans, the colonial 

setting (Canada, South Afnca, Ireland. Australia), where the liberal activity of government 

was given ascendency constituted an environment of which neither classical thinken, nor 

Foucault, were aware. Given this fact, should we bnish off the insights offered by Foucault 
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for being irrelevant to the study of colonial govement? Hardly. While Foucault's analysis 

does not discuss the complexities encountered by government in the colonial world, his anti- 

totalising discernment of governmentality proves valuable in this regard. 

Political rationalities, given the discussion of the genealogy of the modem state. may 

be defined as the organization of practices as a means to sketch the objects of govement  - 

members of a Bock, the strength of the state, or a population - as a domain which renders it 

govemable. While the ideology of liberalism ernphasizes fieedorn and liberty for d l .  the cold 

reality of the colonial world portrays a quite different landscape. It is exclusionary. tt denies 

liberty to some only to extend it to othen. When considering a study of colonial 

govemmentaliîy the central question becomes: how is it possible to discem the rationality 

of governrneni invented and disposed to govem the indigenous people. In what follows. I 

argue and demonstrate the need to understand colonial governmentality, on the one hand, as 

sharing liberal characteristics, while on the other, quite openly displaying anti-liberai 

tendencies. Unlike Europe, where the social and cultural disposition of the people did not 

require as many intrusions upon liberty, the abonginal people of the Canadian plains were 

met at al1 life's choices with practices of governrnent which endeavoured to structure their 

actions in relation io a prescribed mode of life. It is by grounding our analyses in the domain 

constituted to govern the abonginals, the practices intrinsically generated to shape their 

actions, the activities of agents of govemment, and the ends they pursued that it is possible 

to discem a colonial rationality of government as it relates to the 1 9 ~  century governance of 

aboriginals in Canada. 

An analysis of a colonial rationality of government must not only be concemed with 
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the rationality of governance, but also, rnust take into account a series of influences which 

conditioned its configuration. In coming to terms with the 19"' century liberal rationality of 

govemment 1 will observe the pnor rationality of Hudson's Bay Company govemment, its 

effects on the mode of life of the aboriginals, on the subsistence base. and the effects of 

alcohol and disease on the aboriginals. Another important condition which influenced the 

way in which abonginals are governed is Freedom. Here 1 am not concemed with the 

unrestnined choice among actions, but rather that a choice does in fact exist. Freedom of 

choice among actions is the prerequisite of government. Without choice thme would not be 

the need to govem. The aboriginal mode of life, in 19'h century Canada, was influenced by 

the conditions of life which confronted thern, but they, nor the practices of govemment, in 

no way determined actions. Rather, aboriginal choice among actions was conditioned by the 

context of subsistence on the prairies, and the practices of government which endeavoured 

to structure hem in relation to a prescribed mode of life. 

Organization 

In relation to what has already been stated, there are a number of intersecting 

methodological, substantive, and theoretical issues which 1 bring together in the pages that 

follow. These are debates which concem the study of post-colonial government generally, 

and specifically, the 19lh century govemance of the aboriginals of the Canadian plains. It is 

my larger purpose here to provide the reader with an understanding of how the Canadian 

administrative state sought to govem the lives of the aboriginals in the late 1 century. To 

this end, it is first necessary to corne to an understanding of what f o m  of government the 

liberal Canadian state replaced, and its effects on the aboriginals. This is the purpose of the 
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fint two chapters. They construct and situate the conditions of life of the aboriginals prior 

to confederation and the antecedent practice disposed to govern them within this rationality 

of government. The first chapter discusses the rationality of govemrnent of die HBC and 

demonstrates how the aboriginals took an active role in shaping the nature of this regime of 

governrnent. In the second. 1 address how law and missionary practices began to intrude into 

the lives of the aboriginals. In the last chapters 1 address the lYh century liberal rationality 

of the Canadian state. While this constitutes a definite break from the rationality of a fur 

trading Company, 1 endeavour to show the continuities between them, and how the 

conditions of existence which resulted from the prior mentality had consequences for the 

aboriginals and the content of liberal govemment. The third chapter addresses how the 

aboriginals were constituted as a domain of govemment through legal discourse and spatial 

division. In the following two chapters 1 discuss and trace the emergence of t5e practices of 

eovemment which were disposed to structure the actions of the aboriginals in the direction 
C 

of amalgamation with prescnbed values. The final two chapters addrcss the use of knowledp 

first, to give the practices of govemment their effect, and second, to provide those who are 

"at a distance" an angle of sight into the domain of govemment. 



Chapter One 

Liberalism, The Canadian State, and 
Goverrnentality: the Search for Principles 

In Foucault's (1991; 1988a; 1988b; 1988c; 1983; 1981a; 1981 b) analysis of 

governmentality, scattered over few lectures and essays, he adopts a unique approach to the 

analysis of liberalism. While liberalism has most &en been referred to as a political ideology 

which accentuates the optimization of individual liberty, and its protection fiom intrusion by 

the state, those who have followed Foucault's work (Hindess, 1997; Dean, 1996a: 1996b: 

1994: Pavlich, 1994a; Rose; 1993; Rose and Miller. 1992) have rejected the normative 

discourse of liberalism and opted for a more critical interpretation of its activity of rule. 

Liberalism as an activity of rule, as often cited by classical and contemporary thinkers. 

reflects the naturai order of thulgs. But, we may ask  who participates in the privileges of this 

natural order? In order to discem the nature of aboriginal participation in this order. I will 

rely on two methodological pnnciples derived from the governmentality literature. First. 1 

will endeavour to refrain fiom articulating this study with the normative discoune of 

liberalism. And, secondly, 1 will try to understand the activity of 1 Qh centwy liberai d e  in 

Canada and its rationality by considenng not its ideology, but rather, the practices it 

intrinsically constnicted to shape the domain of government whose parameters were the 

mode of life of the aboriginals. Before we corne to understand the practical activity of 

17 
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govemment in 19' century Canada, and its work upon the mode of Iife of the aboriginal 

people of the prairies, it is beneficial that we first situate the Canadian version of liberalism 

in terms of its development, extension. and prolikration. 

One of the most evident circurnstances to confiont the student in search of a distinctly 

Canadian scholarship of liberalism is our comparative lack of literature. The individual who 

is searching to come to tems with the ideological foundation of this intrinsic govemmental 

rationality must be content with, and satisfy their interrogation with, a collection of extracts 

frorn speeches and newspaper articles (cf. Forbes, 1985). In the debate which has gone on 

around the Western world concerning the fundamental values of freedom. of justice, and of 

what is essential conceming the hurnan spirit, Canadian thinkers have taken little part 

(Underhill, 1960). In the last one hundred years Canadians have made great stndes toward 

economic manirity and political autonomy, yet little contribution has been made to the 

discussion of the ideological issues which underlie this development. "Where are the classics 

in our political literature which embody our Canadian version of libemlism?'asks a leading 

Canadian critic (Underhill, 1960). But, if there is a lack of Canadian scholarship conceming 

the underlying principles of liberal government. how did Canada arrive at the present 

fomdation of govemmentality? The answer lies in the unique developmental history- of 

Canadian politics and society. The underlying principle for unfolding the ideological 

foundation of 19" century Canadian liberalism is that it is derivative. It is imported. It is 

colonial. 

The stream of ideas which contributed to the formation of 191h century Canadian 

liberalism was denved from the teachings and discourse of the English philosophers. 
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Canadian liberals were always happiest and most effective when "applying to Canadian 

conditions the traditions of English constitutional developmentT' (Underhill, 1960: 1 3 2). 

These ideas provided the foundation upon which our version of liberalism emerged. 

However, it would not be suficient to state that Canadian liberalism was merely an extension 

of its British heritage. Rather, it was shaped by two influences, one social and the other 

economic. On the one hand, since the 1830's nativist liberal ideas have produced a unique 

twist to the British version through the distinctive agrarian mode of frontier life. This 

economic condition gave Canadian liberalism its conservative appearance. On the other 

hand. there was a social condition of influence. The first settlements in Upper Canada were 

constituted by United Empire Loyalists who had been driven out of the 13 colonies following 

the American revolution. House burnings, confiscation of belongings, suffering, these were 

what the eariy Canadians were reminded of when they thought of America, and their version 

of democracy. In 18 13. the Americans launched a war of conquest against Upper Canada, 

thus making certain that those who looked to Amenca for political inspiration had little 

influence on Canadian sentiment (Kelley, 1969). While Canada inherited the British liberal 

system of state and ideology, it was shaped by social and economic conditions of life 

invinsic to the Canadian context (Smandych, 1995; Wise, 1974; Wise, 1965). 

The founders of Canada were content to have a constitution similar in principle to 

that of England. They, nor any Canadian liberal thinkerj, thought it desirable to spell out, to 

set in srone, the ideology of this foundation of govemment. Rather, the founders of this 

country have been more concemed with practical philosophy than their ideological 

antecedents. John A. MacDonald, the first Prime Minister of Canada, proclairned the spirit 
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of the nation, when he stated that he found it unjustified io "waste the time of the legislature 

and money of the people in h i t less  discussions on abstract and theoretical questions of 

govemment." (Cited in Campbell, 1996). MacDonald and the initial members who made up 

the Canadian House of Comrnons were more concerned with the intrinsic exigencies of the 

country, such as its expansion and communication within it. They had other ends to meet and 

correct. 

The Canadian li beral rationality of govemment was influenced by the ideology of the 

English stream. which was shaped by econornic and social issues. However, while this made 

up the foundation of the pmctical activity of govemrnent we are left to question, how did the 

Canadian state respond, take action against, and correct the problems it faced? Will ideology 

explain, and illuminate this? Hardly. In order to evaluate and understand the unique version 

of Canadian liberalism it is essential that we understand, and corne to terms with the intrinsic 

problems and exigencies which it sought to correct and govem. Instead of viewing Canadian 

Iiberaiism as an ideology, 1 argue that liberalism must be seen as the power and capacity of 

the state to act on and govern actions. In this way liberaiism refers, not to ideology. nor to 

a normative h e w o r k ,  but rather to a political rationality of governrnent which functions 

within a reaim of exigencies and intrinsic problems encountered by the state who claims to 

embody its principles. What is left over fiom the interaction between political rationality and 

the intrinsic problems encountered by the state, is often quite different fiom the premises it 

is based on. While liberai ideological principles are the foundation upon which govemment 

is erected, it is only the backdrop against whicb the state govems its conditions. 

In light of the above discussion we are able to envision the possibility of a 
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Foucaultian govemmentality approach concerning the governance of the plains abonginai 

peoples. The first step in this process is to understand that the normative fiamework of 

liberalism is insufficient when disceming the practices of government which affected the 

lives of the aboriginal people. Instead we must look to its rationality. That is, the means 

through which it sought to realize the ends invinsic to it. And secondly. that the liberal 

rationality of govemment cannot be deduced a priori. but m u t  be viewed from. and 

undentood in, the context of the domain it sets out to govem. To illuminate the liberal 

govemmentality of the domain constnicted around the parameten of the aboriginal mode of 

life, we must first address and understand the intrinsic exigencies which the Dominion of 

Canada was confronted with upon the cessation of land from the Hudson's Bay Company 

(HBC ). In order 10 do so, we mus address on the one hand. the rationality of government by 

the HBC, and on the other, the aboriginal culture, and the HBC's effects on it. 

HBC rationality and the Mode of Life of the Aboriginal Peoples 

The conditions of life of the abonginai peoples at the tirne of the cessation of land ta 

the Dominion of Canada and its response to these conditions. have been well articulated in 

the existing literature. However, what conditioned dus situation? M a t  gave the practices of 

govemment their permanence? nie conditions of life which confronted the aboriginal 

peoples and the Canadian state in 1869-70 were not bom out of abstract theoretical 

principles, but problematized out of the contexnial reality of the Canadian West. To 

understand the practices disposed by the Dominion to shape the domain constituted around 

the aboriginal mode of life, and to corne to terms with the reaction of the aboriginal peoples, 

it becomes essential to recount the emergence of these problems. Much too often histonans 
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have neglected the emergence of the conditions of life on the prairies which were the result 

of, and conditioned by. the rationality of the HBC. Before 1 move on to consider the treaties. 

the programme of government, its content, and resistance by the aboriginal people. we must 

first have a sound knowledge of the emergence of the problems which were responded to by 

the liberal rationality of the Canadian state. and the conditions of life in which a prescnbed 

mode of life was intruded. In the rernainder of this chapter and the next. 1 will be dealing 

with the relations between the political rationality of the HBC and the mode of life of the 

indigenous people of the prairies pt-ior to 1870. 

In 1670 a Royal Charter was granted by the English Monarchy that bestowed to a fur 

trading Company (HBC) the exclusive nght to extract the produce from, and govem, the area 

which now comprises most of what is now Western Canada then referred to as Rupert's 

Land (Smandych and Sacca, 1996; Smandych and Linden, 1995). In the years that would 

follow, the HBC would initiate an intrinsic rationality of govemrnent which responded to the 

unique exigencies of the fur trade. The HBC sought to articulate a political rationality 

through which they would govem, not only the space of Rupert's Land, but a domain 

constnicted around the parameters of the fur trade. The domain of the fur trade was the end 

govemed by the Company. This end is circular. It resides in the security of the HBC itself. 

The rationality of government which embodied the HBC was one that sought, above 

ail else, the security of its existence in relation to cornpetition, settlement. and the harsh 

conditions of life in the Canadian North-West. These intrinsic concem mediated against the 

accumulation of furs, and ultimately, profits. These problems were governed by the 

Company. However, to secure its interests, the HBC relied on the aboriginal mode of life as 
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a means to this end. In order to be productive, the aboriginal mode of Iife. as the (aboriginal 

people were the) proletariat of the fur trade. had to be sheltered from alien intrusions in the 

form of missionaries and other philanthropists whose intent it was to shape their existence 

in ways which were contradictory to the ends of the Company. Alternatively. to pmduce 

more efficient hunters this mode of life had to be intruded upon by the introduction of 

European comrnodities such as guns and ammunition. In relation to the aboriginal mode of 

life. the rationality of governrnent initiated by the HBC had to strike a careful balance 

etween intrusion and non-intrusion. 

In this we are able to envision the beginnings of the intrinsic HBC rationality of 

government. This rationality sought to shape and secure the knowledge of the indigenous 

people. not for reasons residing in the population, but rather, as a product and function of its 

rationality. The ends of the Company are not so much concerned with the aboriginal 

population - its present hctioning, its troubles, and conditions of life - but only that it exists 

and funetions in a "right" manner. The abonginal people were a means to a desired end. 

What results from a rnentality which seeks only the existence and preservation of itself is a 

dornain of government whose parameters encompass only the amelioration of its own 

intrinsic probiems. 

At the centre of what 1 have been discussing is the fom of political rationality that 

the Company developed dunng their rule to govem a domain constituted around their own 

interests. The territorial space of Rupert's Land was govemed according to rational principles 

which are intrinsic to the HBC and cannot be derived from abstract theoretical ideology. 

Govemment in this context, not only concems itself with the maintenance of a territorial 
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space, but also includes the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples as a means to realize the 

accumulation of profits. But the aboriginal peoples are more than a simple rneans to an end, 

they comprise an independent reality that has its own laws and mechanisms of reaction. In 

the next sections we will discuss the intermingling of this rationality with the aboriginal 

mode of life. 

Aboriginal mode of Life and Intrusions by the HBC 

M e n  the aboriginal people entered into Treaty with the Dominion of Canada, they 

did so in the shadow of more than 200 years of cultural, political. and social infection and 

influence. Their mode of life was shaped and conditioned by the changing nature of the Fur 

trade. These people compnsed a culture of courage, determination, and enterprise which 

conditioned or at least had a large part to play in the profit generating activity of the HBC. 

They were reflexive in adapting their culture to the exigencies of a niche in the fur trade 

which allowed them to exercise influence over their enemies and enjoy a life of profit (by 

selling at a surplus the trade items acquired). Here we find a very reflexive people who were 

able to shape their lives, and came out a niche in the fur trade which they could cal1 their 

own. 

Some historians have staaed fiom the premise that the fur trade decirnated the culture 

of the abonginais. From this perspective the aboriginals were doomed prior to the emergence 

of the liberal Canadian govemment. This, in the end, proves limiting. It neglects many of the 

roles aboriginals played in the fur trade. It neglects the agency and subjectivity of the 

aboriginal people. Rather than starting fiom a perspective of a coercive practice of 

domination disposed by the HBC - which dooms the researcher from the start, since it does 
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not allow them to expel this myth - I will loosen the gr@ of domination and discuss the 

elements of governance, choice, and subjectivity. From this perspective, I will be able to 

open up for analysis a whole range of factors which hitherto would have remained hidden 

in relation to that which envisions the aboriginal people as dominated by European values. 

The lives of the aboriginal people were not dorninated, nor were they solely dependent on 

the fur trade (Rich. 1991). but rather their mode of life. was reflexively shaped in relation to 

the conditions it offered. 

In what follows will trace the lines of descent conceming how the aboriginal 

peoples mode of life was shaped by the intrusion of a fur irade domain of government. 

However, given the complexity of the contextual situation, I will not generalize the findings 

to the totaiity of the aboriginals who inhabited the space of the prairies, but confine them to 

the particular nations addressed. 

Traditional Political and Social Organization 

Prior to contact with Europeans, the aboriginal peoples of the prairies inhabited a 

complex social world comprising many behavioural contexts, which, when al1 were 

functioning as a social order, contributed to the security of the people in relation to the 

conditions of life encountered in the rugged wildemess of the northem plains. ïhis 

contexnial siniation is imbedded in a philosophy of life which stressed the equality of al1 

creatures and beings which share existence in the space inhabited by the abonginal peoples. 

In the aboriginal mode of life al1 that which concerns their existence is enclosed in a space 

of knowledge consisting of a shared philosophy. That is, in aboriginal society al1 aspects of 

sociai, cultural economic and political existence are connected in what Sioui (1 992) refen 
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to as the "shared circle of life." Smandych and Lee ( 1995) have stated that the 'function of 

spirituality in Amerindian life was al1 encompassing and provided the foundation for 

understanding. " 

Irving Hallowell ( 1965) an ethnologist who studied the Oj ibway of Berens River in 

the eariy pan of this century. cornrnented that "one of the firmest links with the past is the 

penistence of Ojibway speech." According to Black (1 967). one of the basic features of the 

Ojibway language, which is directly related to an understanding of the abonginal philosophy 

of life, is that a grammatical distinction between animate and inanimate objects is not 

realized. That is, inanimate objects such as the sun. moon, and wind, are not distinguished 

in kind from animate entities. In addition. these beings are reified as inhabiting the same 

space of knowledge as the aboriginal peoples. 

In addition to the reified fauna coexisting with the aboriginal peoples. there is also 

the existence of exceptionally "great" and "big" (Frogs, Turtles, Snakes) spiritual entities 

which are said to exist. but are rarely encountered and invoke exceptional feu. Hallowell 

(1 965 j relates a story of four Ojibway men who were: 

Crossing Lake Winnipeg in a canoe and landed on an island where they expected to spend 
the night, one of these men discovered what he interpreted as tracks of a Great Frog. His 
corn panions agreed with him. AI1 of these lndians became so feamil that, although night 
was approaching and they had a considerable distance to paddle, they decided to leave the 
isIand at once (p. 6 1 ) .  

In addition to the "great" and "big" class, there exists another class of animate beings 

designated as the Thunder Birds. As opposed to the Great Frogs they are encountered and 

known to a11 through the sounds and sights which they produce during the season when it 
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rains. The sound which nunbles through the sky is due to their flapping wings, while the 

light which flashes during this time is due to their blinking eyes. These birds are heard and 

seen by the aboriginals h m  late in the spring season until just before the snow blankets the 

earth. 

However. in addition to these entities, al1 species of wild animals and plants are 

believed to be under the control of "bosses" or "owners" (Hallowell, 1965). It was 

understood by the aboriginal peoples that only by permission of the "owners" that individuai 

animals could be killed. Even though the aboriginal peoples possessed an expert knowledge 

of the naturai world which was incorporated into their philosophy of life - by direct 

observation of the habitual movements of the animals of the forest and plains - and the skills 

necessary to down an animate being, it was not the killing of animals which constituted z 

valuable hunter. What made a good hunter was cognizance and respect of the "owners" of 

the downed animate being, which, if not properly treated. the owner would retaliate against 

the hunter by making his kind impossible for the hunter to overtake (Black, 1967). If one is 

to be a succesfil hunter and provider, they are to fulfill their obligations to the "owners" of 

the animate being. 

To the aboriginal peoples the "owners" of the animate beings to which one pays 

respect, the "greatf' and "bign animals of which one avoids, and the Thunder Birds which they 

hear in the sky are as much a part of the social, economic, spiritual, and political world as 

the concrete physical animals in the forests and on the plains. There are no distinctions made 

between the physical and rnetaphysical, but are rather interrelated in the philosophy of life 

of, or space of knowledge of the aboriginal peoples who came in contact with the HBC and 
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the domain of the fÙr trade. 

The philosophy of life of the aboriginal peoples was not homogenous, but was 

contingent upon their spatial location, - prairies, rnountains. or forests - by their mode of 

procuring existence and their particular nation, however, the point of the preceding was to 

evidence the strong religious spirituality of the aboriginal people which was intimately 

Iinked to their social, economic, and political mode of existence and the bais  of their 

society. It is into this context that the mentality of the fur trade intruded and later what the 

missionary sought to shape. 

Intrusions of the Ratiooality of the HBC and the Cree: fur trade entrepreneurs 

Throughout the more than 200 years of the fur trade, the Cree culture of the western 

plains went through a series of shifts resulting from the intrusion of the fur trade into their 

mode of life. The conditions of life which resulted had important implications for the 

~ominion  of Canada upon the cessation of land Crom the W C .  In the beginning years of the 

1 7b csntury the Cree first expenenced the introduction of European goods that comprised 

a motley assortment of duIl knives, soiled cloth, and tom nets worn thin by extensive use 

(Milloy, 1990). In the last half of the century, commencing with the western drive of the fur 

tradr and the opening of the Bayside posts of the HBC, the lives of the Cree would undergo 

a dramatic shifl. How long prior to this had the Cree been introduced to European vade 

goods is unknown, nevertheless, their emergence on the prairies would have critical 

implications for the totality of the aboriginal people who occupied this space. 

The introduction of European hir trading posts on Hudson Bay witnessed the 

emergence of a network of aboriginal persons who functioned as middle traders. The middle 
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traders were responsible for extending the trade westward by taking European goods iniand, 

and extracthg furs for trade with the HBC. The Cree and Assiniboine nations traded with the 

HBC for various goods. One of the most important goods traded was the gun. By having 

accrss to this cornmodity they were able to exert influence over those who did not. and 

effectively shape the econornic and political structure between the aboriginal nations of the 

prairies. In their role as middle traders, and with access to guns and ammunition. the Cree 

etched out a monopoly in the trade in furs. Through access to superior instniments of w a .  the 

Cree were also able to control the approach to the posts thus ensuring that they were the ones 

who would trade with Company. In this configuration of trade. the middle traders greatly 

influenced and structured: first. the amount of Furs to be sold to European and Canadian 

traders; second, their own conditions of life: and thirdiy, and perhaps what is most important. 

the strength of their enemies. 

This type of economic organization was not in keeping with the rationality of the 

Company. In order to extend their influence, the Company. in 1690-1. sent Henry Kelsey to 

the prairies to encourage other abonginal nations to corne to the Bay and trade (Milloy. 1990). 

But, as he penetrated M e r  and M e r  westward he found that the aboriginal nations were 

afraid to do so since the Cree, because of their access and monopoly of the gun, were 

jealously guarding their role as middle traders. In 1754 Anthony Henday stumbled upon the 

entrepreneurid spirit of the Cree (and Assiniboine) which extended throughout the continent. 

But to simply state that the Cree guarded their monopoly by blocking access to Hudson's Bay 

would deny the marner in which they maxirnized the benefits of their strategic geographic 

location. They were more than a military force which put blockades up to deter other nations 
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h m  trading, more than supplien of amis to their allies, but nther, were shrewd traders who 

benefited at both ends of the fur trade. That is not to Say that the Cree were in some way tied 

to either the British or French traders, but rather used and manipulated this competition for 

trade to receive the greatest value for their labour (Rich. 199 1 ). If they felt that the dealing 

was unfair, or the pnce of goods was excessive they would threaten to take their business to 

the competition (Isham, 1749). Once the Cree obtained the desired value for their goods. they 

would in turn vade these goods to other aboriginal nations who did not have access to the 

trade routes (Graham, 1969). 

WKle this discussion may lead an individual to assume that the dynarnics of the fur 

trade comprised a simple intrusion of European economic pnnciples into the lives of the 

Cree. this is not so. The Cree actively shaped their mode of life around the trade in furs, but 

did not readily accept the European concept of property and the wanton accumulation of 

such. Rather. they shaped their lives to respond to fur trade demands in a manner which was 

intrinsic to their mode of life. Trade goods allowed them to structure the complex social. 

political. and economic world around them. 

The early years of the fur trade shaped the traditional culture of the aboriginal 

peoples. The introduction and diffusion of European cultural artifacts, such as firearms, metd 

hatchets, and metal for arrows effectively altered political relations amongst the nations by 

putting the balance of power in the hands of those who controlled, or had access to, these 

commodities. Through their alliance with the Cree (Milloy, 1990) the Blackfoot nation was 

able to contrùl a greater range of temtory and access to subsistence which was previously 

unattainable. As well, those nations who were driven out of their traditional space had to 
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fend for themselves, oflen in territories which they had not been accustomed to. Cameahwait, 

a leader of the Shishoni (or snake) nation testifies to this unbalancing effect of European 

trade goods: 

If we had guns. instead of hiding ourselves in the mountains and living like bears on roots 
and berries we would then go down and Iive in the buffalo country in spite of our enemies 
whom we never fear when we meet on equa! terms (Lewis and Clark. n.d.: 120). 

Access to the gun and ammunition conditioned a realignment of political, economic and 

social interests of the nation in the western portions of North America. 

Shift in the Rationality of the Fur Trade - lntrinsic Principles of Government 

Throughout this early period of governrnent. the HBC perpetually sought means to 

maximize their profits. They attempted to encourage aboriginals from the interior to corne 

to ûade with them at Hudson's Bay, as well as, using a senes of other practices to encourage 

trade. however, no matter the practices put in place, profits remained relatively stable. This 

preponderance, among others, was brought to an issue in 1749 before a select cornmittee of 

the House of Comrnons that heard testimony from 20 witnesses who had knowledge of the 

m m e r  in which Company operated in Rupert's Land (Great Britain, House of Commons. 

1749). Many intermingling concems were addressed by the Comrnittee, including criticisms 

of the Company's monopoly; if an agricultural colony could be established in the ten-itory; 

and whether the trade in furs could be expanded. In relation to this 1 s t  concem, two possible 

schemes were put forth. The first was in accordance with the pnnciples laid d o m  by the 

classical econornists. The second took into account the intrinsic concems and problems of 

a fur trade domain of govenunent in Rupert's Land. 

According to classicai economists, if the Company was to give a "better price" to the 
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aboriginal peoples for Furs they would be able to accumulate more furs and thus increase 

their profits. ' l i s  a greater price would encourage the Indians to kill more" (Great Britain. 

House of Comrnons. 1749: 239). Robson, a stone mason, provided the Cornmittee a similar 

opinion that if "the Standard of Trade was more advantageous to the Indians. a greater 

quantity of furs and pelts would be brought" (Great Bri tain, House of Commons, 1 749: 220). 

This scheme, while consistent with the "natural" trade in England. was in opposition to both, 

the cultural complex of the aboriginal peoples. and the dynamics of the trade in the 

hinterland of the North. In 1769 Andrew Graham (1 969) found that the aboriginal peoples 

would only trade for what they needed. The indigenous people could procure between 

seventy and one hundred beaven without effort, which satisfied al1 their wants before 

corning to trade agaia. Therefore, if the aboriginal people were given a "better price" for 

trading fürs, they would need to tmde l e s ,  not more. The dynamics of trade in the northern 

portions of the country too, mediated against the " d e s  of economy" set out by the classical 

economists. It was found that the French traders would intercept the Cree on their way to the 

Bay to trade. The French would trade with the Cree before they reached the HBC posts. 

These traders would get the lightest, and best furs, before the HBC had a chance to trade 

(Rich. 1991). Those in England failed to take into account the intrinsic problems and 

concerns of trading with a population who did not share the sarne sense of property, and 

failed to recognize, the intense cornpetition which existed within the fur trade. To give a 

better price for goods sold is a sound tactic to induce a population to trade, however. it 

rîeglects the intrimic conditions of the fur trade and the mode of life of the abonginal people. 

How then could the HBC increase profits, given the fact that the French were 
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intercepting furs coming to the Bay, and the aboriginal people "would kill no more Beasts 

than what is sufficient to purchase Commodities for the year" (Great Britain, House of 

Cornons ,  1749: Thompson, 233). The only rnan.net in which to govern this dornain was to 

develop a rationality to govern the tùr trade which responded to the exigencies of it. In order 

to achieve a greater accumulation of furs. the HBC decided to cut out the middle trader by 

situating inland posts dong the Saskatchewan River. This shiR in the means to obtain a 

greater rnargin of profits responded to the problems encountered in trading with the 

aboriginal peoples. On the one hand, it enabled more nations to corne to vade directly with 

the Company, while on the other. it curbed the number of furs which were lost to the 

cornpetition. 

However. with the shifi in the means of governrnent has another implication. The 

Cree. who were the essential Iink in the fur trade. were displaced by the inland forts. They 

then had a choice to make conceming their mode of life. They had two options to pursue, on 

the one hand they could continue to hunt the ever disappearing beaver (which the HBC was 

encouraging), or on the other, they could shape their mode of life in a way which was more 

consistent with the pursuit of the buffalo, which - in the late 1700's anyway - were plentiful 

on the plains. In the succeeding years, the Cree opted for the latter option. But this should not 

be seen as an inationai choice, or simply as a reaction to being squeezed out of their rniddle 

trader roles by the introduction of inland forts, but rather. the buffalo offered a reliable 

subsistence base. Duncan McGillivray, once indirectly implied that the mode of life of the 

Cree was not detemiined by the European fur traders, but conditioned by their own rational 

evaluation of the contextual situation: 
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The inhabitants of the Plains are so advantageously situated that they could live very happily 
independent of  our assistance. They are surrounded with innumerable herds of animals, 
whose flesh affords them excellent nourishrnent and whose skins defend them from the 
inclemency of the weather, and they have invented so  many methods for the destruction of 
animals, that they stand in no need of ammunition to provide a sufficiency for these 
purposes (cited in Morton. 1929). 

The Cree's lives were shaped by the ends pursued by the company. It must be stated 

however, that their mode of life and of gaining subsistence was not determined by this 

relationship. In the early years of the fur trade the Cree in their role as middle traders 

ficilitated the HBC' s pursuits of profit. But this d e  was proving to be an imprdiment to the 

pursuit of prof ts. To this end the company was perplexed. How was it possible to secure 

profits in the face of a mode of life which did not value the accumulation of persona! 

property? The only manner to secure the end of goveming the Companies profits was to 

respond to these intrinsic problems with inland forts, thus procunng a direct trade with the 

supply of fûrs. However, the Cree. chose not to punue the beaver and other f u n  which was 

in the interest of the Company. hstead, they made a rational decision to pursue their own 

existence by following and subsisting upon the buffdo. This choice, as we will see. with the 

disappearance of the buffalo, and the disease which plagued the prairies had drarnatic 

influences in the years around confederation. The Cree's life had been shaped and 

conditioned by the intrusion of European economic motivation in the fashion of the European 

fur trade, their life after confederation will be seen as shaped by another intrusion. 

In addition to intruding an economic rationality and the comrnodities which 

accompanied it, the fur trade intruded Eumpean vices, disease and excess which shaped the 
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aboriginal culture in other ways. One of these intrusions was the use of aicohol as a 

cornmodity of trade. Cornpetition between a Montreal based trade company, the Northwest 

Company, and the Hudson's Bay Company became intensified in the latter part of the 1 81h 

century. In order to secure the ends of the respective companies, which required the aid of 

the aboriginal peoples. each company disposed a tactic which would have serious 

implications for these peoples. The struggle for control of the fur trade led to both, violent 

confrontation between traders - and also aboriginal people - but perhaps more importantly 

it led to the widespread distribution of alcohol as a practice disposed to obtain the loyalty of 

the Cree, Ojibway. Blackfoot, and other aboriginal fur traders. More than one HBC trader 

insisted that "they could get more done for a quart of brandy than for ten pounds worth of 

trade goods" (HBC, 1 775-82). The introduction of alcohol, despite the prohibitive law of the 

HBC to eliminate it afier the destnictive/competitive era of the fur trade (1831), lefi a 

penetrating impression on the abonginal people that would condition the problernatizing 

effort of the Canadian state. 

The fur trade, which intruded the practice of distributing alcohol for securing trade 

with the aboriginal inhabitants, also proved to be an efficient means for transmitting viruses, 

bacteria and diseases, such as, mumps, smallpox and measles. The introduction of diseases 

had serious implications for the econornic and political composition of abonginal culture. 

Some nations, such as the Assiniboine and Mandan, Lost so many of their people to these 

destructive diseases that they were pemanently weakened, and their role in both the fur 

trade, and political position on the plains, was forever diminished (Miller, 1 W6b). 

Wmle the intrusions of alcohol and disease had vital consequences for the shape of 
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aboriginal society, perhaps it was the increased strain on the traditional resources of the 

prairies which had the greatest impact on the shape of their Iives. The rationality of 

goveming the fur trade domain where profits were the ultirnate end. served to undermine the 

subsistence economy of the aboriginal peoples. lsbister (1  857: 6), a former resident of Red 

River once stated that: 

Owing to the numerous hunting ex-~rsions which the demands of the fur traded render 
necessary, and to the great slaughter of animals consequent thereon, the only present 
resources of the country have been gradually diminishing to such an extent. that the larger 
part of the native popuIation can no longer find the means of supporting life from the 
produce of the chase, or the natural productions of the soil. 

In the tirne before the intrusion of the European mentality of accumulation. the 

aboriginal people subsisted in harmony with the natural order of things (Bimerna, 1996). 

However, when a mentality of government which seeks only the security of itself through 

the means of the aboriginal people, a certain shift in the culture emerges. The intrusion of a 

fur trade mentality into the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples, the expansion of it. and 

the commodities used to initiate and sustain it, as well as the resulting disease had important 

cultural. economic, political and social implications for the aboriginals. The native ability 

to carry on a traditional mode of iife was undemined by the intrusions of vice, disease, 

commodities and mentality. When the fur traders of the HBC receded after the cessation of 

land to the Dominion of Canada, the scarcity which was the product of their intrinsic 

rationality of government and the intrusions into the lives of the aboriginal people did not 

cease to have implications for these peoples. Rather, the scarcity of game and introduction 

of alcohol and disease, which undermineci the traditional culture of these peoples was part 
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o f  the conditions which the Dominion problematized. and the aboriginal people sought to 

ameliorate. 

The HBC attempted to articulate a specific form of governmental rationality which 

was intnnsic to their objectives of securing their interests in relation to cornpetition, and the 

exigencies of the fur trade. With the cessation of land from the HBC to the Dominion of 

Canada this form of political rationality suspends its influence over the aboriginal peoples, 

however the effects stemming frorn 200 years of economic govemment would be lasting. 



Chapter Two 

Security of Knowledge through Discourse 
and the Intrusion of Settlement: 

Liberal Antecedents 

At the centre of the preceding discussion was the political rationality that the HBC 

intrinsicaily developed to govern a domain of fur trade objectives. Simply, this rationaiity 

was expounded to govem profits. It was defined in relation to the intrinsic conditions of 

economy of a fur trade Company operating in the specifk locale of Rupert's Land. As such. 

the HBC constituted a domain of government whose parameters surrounded the exigencies 

of the fur mde. Govc:ment in this context included goveming the mode of aboriginal life 

as a means to secure Company objectives. Abonginal knowledge, contained within the 

indigenous behavioural context, was essential to the ends of the Company and thus in need 

of protection. Their mode of life, their existence. that of hunting the Fur bearing animals of 

the forests and plains, was essential to the very existence of the fur trade Company. 

The mode of life of the aboriginal people of the prairies, and the contents of that 

physical space, was to be preserved in the interests of securing the Company's profit. Sir 

George Simpson testified to this before the Select Cornmittee of 1857 which was inquiring 

into criticism lodged against the Company: 

Do you believe that a country can be settled which is retained for hunting ground? 

38 
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-1 do not 
Then the hunting ground is incompatible with the settlement of the country? 
-Merely speaking from my own notion of the matter. without being a practical hunter: we 

find, as a matter of fact that the wild animals recede from the settlements (Great 
Britain, House of Cornmons, 1857: p.87). 

In the first instance. the company intruded a rationality of governrnent that sought the 

accumulation of profits. Secondly, they required the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples 

to obtain their objectives. Thirdly. in order for profit and accumulation be preserved, they 

needed to secure the interests of the company in relation to "foreignn intrusion of the kind 

which would negatively alter the profits of the company. Here 1 am refemng to two things: 

settlement, and missionarïes. This leads us into a discussion of the management of territorial 

space in the interests of securing the Company's constituted fur trade domain. 

Discourse and the Management of Space 

1 conceive that the HBC are a company conducting their government in a manner consonant 
with their interests as a trading company . . . 1 do not think that the interests of a trading 
company can ever be considered as compatible with the settlement of the province (Great 
Britain, House of Cornmons, 1857: W.H. Draper p.22 1). 

The encroachment of settlers into the territorial space of Rupert's Land could nor be 

reconciled witfün the interests of a fur trade company. That is, if the space in which the fur 

trade was conducted would be thrown open to seniement, it would have an adverse effect on 

the quantity of furs available, and thus the margin of profit enjoyed by the Company. 

Therefore, the whole of this space was to be jealously guarded by the HBC and reserved for 

the sole purpose of the accumulation of furs. The space of Rupert's land was one of the 

primary means to the desired end and was to be safeguarded from the intrusion by human 
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settlers. except for those whose sole purpose was the facilitation of the ends of the Company. 

The geographical space of Rupert's Land comprised "a temtory which is one third 

larger than al1 of Europe, covet-ing a space suficient for the establishment of kingdoms and 

empires" (Gladstone. 1857: 7). The vast arnount of space the HBC controlled and govemed 

was not opened to settlement, but rather, "treated as if intended by God and nature for no 

better purpose than the breeding of wild beasts and vermin. in order that a set of private 

advennirers might make the greatest possible profit out of their skinsJ' (Gladstone, 1857: 8). 

However. there were no cernent walls constmcted around this space and no armed guards on 

the border to control entry and settlernent into this space. How was this space govemed? 

To this end, the Company discursively constituted the geographical space which they 

governed as unfit for colonization. One prime exarnple of this is Sir George Simpson's 

restimony before the select committee inquiring into the fiairs of the HBC when he told the 

committee that Rupen's Land was unsuitable for cultivation. However, in his 1847 book, 

Journey Around the World he painted quite a different picture where he often compared the 

couniry side of Rupert's Land to that of England (vol. l pg.46). In one place he marvels, "nor 

are the banks less favourable to agriculture than the waters themselves to navigation. 

resembling, in some measure those of the Thames near Richmond" (vol. 1 p.53). But 16 

years later, when Ciovemor of the HBC, he seems to have changed his mind. In reference to 

the question posed to him concerning the cultivation and colonization of the temtory 

govemed by the Company, he had no hesitation in expressing his opinion that no space of 

this temtory was fit for settlers (Great Britain, House of Comrnons, 1857). 

As a traveier, Simpson marveled at the splendor of the territorial space over which 
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the Company govemed, but as Cornrnissioner. he could only find disdain. By constituting 

and perpehiating this discourse conceming the nature of Rupert's Land, the HBC was able 

to secure the space against settlement. For example. in 1858 the Canada's sent an expedition 

to Red River to see if it was possible to. first to reach it. and second, establish a "chainn of 

cornmunicatior.. The expedition finally rxpelled the discoune perpetuated by the compmy, 

as is evidenced in the following: 

Before Mr. Dawson's exploration, the rocky, broken structure of the country was thought 
to present an insuperable barrier to further extension except at an immense expenditure: but 
his examination led to the discovery of a good line (CSP vol. 7 no.3 1 1867: Mr. Folley). 

A second way the Company managed and preserved a beneficial state of affairs was 

to charge excessively high prices for land. Again this had the effect of discouraging 

settlement. By discoumging settlement through these two means the HBC was able to guard 

and preserve the fur trade. However, in the opening years of the nineteenth century, this state 

of aflàirs would be intmded upon by a small group of Scottish settlers under the auspices of 

Lord Selkirk. 

Intrusions of Law and Religion 

The conditions of life confionting the aboriginal peopies at confederation were a 

direct result of the pursuit of the objectives of the HBC. The resultant conditions of life were 

the fallout of the intrinsic econornic organization of a fur trading Company. These conditions 

had implications for the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples. how they carried on their 

existence, ihe shape of their cultural, as weli as, political and economic organization. The 

intrusion of European cornmodities, - including the use of alcohol as a means of barter - the 
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effects of the decline of the subsistence base. and the ravages of disease al1 irnpacted the 

mode of life of the aboriginal peoples. 

In addition to these conditions there existed two European intrusions which must be 

addressed before 1 discuss how the Canadian state govemed the mode of aboriginal life: the 

intrusion of rnissionaries practices into the mode and philosophy of life of the aboriginal 

peoples; and the influence of European and Company law. The missionaries and law 

emerged in the latter stages of the fur trade with the introduction ofsettlement in the space 

marked out as Red River. 

The Red River Missions 

In 18 1 1. a Sconish colonizer by the narne of Lord Selkirk, after much debate with 

HBC. collected together a group of settlers to establish the Red River colony at the junction 

of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. The great rnajority of these settlers were Roman Catholic. 

which was reinforced by the presence of French Canadian fur traders and the Metis in the 

area (Huel. 1996). Since there was no Catholic priest among hem, much to the outrage of 

the settlers, Selkirk invited Bishop Plessis to Red River in order that he may make provisions 

for bringing a priest to the settlement. In 18 18 this request was filled Two Catholic pnests 

were sent to the colony with detailed instructions to "rescue the Indian population from 

barbarism" (Plesis, cited in Huel, 1996). Two years later the first Anglican rnissionary 

anived at Red River. 

A unique feature of the rnissionary activity in Rupert's Land was that it did not begin 

und 1 50 years &er contact (Smandych and McGillivray, 1 998). What was happening in the 

1820's which conditioned the intrusion of missionaries into the h r  trade domain? As was 
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witnessed above, the emergence of a settlement in the territory brought with it a concem for 

religious instruction. Another influence was Protestant evangelism in England, which also 

led to efforts to Chnstianize indigenous people in other parts of the world (Smandych and 

McGilliwy, 1998). It was perhaps inevitable that missionaries would tum their attention to 

the aboriginals of Rupert's Land. 

In 1820. John West, a Protestant missionary. was sent to Rupert's Land to serve as 

the Chaplain of the HBC and as a representative of the Church Missionary Society. Much 

to the dismay of the Company however, West commenced a programme of instructing the 

aboriginals in the ways of Christianity. The Company was opposed to such an endeavour, 

as it posed a threat to the security of the fur trade. For 150 years the HBC was able to 

conduct business in the region free h m  intrusions which would significantly alter the shape 

of the fur trade. The missionaries' activity of evangelizing the aboriginals initiated a 

divergent form of govemment in the space of Rupert's Land. 

It is not my purpose, in this section, to provide the reader with an extensive 

chronology of missionary practices, but rather to make explicit the missionary intrusion of 

Truth. it is my larger purpose to delineate the conditions of existence of the aboriginal 

peoples at the time of confederation and how the HBC, missionaries, and law intervened in 

this process. In the Future it may be beneficial to investigate M e r  the practices and 

rationalities of the missionaries as they relate to the evangelization of the aboriginal nations 

of Rupert's Land. For now, I wiIl look at the objectives of the missionaies, the practices 

intruded to achieve these ends, and their interaction with the conflicting rationalities of the 

HBC. 



Security of Knowledge Through Discourse 

Rationality and practices of the Missionaries 

The mandate issued by Bishop Plessis - to rescue the Indian population from 

barbarism - is an important statement as it relates to the aboriginal peoples, in that: first. it 

is quite inconsistent with the objectives and rationality of the HBC; and second. it has 

continuity with the liberal rationality of government. In order to make this intelligible, 1 

would like to link this statement with the observations made in the preceding section 

conceming the security of space. Above I discussed how the active construction of a space 

in a manner which was inconsistent with settlement led to the security of space. and the 

construction of an exclusive domain of government. However. not only the territorial space 

that was to be govemed in relation to the preservation of the naturai produce of the company, 

but too. the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples which was indispensable to the pursuit of 

profit. Here then, we are able to envision the objects of govemment by the Hudson's Bay 

Company rationality. This object, and the domain in which it is exercised are two things. on 

the one hand territory. and on the other, and of no lesser importance, the knowledge of the 

aboriginal inhabitants. Both of these are means to the ultimate end, and that is profit. Space 

is the essential element of preservation, both, that designated for fur trading, and the space 

and contents of Aboriginal knowledge. Both are to be secured in order to govem the ends of 

the Company. The mode of aboriginal life, and the territory in which they carry on their 

existence, were designated and secured as a means to a desired end. 

As evidenced in Plessis' instruction, the missionary project designates the abonginal 

mode of life as their domain of govemment. The object of power for the missionary intrusion 

is not the physical temtory but the second form of space guarded by the company - the mode 
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of existence. or way of life of aboriginal peoples. It is in the domain of govemment 

constituted by the Company to extract vaiuable resources that the missionaries were to 

intmde their practices. The fact that the Company so jealously guarded this mode of life for 

their own benefit outraged many of the humanitarian liberals of the day, such as Gladstone 

in a pamphlet written in response to charges lodged against the Company: "more and worse 

still, it has kept the native races of man in a state of savage heathenism and ignorance in 

order that they might be the better hunters. and the more helpless victims to their exactions" 

(Gladstone. 1857: 8). Alexander Isbister, a former Metis resident of the Red River settlement 

who went to university in England and was a consiiltant for the Aborigines Protection 

Society, puts forth the idea that the aboriginal peoples conditions of life have not been 

arneliorated by the Company, but rather: 

With a view o f .  . . perpetuating the wandering precarious life of the hunter, on which they 
erroneously consider the existence o f  the fur trade to depend, they have permitted generation 
after generation to pass their lives in the darkest heathenism (Isbisier, 1857: 5). 

But what does this mean? I am not here making reference to the aboriginal peoples 

as 'heathens', but rather drawing attention to the moral calculation perforrned by the 

rnissionaries. 1 am not placing the European mode of life in opposition to that of the 

abonginai, but merely demonstrating that the missionary intrusion into the lives of the 

aboriginal peoples refers, not to the security of the Company through the maintenance of the 

state of things, but that a conflicting rationdity emerges, with the objectives residing in the 

population themselves. It can only be so for the missionaries. The mode of life of the 

aboriginal peoples, which was so valuable to the Company, was regarded as material upon 
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which the missionaries. and later libenl government. were to work. What is to be govemed. 

or shaped, is not territory, but the aboriginal mode of life. It is this complex of relations of 

subsistence, habits. movement, spintuaiity, and ways of acting and carrying on an existence 

that made up the aboriginal mode of life and was to be govemed, not as a means to an end, 

but the evangelization of the aboriginal peoples as an end in itself. The question remains to 

be answered: How did the missionaries intrude the message of Christianity into the mode of 

ahriginal Me? 

It is of primary importance to consider what was to be govemed, or shaped in a way 

conducive to the salvation of the aboriginal people. What is to be govemed by the 

missionaries are the aboriginal peoples. However, it is not merely the people which are of 

concem. lt is their mode of life. The missionaries sought to shape the relations of the 

aborigind people with their traditional means ofsubsistence. their customs, habits, and ways 

of thinking and acting (Foucault, 199 1) in relation to the salvation of their soul, or rather and 

perhaps what is more important, in association with the European mode of life. According 

to Bishop Tache: "the first nations would have to abandon their wandering ways if they were 

to become and remain solid Christiansn (cited in Huel, 1996). The salvation of the souk of 

the aboriginal peoples was to be accomplished through the intermingling of conversion of 

the secular and spiritual philosophy of the aboriginals. 

Missionary Govemance: Tmth, Missions, and Practices 

In the early years of missionary activity in the Canadian North-West the rnissionarïes 

sought to intrude the tnith of European spirituality into the philosophy of life of the 

aboriginal peoples. Missionaries hoped that the Christian message would be so omnipotent 
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and compelling that once it was heard by the indigenous people it would irnmediately, and 

without question. be accepted. The missionaries, who were accustomed to strategies of 

evangelizing the poor in Europe perceived that the knowledge of God's love, once released 

from their mouths, would bring about fundamental shifts in the sou1 of those who received 

the message (Huel, 1996). Early on the missionaries redized that the conversion of souk 

would be a difficult process and refined their techniques and strategies to this unique 

environment. n i e  missions in Red River, and the surrounding temtory, followed one of tmo 

basic strategies. The fint consisted of conducting a mission by selecting a space and 

endeavouring to constitute a centre where aboriginal people could corne to 'hear' the word 

of God, and send their children to school. The second comprised a manner of conducting 

religious activities - hyrnns, learning catechism, sermons - in hunting and trading camps 

during the fa11 and spring when the aboriginal peoples were gathered together in a specific 

locale. 

To realize their goal of converting the aboriginal peoples, the missionaries would 

begin their evangelizing programme by providing an elementary explanation of the 

fundamental doctrines of their faith. In order to evangelize the aboriginal peoples in this way 

various strategies and tactics were disposed. One of these strategies was to develop a mission 

at a particdar spot - designated by the Company - and recruit the aboriginal peoples to corne 

to the mission and celebrate the word of God. John West, one of the first protestant 

missionaries in the Red River settlement, displayed this technique in his work. Missionaries 

deçtined for the Red River Setdement traveled from England aboard ships bound for York 

Factory on Hudson Bay. When West disembarked fiom his long and arduous journey he 
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immediately took steps to locate children which he could bnng to Red River in order that he 

may "instruct them in the ways of the Lord" (West, 1824). Throughout his joumey to the 

settlement, West endeavoured to recruit aboriginal children for the school he intended to 

build. Finally. an individual complied with his request: 

. . . it appeared to me that a wide and extensive field presented itself for cultivation in the 
instruction of the native children. With the aid of an interpreter, 1 spoke to an Indian named 
Withaweecapo about taking hvo of his boys to the Red River Colony with me to educate and 
maintain. He yietded to my request (West, n.d.). 

Once in Red River. West continued his quest to acquire children. However, West was having 

problems keeping the children he had recruited from the surrounding villages at the school. 

Children would oRen go back to their villages after receiving food and clothing From the 

missions. or parents who felt that the children would be "the same as dead to them. if what 

tliey heard was tme" would take them away (West, n.d.: 142). 

Another strategy disposed by the missionmies to evangeiize the aboriginals was to 

organize a regular mission when the aboriginal people gathered to hum or trade. This was 

seen as a practical scherne due to the relative lengthy duration which the aboriginal people 

were in one place. It allowed the greatest amount of personal contact, surveillance. and 

effective instruction (Huel, 1996). The missions would consist of 2-3 weeks of 

ewngelization twice a year, usually in the spring, when they came to vade their tùrs, and in 

the fall when they returned bnefly to obtain supplies to maintain an existence over the long 

winter. 

This aliowed the missionaries to perform surveillance on each and al1 of the native 

individuals who were corning to the Company post to trade. Missionaries would also use the 
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aboriginsls' schedule to gaze upon the population enabling them to procure knowledge of 

the present spiritual state of the aboriginals. For exarnple. Father Lacombe. a Catholic 

missionary, would accornpany the Cree during their fdl  b u M o  hunt and utilize the different 

behavioural contexts as a technique to shape their soul. In the rnoming, when the women 

would gather in the middle of the camp. he would instruct them in the way of the Lord, when 

they returned to their duties, he would instruct the sick. AAer which he would gather the 

children and instruct them by teaching hymns and remedial doctrines contained within the 

catechism (Huel, 1996). At night when the men returned from the buffalo hunt, he would 

instmct them and discuss any rdigious rnatters which were put before them (Huel, 1996). 

With this technique the missionary was able to govem each and dl by incorporating the 

behavioural conten into their technique of govemxnent. 

No matter the influence missionaries may have had on the soul of the native 

populations during their missions, al1 that was done had the potential of becoming undone 

when the aboriginals broke camp and headed out to their wintenng groups. Winter hunting 

groups are smaller and more nomadic than those groups which would congregate for the fa11 

hunt. or to gather supplies from the HBC post. The nature of the aboriginal winter hunting 

groups made it impossible for the missionary to provide the necessary supervision and 

instruction. The missionaries required, for their objectives to be reached, a settled population. 

By having a settled population the missionary codd render visible the salvation of each and 

every member of his flock. However, when the objectives of the HBC interpenetrate with. 

and facilitate the traditional mode of existence of the aboriginal people, the objective of the 

missionaries to promote both secular and divine salvation is severely undermïned. 
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Tmth and Choice 

As the missionary project resolved the many dificulties associated with intruding the 

European and Christian truth, they refined their methods to structure the choices of the 

aboriginals. By disposing certain tactics - language. the image of the missionary self. food. 

clothes. behavioural contexts of aboriginals - the missionary was seeking to intrude upon the 

aboriginai peoples, not oniy a tmth concerning their spiritual self, but too, a mode of life. In 

the above sections 1 discussed how the mis s ion~es  sought to intrude the tmth of Christianity 

and its tenets into the lives of the aboriginal peoples. 1 dso discussed how the relative faiiure 

of the missionary project was due to problems of the strategy employed which was also 

mediated by the ends of the HBC. However, in the final analysis. this is much too simplistic 

an interpretation since it does not consider how the aboriginal people who heard the message 

responded to the invusion of this truth into their lives. 

It may be that some aboriginai peoples accepted the truth prostylized by the 

missionaries, while others resisted it. Aboriginal reactions to the missionary tmth included 

acceptance, resistance, or syncretism of the ideas. The missionaries were seeking to intrude 

a tmth. By t~ith, 1 am not rnaking a distinction between true and false, but rather, knowledge 

conceming a way of life that had attached to it practices for its realization. In order to impose 

the mode of life of Chnstianity, the rnissionaries exened influence over a fiee people. 

However the conditions of life which existed on the prairies mediated this intrusion. For 

example. John Grant (1 984) has suggested that abonginai peoples responded positively to 

the message af Christianity because "the birds and animal spirit which they had looked for 

illumihation were no longer readily found in their accustomed places or seemed already to 
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have fled from them." Aboriginal peoples in different regions and at different times were 

subjectrd to difficult conditions of life, such as, disease and the inability to obtain material 

benefits, which in turn conditioned their responses to the message of Christianity. Or as 

James Axtell(1985) has put forth, "the adoption of Christianity ensured the ethnic swival  

of Indians becausc they successfully w d  it for their own purposes." Some of the aboriginal 

peoples would include some elements of Chnstianity in their culture to "fit their existing 

beliefs" (Long, 1987). Others would probe this mode of existence, but after investigating, 

would be heard to Say "lt is easier to hunt than to dig" or "A bow and arrow are lighter than 

a spade" (Ross, 1856: 221). Still others, like the Saulteaux, would refuse to listen to the 

message of Christianity "because they realized it would entai1 significant changes to their 

culture" (Huel, 1996: 1 9). 

The ahriginai people did not respond to the "tnithn being intruded into their lhes 

because it was more powerful than their religion, but because it somehow served a purpose. 

The fact that the aboriginals' response to missionary practices were not motivated by 

spiritual considerations outraged many of the missionaies who could not accrpt that there 

were nurnerous other reasons why the aboriginals embraced it. Deleuze and Guttari ( 1977) 

have put forth the idea that European society is not "exchangist," or that it does not value the 

exchange of belief systems from distinct cultures. It is rather an intrusive tmth showing an 

intolerance for the values of the "other," whether it is another religion, or another culture. On 

the other hand, the aboriginal peoples were more inclusive in their values exhibiting a 

willinyness to experiment and "include" other ideas. 

In light of the diverse aboriginal reactions to the practices, strategies, and ends of the 
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missionary intrusions, it is possible to envision that the aboriginal mode of life was shaped 

bv rnissionary efforts but "the Indians were neither unthinking opponents nor passive 

children" (Axtell, 1978). When the missionaries were seeking to intmde a divine and secular 

truth it was done so into the lives of a free people who conditioned their responses to the 

European mode of existence as a response to the message certainly, but perhaps more 

importantly, as a response to the conditions of life which were shaped by the mentality of the 

fur trade. 

This becomes important when it is seen as foreshadowing the conditions existent on 

the prairies in the 1870s. The notaries of the treaties often expressed their concem. and 

willingness to shape their lives in accordance with a lifestyle similar to that proposed by the 

rnissionaries: 

The beneficial measures you have proposed to us in the name of the government we accept 
. . . Our nomadic habits have unfitted us for their ancient calling and industry; however, we 
hope with patience and time that Our chiidren may get the benefit of honest labour, and 
enjoy the more secure means of existence than the precarious mode of living of a hunter of 
the wifd (cited in Stanley, 1945: 229). 

This is not to Say that the intrusion of a prescribed mode of life was accepted without 

question by the aboriginals, rather, it shows how the practice of intruding a mode of 

existence was niediated by the conditions of prairie life. In this quotation, there is an 

interaction being worked out, between the traditional philosophy of aboriginal existence, the 

conditions of existence, and a regime of tmth being projected by missionaries. It is more than 

prostylization and acceptance, but includes practices and strategies disposed to some end, 

which is mediated by the fieedom of choice of the aboriginals and accounts for the 
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conditions which confront them. It may be more wise to refer to this "interactionw' as 

strategies informed by a "regime of tmth" for the achievement of some finai end. It is then. 

a "strategic interaction" where it is the objective of a peson or a group of people to intrude 

upon, and ultimately shape the conduct of othea in relation to a predefined end. 

The rnissionary project introduces an important shift in the govemance of aboriginal 

peoples. While the HBC endeavoured to secure the abonginal mode of life in the interests 

of profits. the missionaries sought to shape it in relation to the conversion of their souls. In 

this shift there is a pivotal unsettling of the endshneans relationship which foreshadows the 

rationality of liberal govemment. Law, with the emergence of sealement in Rupert's Land. 

was another technique of govemment disposed to govem aboriginal peoples that came to be 

used alongside missionaries. 

Administering Company Law 

The rationality of HBC intrusions into the lives of aboriginals was prirnarily 

govemed in the interests of the security of the ends of the Company. As 1 have discussed 

previously, the rationality, or the mentality of the fur trade was intmded into, and shaped. the 

mode of abonginal life. That is, the HBC constituted a domain for the insertion of various 

constructed practices to secure their objectives. To procure the greatest arnount of fun 

through economic relations with aboriginal people the HBC disposed various practices such 

as, the intrusion of European comrnodities, the discursive constitution of knowledge 

concerning temtorial space, and the intrusion of intrinsic economic principles. While al1 of 

these intrusions had effects on the philosophy of life of the aboriginal peoples. there is 

another practice to ho considered. Here I am referring to the intrusion of both, intnnsic or 
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private law of the HBC and the law of England. 

The HBC. through their Charter, acquired many of the amibutes of a sovereign state. 

The HBC Charter. granted by Charles the 11, provided the Company with the ability to enact 

laws which "were not repugnant with the laws of England." Aiong with this ability, the 

Company was also disposed to seize property and imprison British subjects (and the 

aboriginai people later on in the century) for the infringement of such laws without the 

sanction of any goveming parliament. Oliver sumrnarizes the Iaw making powers granted 

to the Board of Governors of the HBC in the Charter of 1670: 

. . . The Governor and Company might assemble and make laws and ordinances for the good 
government of the Company and its colonies and forts, and for the advancement of trade. 
They might impose penalties and punishments, provided these were reasonable and not 
repugnant to the laws of England (19 14, vol. I : 22). 

But we may consider. what is the constitution of "good government," in the context of the 

fur vade domain as an end to which laws may be "assembled"? Was it to ensure and secure 

the "amelioration" of the abonginais' conditions of life? No, but ifwe consider what has been 

stated to this point, "good govemment" refers not to the welfare of the population. but to a 

state of affairs where d l  individuals (both Company employees and aboriginal people) 

without exception, are subject to, and facilitate the ends of government. The "good 

government" of the HBC then, refers to: 

. . . an absolute and unqualified dominion over their bodies [the company's servants] and 
their souk - a dominion irresponsible to any legal authority - a depotism, whose severity no 
legislative control can mitigate, and no public opinion restrain. It knows but one lirnit. and 
obeys but one law, - "Put money in thy purse (Fitzpatrick, 1849). 

If "good govement" refea to subrnission to the ends of the HBC - and the end is the profit 
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making enterprise of the HBC - we may first consider; how did the pnvate iaw making 

ability of the HBC serve as a practice to facilitate these ends? and secondly; how did these 

laws intrude into the lives of the aboriginal people? These questions will be the focus of the 

remainder of the chapter. 

In the first yean of HBC rule the laws created and disposed by the Company were 

aimed at goveming the "siphoning of profits" by employees. Employees worked in relative1 y 

small groups isolated from friends and farnily; they were distant from the British legal 

system: and they were required to work effectively and efficiently in order to ensure profits 

for the corporate masters (Smandych and Linden, 1996). Of the many problems which can 

be envisioned in this environment, the foremost was that of "private trading". In fact in one 

of the first recorded meetings of the London Cornmittee in 1672 the Company passed an 

order concerning private trading which stated that: "Al1 persons to be imployed Shall enter 

into articles or otherwise oblige themselves not to vade in beaver upon forteiture of theyr 

goods & wagesn (Rich, 195 1). ln addition to disposing this intrinsic law, the Company, so 

as to ensure the Ioyalty of their employees and secure profit, required that employees swear 

an oath of loyalty to the Company. While practices disposed by the Company to ensure 

"good govemrnent" encountered many impediments - most importantly lack of surveillance 

which was not practical in the Canadian North West - the prospect of settlement and the 

increase in immigration around the southem border intensified this obstacle. In order to arrest 

the prospect of private traders intmding into the fur trade domain various practiçes were 

invented to secure the ends of government. 

The first of these practices was inciuded in the land deed which every settler was 
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expected to sign and adhere to, which served to: 

bind the purchaser of land not to infringe, either directly or indirectly, the exclusive rights, 
privileges, power of commerce, of or belonging, or anywise appertaining to, or held, used, 
or enjoyed by the Company; that he will not carry on or establish a trade or traffic in or 
relating to any kind of skins, furs, peltry, or dressed leather, in any part of North America 
(Isbtster. 1857: appendix D). 

Tnis was the begiming of the practices created by the Company to secure the ends of 

government in relation to the settlernent of the Red River Colony. It seems evident that the 

subject of consideration of the governors was not "how to form a settlement upon the most 

solid and enlightened system" (Gladstone, 1857) but rather how to ensure "good 

government" in the face of it. One of the practices disposed by the Company to manage 

illegal trading was similar to that of governing their employees. lrnporters were required to 

sign an oath stating that their goods were not for use in illegal trade, and any refusai to do 

so would result in the forfeiture of their goods and that no more goods would be m s p o r t e d  

in Company ships (Ross, 1856; Great Britain, House of Comrnons, 1857). Another pnctice 

used was a form of surveillance of correspondence which would allow the Company to 

gather knowledge concerning the illicit trade (Bindon, 1981). Settlers were required to 

indicate on the outside of the mail the narne of the sender, in addition, the letter was to be 

sealed in the presence of a Company employee, which implied their right to inspect the 

contents. Still another practice was to increase the tariff on Amencan-made goods, which 

Alexander Ross (1 856) stated that the 'odium it created lives to this day." 

While the tactics disposed by the Company to ensure "good govemment" intruded 

upon the settlers rights to "fiee and liberai trade" (Ross, 1 856), they increasing came to 
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intrude into the traditional philosophy of life of the aboriginals. In traditional aboriginal 

culture the giving of presents is a fundamental component of political and social dealings. 

Presents were provided in peace negotiations and social affairs (Mandelbaurn, 1940). One 

of the items of traditional exchange took the form of furs. But the practice of presenting fun 

by aboriginal peoples was envisioned by the Company as an incursion on their profit 

generating mentality. John McLaughlin. a resident of Red River who had done some legal 

trading withir. the temtory, testified before the Select Cornmittee inquiring into charges 

lodged against the HBC. that: 

the Indians are prevented even from making presents to one another; they cannot trade with 
each other: if the HBC are aware of it7 they will take means to stop it. They even prevent 
presents from one Indian to another, and have gone so far as to try to bring missionary 
efforts to prevent them from even wearing furs (Great Britain, House of Comrnons, 1857). 

Through this intrusion of the meniality of the fur trade, the Company's intrinsic law served 

to undermine the traditionai structure of aboriginal culture and philosophy of lire by directly 

governing and shaping one of the fundamental social and political practices inherent to their 

culture. 

The Intrusion of European Law 

In addition to the ability to "make laws and ordinances for the good governrnent of 

the Company and its colonies and forts, and for the advancement of trade" the Company too 

disposed laws of England. Smandych and Linden (1995) state that the "most significant 

legislation that affected the direction taken by the development of Hudson's Bay Compan~ 

law in the nineteenth century were the statutes enacted in 1803 and 182 1 ." The purpose of 

the former was to make clear the rights of jurisdiction for crimes committed in the temtory 
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of Rupert's Land and the Indian temtories while the latter was entitled "An Act for 

Regulatinp the Fur Tnde" which was the result of the rival fur trade companies consolidating 

their interests. While these acts were essential to the introduction of formal Iaw in the 

territory, their importance can only be considered alongside other conditions which had 

effected the shape of the Acts. These include the establishment of the Red River settlement. 

the creation of the Council of Assiniboia, the appointment of Adam Thom as the first legally 

trained court recorder of Rupert's Land, and legal developments which were occurring in the 

rest of Canada as well as the world (Smandych, 1997). While al1 of these conditions had 

effects on the shape of the law, here 1 am concemed with how European law intnided into 

the lives of aborigind peoples. 

The emergence of a formal structure of legd institutions at Red River commenced 

a new mrchanics of law which directly shaped the dispute resolution tactics of the aborigind 

peoples, yet it should not be viewed as the 'origin' of this type of intrusion. Prior to this. 

certain practices were utilized in order to govem relations of the HBC with both the 

aboriginal peoples and their employees in remote wildemess conditions. The practices 

disposed by the Company operated as a system of private justice which included such 

measures as "beating Indians" for stealing goods from posts and blood for blood vengeance 

taken by the Company's servants on aboriginal people (Great Britain, House of Cornrnons. 

1749). Several historians have viewed this intrusion into the lives of aboriginal philosophy 

of life as having a long term historical impact on their customary law tradition and dispute 

resoiuuon teclniques (Smandych and Linden, 1995: Brown, 1979: Brogden. 1990). Not until 

the emergence of a legal institution in Red River were they drawn into the formal legal 
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system. 

The first legally trained court recorder of Rupert's Land. Adam Thom. has been 

described by some historians as a tacist (Knafla, 1986) and a Company judge who served to 

secure the interests of the Company through his position (Bindon. 1981). Important to 

understanding the mechanics disposed to draw abonginal people into the European system 

ofjustice, is not whether or not Thom was a racist or a pawn of the Company, but rather how 

it was that aboriginal peoples became "caught up" in the system and its effects on their 

culture. It seems evident that Thom considered the application of European law to aboriginal 

peoples as a rneasure for the requirement of "good govemment" when he stated in judgement 

following a case in 1845: 

Every community possesses the acknowledged right of avenging the wrongs, which its 
members may have sustained at the hands of any other community, either by public war or 
by private reappraisals. - a right. by-the-bye. which i s  expressly vesred in the Hudson 3 B q  
Cornpars, by ifs Churter. Now such a right obviousIy comprises, what is far more consistent 
both with humanity and with justice, the lesser right of demanding, . . . any Indian. who may 
have injured us even with the territory of his tribe (Thom. 1845: my emphasis). 

In light of this requirement, Thom saw the intrusion of European law into the 

aboriginal custornary law tradition as a legitirnate practice. In the early years of the court 

many aboriginal people were required to stand trial for crimes of minor significance. 

However, a shifi in this mentality occurred when an aboriginal person was uied and hunp for 

the murder of two other aboriginals. In his narrative of the "Rise, Progress, and Present 

State" of Red River, Alexander Ross, the Shenff of the senlement, describes the questionhg 

of the aboriginal person: 

He was pensive and mute, as if at a loss what to do or Say for himself, and stood still till he 
was laid hold of; nor did he attempt to deny his guilt. On being questioned. he cooly 
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answered, "The Sioux killed my brother, and wounded myself last year; from that moment 
1 vowed revenge, that revenge I have now taken, and am satisfied" . . . However justifiable 
the conduct of the Indian might be, accordhg fo his ideu uf fhings und fhe l m  of his 
country, few acts more daring in its nature, or more insulting to the whites, had ever been 
committed in this quarter . . . The fourth day afler the murder was committed, he was 
tned in the regular way by a jury, found guilty and condemned to be hung (Ross, 1856: rny 
emphasis). 

niis case marks an important shift in the intrusion of European law, not only because it *a 

the first of the death penalty in Red River, but because it was the first time the "formal" 

English legal process was applied to a case which involved a serious crime cornmitted by one 

aboriginal person on another (Smandych and Linden, 1995). Frorn the above excerpt ihere 

is evidence of a confrontation between legal systems where one is subverted by the other. In 

the pre-contact ahoriginal mode of life rninor transgressions of the normative order were 

handled informally by the communal group through techniques of shaming and reintegration 

(Hendemn. 199 1 ; La Prairie, 1992; Braithwaite, 199 1 ). Where a member of the social group 

is murdered, justice "was handled in the ancient ways . . . rnurder was punished by the 

principle of an eye for an eyeH(Gyles, 1869). The rationality of this practice is that through 

the aboriginal philosophy of Iife. it is believed, - essentially - "that if an individual is 

wrongfully murdered, their sou1 will not pass on to the next life, but will hang around and 

have no sense o i  peace until the transgression is avengedn (Pomeldi, 1 986). Here then we are 

able to envision how the aboriginal person who murdered the Sioux "according to his idea 

of things and the laws of his country" was responding in a consistent manner to a trudi, a 

truth concerning the approbation of "justice". More importantly we notice the collision of 

institutions of justice and the subversion of one by the intrusion of the other. 
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Several points of note can be determined frorn this case as it relates to the increasing 

numbers of aboriginal peoples who were being "caught up" in the formai English system of 

justice. First. and perhaps what is most important. the case evidences the contending notions 

of tmth concrming legitirnate authority as held by both aboriginal peoples and the 

representatives of the justice system at Red River. Secondly. regardless of the merits of the 

individual case. the events signiQ the emergent intrusion of alien legal practices into the 

traditional dispute resolution tactics of aboriginai people which dernonstrated that "they were 

menable to the laws. and that crime. either by the whites or Indians, would not be tolerated 

within the colony" (Ross. 1856: 333). 

The importance of this uansaction. lies not in the case itself, but in the emerging 

rationality of inclusion which can be seen to commence a process that has had importanr 

effects on the present. This was not the "ongin" of the Europe intrusion of law into the 

aboriginals' customary law tradition. rather. a system of private justice had been disposed 

by the Company and its servants pnor to the emergence of the Red River settlement. The 

importance lies in the way private (and later state) justice was intmded into the philosophy 

of life of the aboriginai people and worked to undermine traditiona! abonginal concepts of 

justice and customary law. 

Law and Missionaries: liberal antecedents 

1 have taken a long, yet necessary, detour to corne to this departure, which is, 1 

believe, a precondition for disceming the nature of liberal rationality of govemment. The 

depamire is charactenzed by a double movement, the rupture of the domain constituted by 

the HBC for the security of the fur trade, on the one hand, and on the other, the emergence 
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of a liberal rationality of govemment. It is at this unique intersection that the problem of 

liberal government cornes to pose questions of how to govem the aboriginal population. 

But it is possible to ask, what concem did the HBC have for the indigenous peoples 

beyond being means to an obvious end? n i e  population of abonginal peoples of the prairies 

was not of pnmary concem to the HBC. What the HBC was concemed with was not their 

hedth. welfare, and present functioning and conditions of life, but rather the security of the 

mode of aboriginal life. Indeed. the Company had no knowledge of the numben of aboriginal 

peoples who inhabited the territory (Great Britain. House of Commons. 1857: Ross, question 

99- 10 1; Simpson, question 983; Appendix no. 1). The fim appendix of the British Sessional 

lnquiry into complaints lodged against the Company presents a series of numbers conceming 

the population of the aboriginal peoples accumulated by the HBC. But, what do these 

numbers represent? What do they demonstrate? What becomes apparent is that the 

information obtained is gathered in reference to the number of aboriginal peoples who visited 

the various Company posts to trade. There are no distinguishing feîtures and no narnes. no 

information conceming the mode of existence, nor the conditions of life of this population. 

Rather the information contaîned is, and can only be, envisioned as a device to ascertain the 

increase or decrease in the numbers cf aboriginal peoples involved in the profit making 

endeavom of the Company. The aboriginal peoples are represented merely as means to an 

end and not as an end in themselves. 

In the last years of HBC govemrnent there is the emergence of a second rationality 

which is quite inconsistent with the mentality of accumulating profits. Here I am refemng 

to the emergence of missionary practices, and the development of a formal legal system and 
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their intrusion into the aboriginal mode of life. The importance of these intrusions lies not 

in the relationship to the govemance project disposed by the HBC, but in their continuity 

with the emergent regime of govemment. The missionary endeavour. and the inclusion of 

aboriginal peoples in the fomal legal system. that followed in the wake of the sealement of 

the Red River colony commenced a complex process and a field of intervention by which 

a series of practices and tactics were disposed to undermine and shape the mode of abonginal 

life, not in relation to the ends of the HBC, but to some other end. 1 am not stating that this 

is the "originn of this process, nor am 1 staung that the aboriginal people were passive victims 

of this intrusion. but rather 1 am drawing attention to the continuities and parallels that exist 

between law, missionary practices, and liberal govemment. I believe it is an important shift 

in the rationality of govemance of aboriginal peoples generally, and specifically, a shifi in 

the tactics, or practices disposed to shape, and undermine aboriginal culture. Whereas the end 

of the HBC is intemal to itself and constructs and disposes intrinsic practices in the f o m  of 

tactics to increase profits, in the emergent rationality the ends pursued reside in the 

population. 

While some have argued that the incorporation of the abonginal peoples in the formal 

European legal system, and the intrusion of missionary mith may have served an economic 

purpose for the HBC, 1 argue, that while arrested and intmded upon in some respects by the 

Company's interest, it evidences a fundamental shift in the manner in which aboriginal 

people were being govemed. Within this emergent rationdity, the Company is not the 

esseniid elerncrit in the equation, nor is profits, nor is the intrinsic instruments of 

govemment, what is essential becornes extrinsic to the ends of the Company. The key is that 
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law, and the missionary practices, carved out a distinct form of rationality without reducing 

its k c t i o n  totally to the objectives of the dominant t o m  of governrnent. 

However. as long as the HBC govemed the temtory of Rupert's Land and the 

exercise of power was intrinsic to Company interests. the emergent rationality could not 

dwelop in a "specific and autonomous manne?. Instead, the rationality of the fW trade acted 

as an "obstacle" to that realization. Gladstone, in a pamphlet written in protest of the 

Company's continued rule, States that: 

the interests . . . o f  law and justice - o f  civilization, Christianity and humanity, one and al1 
of which have k e n  ignored, during a period o f  nearly two hundred years, for an end 
utterly contemptible in itseIf. viz. the private gain o f  the 'merchant adventurers' aforesaid, 
that is to  say, o f  holders o f  Hudson's Bay stock. (Gladstone, 1857: 8) 

So long as the HBC retained a monopoly on the fur trade. and govemed the temtory of 

Rupert's Land, practices which centred on the population would remain subordinate to the 

interests of the Company. The objective pursued by the Company was a function of secunty 

and profit generating activities. In this state of things, govemance of abonginal people as an 

end in themselves is stifled by the economic rationality of government. It would not be until 

the emergence of the liberal Canadian state that these ends could be realized. 

Perhaps, to some, al1 of this seems very remote. The reason for my insistence on 

coming to terms with the rationality of the HBC was to demonstrate how the intricacy of this 

mentality of government lînked up with the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples and how, 

in the end, this had implications for the conditions of existence of these peoples. I wanted to 

illustrate the complexity of the conditions af life experienced by the aboriginal people at 
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confederation. Much too ofien historians have neglected the emergence of these conditions 

of existence by commencing their analyses with the numbered Treaties. It is essential that 

before we move ont0 a consideration of the treaties and the programme of govemment of the 

Canadian State. their implications, and their contents, that there is a comprehensive 

understanding of the early emergence of the problems responded to, and the conditions of 

life in which a prescnbed mode of existence was intruded. 1 have dealt with the relations 

between a political rationality at work within a fur trade Company, and the mode of life of 

the indigenous people of the prairie provinces. and the implications each had for the other. 

It was not my intent to recount the history and origins of the HBC, but rather to reveal the 

components that the project of govemance by the Canadian state responded to (the 

disappearance of fur bearing animals. disease, alcohol), contrasted (concems for space), and 

had continuity with (the emergent concem with population). 



Chapter Three 

The Emerging Canadian State: 
Liberal premises, Iiiiberal Tendencies 

Al1 throughout the period extending from 1821 to the cessation of land to the 

Dominion of Canada there was interest in the Canada's in extending their sovereign territory 

to the West. Not only were there rumblings from the East, but too, from the territory settled 

inside the domain of the hir trade. Individuals in Red River complained that in an age where 

free trade and laissez faire capitalism is pervasive, they were not able to enjoy these 

privileges. Settlen in Red River also objected to the high pnce of goods - as a result of the 

monopoly of the Company (Ross, 1856). Whatever the conditions of the ultimate end of 

Company nile, and with it, their rationality of govemment, the implications of two hundred 

years of this mentaiity. and the conditions it produced, would weigh heavily for those who 

wouid secure management of this region, and perhaps more importantly, the aboriginal 

peo pies. 

The Emerging Liberal Canadian Rationality 

The date December lSt 1869 marks a fiuidarnentai shift in the govemment of the 

aboriginal peoples of the prairie region of Canada. It is the day that the Dominion payed the 

HBC 300.000 British pounds for the lands they had occupied, conducted trade and executed 

a form of political rationality. A new rationality of government would now emerge, one 

66 
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which would endeavour to shape the mode of existence of the aboriginal people, not with a 

view of divine salvation, not one with circular intents, but rather, one which is constituted 

by numerous ends and multiform tactics which are employed to achieve these ends. There 

is a shift in both the ends to be achieved, and the manner of disposing practices to achieve 

these ends. 

With the emergence of this rationality it is possible to witness a series of shifts in 

government from its former configuration. With the HBC we envisioned a rationality which 

sought to reflect back. and secure itself. That is. the practices disposed were airned at nothing 

other than the accumulation of profits. While it may seem as if the HBC had a multitude of 

concems, - space. profits, inland forts, a fragile resource base - these concems must not be 

seen as independent of the end pursued, but rather, as implicit within the ultimate end. When 

the administrative apparatus of the Canadian state emerges in the West we envision a subtle 

but significant shifi in the enddmeans relationship. What were once means to an end now 

become ends in themselves. What once was the ultimate end passes into the background. 

What emerges is a new rationality of government concemed with a new manner of thinking 

about and acting upon. both the population and the temtory. In the remainder of this work 

1 will be endeavouring to decipher the implications of this shifi for the aboriginal peoples of 

the prairies. 

In the preceding chapters 1 have concemed myself with dernonstrating how the HBC 

assembled a constitutive-discursive domain of government in which they intruded various 

tactics to secure the existence of the Company in relation to cornpetition and senlement. 

Now, however, there emerges a somewhat paradoxical rationality, one that endeavours to 
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open the space which the HBC discursively and defensively gated through subversive 

discouae and overt discouragement of settlement. With the emergence of a new liberal 

rationality of governrnent. reflection now centres on rupturing the walls of this space. with 

throwing "open to settlement any portion of the land included in this area which rnay be 

susceptible of improvement and profitable occupation"(CSP vol 35 no. 22, 1872 pg. 6 

Moms). It was certain to those in Ottawa that "the old policy of exclusion of strangers from 

the Territory must shortly be at an end" ( CSP vol. 7 no.3 1 R e t m  to an .4ddress from the 

House of Cornmons, dated 18" November, 1867 for Correspondence. Report of Proceedings 

and other documents, in Possession of the Governent relative to the Hudson's Bay 

Temtory. 1867-8. W.H. Lee). WhiIe this rnay have been an important end for the newly 

emergent liberal state, there were other ends to consider. Pnor to the transference of land, 

order. morality, and the public good, were one and the same, tied to the despotic regime of 

government. In this environment the worst depnvations were comrnitted. Alcohol traff~cking 

and sale and other forms of crime went unchecked (Begg, 1894). However. with the 

transference of land fiom the HBC to the Dominion of Canada, a new liberal order. a new 

constitution of social relationships, institutions, and politics are to be intruded and 

reproduced. The introduction of this order of things was not based on submission to the 

tyranny of a Company, but rather based on the values of industry and liberty (for some). 

There exists a new regime of government that was endeavouring to break down the 

discursive walls of geographical space and intmde and secure a new order. However, there 

is also a population of aboriginal peoples "who have dways been considered, if not as 

proprietors, at least as occupants of the soil" (CSP vol. 3 8 no. 8, 1 875, Provencher) and who 
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do not share these emergent values and mode of li fe. 

The organization of aboriginal culture was based on a strong sense of group identity 

and a communal mode of procuing subsistence.' The basic unit of political and social 

stmcture of the northern plains aboriginal was based on the band (MacCloed. 1997). Bands 

were extended family groupings of fiom 50 to about 300 individuals. In any one band the 

number of individuals was directly conditioned by the availability of subsistence. In this 

mode of life the individual is motivated to procure subsistence in the interests of the larger 

group and qualities such as daring. skill, intelligence and courage were held in high esteem 

(Mandelbaurn, 1940). While the values and organization of the aboriginal mode of life was 

highly valued in relation to the intnnsic rationality of the HBC. in relation to the new shape 

of the country they constituted a "foreign element" which ran counter to the new order of 

things to be established. The emergent rationality of government would not tolerate "a day 

longer than is necessary a foreign element in its midst, for even should such an elernent be 

controlled as not to constitute a source of danger, it must assuredly for negative reasons, be 

one of weakness to the state" (PAC, Reed Papers, 'LAddress". p. 30). 

The traditional story of the entrance of Manitoba into confederation with the 

Dominion of Canada centres around a concem for space which is govemed in relation to the 

erection of the Canadian Pacific railroad. But the national spirit ran much deeper than 

railways and immigration. Underlying these extemal concems was the desire to constitute 

a distinct order of things which excluded the values and organization of aboriginal society 

(Brown, 1964). The abonginal mode of life was not part of the new liberal order to be 

established on the prairies. The question then becomes, how was this "deviant" mode of life 
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shaped in relation to the ends of the emergent rationality of govemment. 

Exclusion of the "other": Intrinsic Principles of Canadian liberalisrn 

It is the business of the speculative philosopher to mark the proper ends of govemment. It 
is the business of the politician, who is the philosopher in action, to find out proper means 
towards those ends, and to employ them with effect (Burke, 1770: p.29). 

With confederation in 1867 the Dominion of Canada came to be made up of a group 

of European colonists who enjoyed the benefit of "fiee institutions" themselves, to engage 

in fiee trade and market cornpetition and to be citizens of a state subject (for al1 intents and 

purposes) to no other state. This is the liberty they valued. The early Canadian liberal Sir 

Wilfred Laurier. in a lecture given in Montreal. stated that Canadim liberalism, when 

saipped to its bare essentials: 

. . . and seen in its true colours, is the love of lawful and necessary liberty, of progressive 
freedom, which results from the natural conditions of progress and not from suciden shocks 
which dangerous spirits would wish to impart to it. Such are the characteristics of Canadian 
Liberalism (Laurier, 1 887). 

Freedom of progress and liberty fiom unnecessary intrusion into life are essential both. to the 

human condition and to the spirit of Canadian liberalism. At the same time, however, dl too 

ofien Canada, and similar self declared liberal countries, refuses to concede the privileges 

of liberty in the same sense to "other" individuals and groups who cany on their mode of life 

in the sarne geographical and social space. Individuals and groups are excluded from 

partaking in the liberal spirit, they are denied access to that which is, according to Laurier 

(1 887), essential to the "progress of the human spirit." If liberalism is exclusionary, it is also 

intrusive - striving to constitute and shape others in the likeness of itself. Liberalisrn. 

wherever it has reared its righteous head, is exclusionaty. Here it shows itself to be narrow 
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and one-sided and contains a contradiction which cannot be rectified by its principles. In 

such places - South Africa, Australia. Canada, Ireland - the antithesis of the liberal spirit 

emerges. 

The Euro-Canadian mernben of the early Canadian community were smug idealists 

who cherished the British ideals of individuals and national liberty, even, at times, over 

extending its colonial heritage and principles (Underhill. 1960). When Alexander Mackenzie 

visited Britain in 1875 as Liberal premier, he found, quite to his disappointment, that few 

there shared the Dominions devotion to the spirit of liberalisrn and the Empire. 0-1 have 

listened a lot" he once wrote home, "and 1 conclude that Canada is more British than Britain" 

(Thompson, 1960). This self-righteous adherence to the cherished principles of liberalism 

was done at the expense of, and jealously withheld from, certain segments of the population 

deemed unworthy of such entitfement. 

It would seem plausible that the aboriginal mode of life, if the Canadian state 

followed the principles of liberalism, should continue to realize, enjoy, and be protected from 

intrusion upon their liberty. However, when the liberal rationaiity of governrnent emerged 

in the prairies of Canada the abonginal peoples and their mode of life was intruded upon by 

practices which sought to establish a normalized order of things. The rhetoric of liberalism 

obliges us to overlook the ways in which Dominion of Canada endeavoured to harmonize, 

constitute. and intmde upon the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples in relation to the 

incubent  order. When extended to the West, and when dealing with the aboriginal peoples, 

the principles of liberalism are no longer ones of progress and Ereedorn, but rather, exclusion 

and intrusion. Liberal principles, such as the d e  of law, were not utilized to create fieedom 
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from persecution, but rather were disposed as practices to govem a population which did not 

share the prescribed mode of life. 

The justification for governing the aboriginal peoples of the emergent West was based 

on the phcipie of differentiation. On the one hand. we have witnessed the emergence of a 

liberal order whose principles are shared and enjoyed by the Euro-Canadian population, 

while on the other there is the mode of aboriginal life. It is this relationship of difference and 

opposition which is the condition and justification for exclusion of liberal privileges and the 

intrusion of practices of government into the lives of the aboriginal peoples. The status of 

difTerence illuminates the abonginal culture as the domain of government. It is this difference 

which the emergent rationality of government sought to exclude and harmonize with the 

prescribed mode of life of the country. 

Problernatizing the West: Treaties, Reserves and the Domain of Government 

To Say that the aboriginal peoples were simply the victims of settlement and 

extension of a nomalized and prescnbed order would be to deny their role in shaping the 

policy constituted to govem their lives. M i l e  the ends of the emergent rationality of 

govemment sought to intrude upon a geographical space heretofore discursively and overtly 

closed, and. introduce a new mode of existence, the aboriginal peoples too had ends which 

they sought to establish in relation to these. In 187 1, Sweetgrass, a prominent leader of the 

Cree nation forwarded a message to lieutenant Governor Archibald which stated these 

concems: 

We heard our lands were sold and we did not [ike it; we don't want to sel1 our lands; it is Our 
property and no one has a right to seIl them. Our country is getting ruined of fur bearing 
animals, hithecto our sole support, and now we are poor and want help - we want you to pity 
us. We want cattle, tools, agricultural implements, and assistance . . . our country is no 
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longer able to support us. Make provisions for us against years of starvation. We had great 
starvation the past winter, and the srnaIl pox took away many of our people . . . We want you 
to stop the Americans from coming to irade on our lands, and giving firewater [aIcohoI] and 
ammunition and arms to our enemies the Blackfoot (Morris, 1880: 170- 1 ). 

The aboriginal concem was not to open a space for settlement, noi to intnide a new 

rationality of governrnent, but rather to secure the space which they inhabited and to 

ameliorate the conditions of life which were conditioned by the rationality of the fur trade. 

This concem for space was made clear to the Canadian authorities when the 

Saulteaux from the temtory around present day Kenora stopped Govemor Archibald on his 

way to Red River and when Yellow Quill's band tumed back settlers who tried to go West 

of Portage la Prairie before any arrangements were made with them for the use of their land 

(Moms, 1880). The aboriginals' spatial concems were made clear in 1858 to a special 

expedition charged with "the Exploration of the Country between Lake Supenor and the Red 

River Settlement" when they were greeted by a band of Saulteaux who wished to "ascertain 

the reasons why a group of white-men wished to pass through this part of their country" 

(JLAC. vol.21 Appendix. 3: Dawson). It required the expedition several hours of 

consultation with Band leaders for them to cede to their travelling across their temtory. The 

expenence led the geographer George Gladman to conclude that the lands through which the 

"*explorhg pany has had to pas ,  being Indian property, the necessity of making some 

arrangements with the tribes to which they belong becomes immediately apparent, in order 

that measures may be devised to prevent di fficulties and colIisions" (JL AC, vo1.2 1 Appendix. 

3). By refusing Euro-Canadians to settle in the territones of Manitoba and the North-west, 

the aboriginal peoples forced the Dominion of Canada to constitute a policy to deal with their 
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concerns (Public Archives of Canada Record Group 10 vol. 3576. file 378 1 ; vol. 3636 file 

6694- 1 1.' 

The emergence of a new rationality of govemment denotes a new concem for space. 

a concern to open up the temtory which had for so long been governed and gated by the 

HBC. The aboriginai peoples recognized this would have discriminate implications for their 

mode of being. In response to the concerns and actions of the aboriginal peoples. the 

Dominion of Canada negotiated a series of seven Treaties between 1873 and 1876 which 

surrendered aboriginal title to the land. While the Canadian state intended only to concede 

spaces of land. and cash annuities. the aboriginai peoples sought that which would help to 

solidify their funire. The Saulteaw of Treaty 3 rejected this initial offer from the state in 

1871 and again in 1872. It was not until in 1873 that the state ceded to their demand for 

animais. horses. wagons, and farming implements which then became standard articles of the 

treaties (RG 10, vol. 357 1 file 124-2; vol. 3603 file 1036). 

With confederation and the opening of the space of the West two distinct cultural 

groups with clearly perceived interests who, as a bc t ions  of their dissimilar ends. sntered 

into association with one another. On the one hand. the Canadian state was concerned with 

a "national plan" which would see the "development and settlement of the vast regions 

berneen Ontano and the Pacific Ocean" and the intrusion of a prescribed mode of life. while 

on the other, the aboriginal peoples were concemed with their traditional space and 

conditions of existence. I t  is these two clearly defined concerns. each with an investment in 

their future existence, which would shape fiiture relations. 

The Creation of a Space and Domain of Intrusions 
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An important provision of the treaties was setting aside land as reserves for the 

different Bands ai the increased proportion of one square mile. or 640 acres per family of five 

(CSP vol. 35 no. 22, 1872, pg. 14). Governor Archibald explains that the Dominion: 

will lay aside for you lots of land, to be used by you and your children forever. She wi Il not 
allow the white man to intrude upon these lots. She wiil make rule to keep them for you. 
(Cited in Begg, 1 894). 

While the treaties ultimately functioned to cede the aboriginal title to the land. perhaps the 

capacity of the treaties and the creation of reserved lots of land was more than opening a 

closed space. more than the cessation of a temtory. Perhaps it was for the closing of space. 

of the constitution of a domain of govemment, one designed to divide and constitute the 

abonginal mode of life in relation to the intrusive prescribed mode of European life. The 

mode of life of the aboriginai peoples, and their concern for space ultimately rationalized 

their exclusion from the privileges of iiberalism and the intrusion of practices of government 

to harmonize their actions. Hayter Reed, of the Department of Indian Affairs, States that the 

aboriginal peoples: 

must be imbued with the white man's spirit and impregnated with his ideas. The end in view 
in the policy adopted for the treatment of our wards is to lead them, step by step to provide 
for their own requirements, through their industry . . . which will fit them for 
enfranchisement, and the enjoyment of al1 the privileges. as well as the responsibility of 
citizenship (CSP vo1.53, no. 12, 1890 pg. 165). 

Once the Dominion of Canada obtained title to the western portion of the country they were 

able to open this portion of the country for settlement. However, the extension of citizenship 

and participation in the emergent order of things excluded the aboriginal peoples. If  they 

were to participate in this order their values and mode of life would have to be hmonized  
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in relation to it. 

The relationship of difference is here ordered and othered once and for dl .  On the one 

side. the aboriginal mode of life is othered. By this 1 am refemng to the process of setting 

boundaries between the aboriginal mode of life and that of the emergent and prescribed Euro- 

Canadian one that is valued and placed in opposition to the "other" (Salvatore. 1996). While 

on the other side. and implicit in it. is the ordering of abonginal culture. That is, the process 

of normalizing and harmonizing the mode of'life of the aboriginal peoples with the newly 

emergent order of things. This process - of otheringlordenng - does not originate with the 

emergence of the Canadian state in the West. but rather, with the early settlement of the 

territorial space, with the intrusion of missionary practices and the drawing of the aboriginal 

peoples into a foreign "justice system." However, where a rationality of government is 

extended and inscnbed to perpetuate its own ends, these practices and ends will not tlourish, 

but are seen as secondary to the interests of sovereignty. When attached to a rationality of 

govermnent which seeks to establish and intmde a mode of life, the process of 

othering/ordering becomes not only pertinent, but fundamental to the ends of the emergent 

Dominion. 

The aboriginal mode of life was not valued in relation to the emergent Euro-Canadian 

one and thus was to be shaped, moulded, and "imbued with the white man's spirit" (CSP 

vo1.53 no.12 1890 pg. 165 Reed). The emergent liberal order is marked in opposition to the 

aboriginal mode of life. It is a difference which is to be divided out and excluded frorn 

privileges enjoyed by the included. It becomes a status of exclusion which marks those who 

share its values and mode of life as a domain, a domain of intrusions to govern and shape 
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their mode of life. This status is othered, and the new mode of life made fimctional. through 

the demarcation of the aboriginal mode of life as a domain of govemment to be shaped, 

harmonized and ordered in relation to the prescribed mode of Euro-Canadian life. To render 

the othered status of the aboriginal mode of life hinctional. govemment disposed two 

practices to mark diis material and divide it as a domain of govemment. The process of 

marking and dividing the othered status of the aboriginal peoples was initiated by the signing 

of the treaties, however. in addition governrnent sought to both, physicaily divide the 

abonginal mode of life through reserves. and legally through status. 

Marking the Domain of Govemment: Tangible Boundaries 

While settlement on reserves, was in no way compulsory. these spaces designated a 

space of govemment where the demarcation of aboriginal peoples as other could be at once 

ordered. However. this is not to Say that the abonginal peoples refûsed to settle on. or 

determine the site of their reserves. but rather within a few rnonths of the signing of the 

Treaties they had already begun the process (RG 10 vol. 3625. file 5489 Christie to Laird. 

Oct. 7, 1875). Some bands forrnally requested the Dominion surveyors to mark out their 

space (RG 1 0 vol. 3626 file 5894; vol. 363 5 file 6647). Clearly çome of the aboriginal bands 

were ready to commence a new life on their reserves. WhiIe the reserve provided the 

abonginal peoples with a space to enter into a new mode of existence, it also served another 

important function. It set out the boundaries between the aboriginal mode of life and the 

ernergent one in a tangible way. By setting out plots of land for the exclusive use by the 

aboriginal peoples, the Dominion of Canada effectively divided their mode of life fiom the 

emergent order and constituted it as a domain of govemment. 
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The practice of dividing the aboriginal mode of life from the prescnbed order of 

things emerged with the programme of amalgarnating the aboriginals in the east. While the 

situation in the east was not identicai to that of the west,' the programme of physically 

dividing out the aboriginal mode of life was initiated here and sheds iight on the introduction 

of the practice. 

Prior to the 1820ts, and the emergence of the practice of physical division, the 

aboriginals were military allies who received presents in exchange for their services. Much 

like the aboriginal peoples in the fur trade domain, the indigenous mode of life was valued 

in relation to an end. In the latter part of the 1810's the aboriginal peoples were no longer 

required in this service and debare was initiated in England conceming the efticacy of 

continuing the system of presents (JLAC, 1844-5). At the sarne time discussion also centred 

around the pussibility of settling the abonginals on reserves. In the 1820's the military 

personnel in charge of Indian affairs reached a decision - which was supported by the 

colonial governors in Upper and Lower Canada and given approval by the Imperia1 

authorities in 1 829 - to seale the aboriginals on reserves (JLAC, 1 844-5). It was with this 

decision that the emergence of the reserve system can be envisioned. 

Pnor to this decision, the Royal Proclamation of 1763 protected the abonginal mode 

of life fiom intrusion of European encroachment on their traditional hunting grounds. The 

abonginal peoples were granted the right to self government which assured them the nght 

to detemine their own fate, and to govem "such Parts of our dominions and Territories as, 

not having been ceded to or purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them. as their 

Hunting Grounds (Royal Proclamation, 1763) and that they "should not be molested or 
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disturbed" until they sold "their lands to the crown" (Royal Proclamation, 1763). Despite this 

proclamation and the urging of the "Select Cornmittee of the House of Comrnons on the 

Abongines of the British Settlements" that "whatever may be the legislative system of any 

colony, we therefore advise, that, as far as possible, the Aborigines be withdrawn from its 

control," (Great Bntain. Houe of Comrnons, 1837) there came a time where the aboriginals 

corporate rights to the land, timber, fish and game and protection from "villains. poachers, 

alcohol peddlers" and their amaigamation with the Europeans had to be considered. 

The most efficient manner of protecting the Indians against these evils was to divide 

them from the Euro-Canadian population and settle them on isolated reserves. By settling 

them on isolated reserves where contact with the Europeans would be minimal, the 

aboriginals would be protected fiom the worst deprivations of the culture. however, it wouid 

do little for their amalgrnation with the Euro-Canadian population. In the years that 

followed, there were many ambitious attempts and experiments conducted to devise a 

programme to govem and shape the souls of the abonginal people. One of these experiments 

\vas conducted on Manitoulin Island and consisted of elaborate provisions for schoolteachers. 

missionaries, artisans, and trade schools (JLAC. 1858). It was thought that by dividing and 

training the aboriginal peoples they would quickly embrace the culture. In short Manitoulin 

Island became a hilly administered dornain of government. It was found. much like the 

missionaies did in Red River, that in the absence of the personnel the govemed vvould revert 

back to their old ways. 

In 1858 it was Ieft to a "special commission" to inquire, "first - as to the best means 

of securing the future progress and civilization of the Indian Tnbes in Canada'" and "second - 
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as to the best mode of managing the Indian property as to secure its Full benefit to the Indians 

without impeding the sertlement of the country7'(.JLAC, I 858, part 1). The conclusions reached 

by the comrnissioners led to the basic programme of settling the aboriginal peoples on 

reserves of land and encouraging them to take up some form of industry - which mostly 

meant f m i n g  - until that time which they could prove themselves worthy of the removai of 

the legal distinction between them and "other Canadians" 

Marking the Domain of government: Legal Definitions 

The Dominion of Canada's relations with the aboriginal people witnessed a 

transformation from the liberty of self government incorporated in the Royal Proclamation 

of 1763 into a people whose mode of life was marked as a domain of governrnent (Clark, 

1990). Up until this point 1 have made mention of the "othering" of the aboriginal peoples 

only in relation to setting tangible boundaries behveen the aboriginal mode of Iife and the 

emergent one. An essential element in the process of othering a people concems the question 

of membership. That is, in order to govern a population, and constitute it as a domain of 

government, it becomes qualitatively necessary to define the material upon which to work. 

However, the definition of this material, and the inclusion or exclusion from that population 

is what Derek Smith (1993) terms an ''inauthentic ethnic category". That is, one whose 

definition was not derived fiom the cultural members, but rather fiom cnteria generated 

entirely fiom an administrative origin. The definition of the aboriginal person. and the 

material which was to be worked on and harrnonized, is embedded in Canada's constitutional 

documents (British North America Act, 1867) as well as, in later Acts directly aimed at 

consolidating the administration of Indian AfTiain (Indian Act. 1876). 1 f the reserve was to 
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be the space where the programme of government was to be realized, the legally defined 

mode of Iife of the aboriginal peoples was to be the domain into which this was to be 

intruded. 

An interesting feature of the definition of the aboriginal person is the determination 

of group association. In the discourse of these legai documents, a group of Indians is always 

referred to as a "band". which is distinguished by [bands of Indians] "who are interested in 

a reserve of lands in cornmon, of which the Iegal title is in the Crown (Indian Act 1876). The 

administrative constitution of the aboriginal peson rests upon additional criteria that applies 

directly to the individual. The individual's membership is tied to the patrilineal system of 

descent, where an individual was only considered included in this category if their father 

ernbodied this legal distinction (Indian Act, 1876). Those included in this category are 

subject to certain restrictions on their persona1 liberties, such as, the inability of those 

included to own property and dispose of it as desired. The boundaries of this status can be 

liquidated by enfranchisement where the aboriginal penon must prove that they are free fiom 

debt, of good moral character and after a probationary period of three years receives a "patent 

for their land within the reserve" and al1 the "rights accompanying it" (Scott, 19 14). 

The aboriginal person can cease to be included in the legally constituted category of 

aboriginal peoples. How can this be? The individuals biology has not some how been 

mptured. If the person can cease to become a member of the included, what 1s it that 

constitutes this legal category? It must be the mode of life, the culture and values shared by 

the included group. It is this material, the mode of life, that becomes othered and constituted 

as the domain into which are inmided practices of government aimed at enfranchising and 
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arnaig~rnating the aboriginals. 

The question of the status. and legd definition of the aboriginal person was, 

according to Dickieson. an Indian agent in the West, an important one to decide: 

The question of who is or who is not an lndian is a difficult one to decide. . . the question 
then arises - where shaIl the line be drawn to decide who is or who is not an Indian? I 
considered the policy of the govemment was to elevate the indian in the scale of humanity 
not to degrade the White to the position of the savage (CSP vol. 40, no. 1 1 ,  1877: xxxiv). 

In these comments the division between the different modes of life becomes obvious. There 

is a boundary between a prescribed mode of life and one which was discursively and legally 

constituted as deviant. It is in relation to this conmituted status that the aboriginal peoples are 

to be govemed. The legal definition of the aboriginal peoples effectively rendered visible and 

marked the matenal upon which practices of govemment were to work. It is not a biological 

characteristic which was to be "elevated," but is the mode of life, the culture, and values of 

a divergent domain. 

The status of othered demarks a governrnentai domain of intrusion. The ultirnüte end 

is the creation of an individual who is not "othered", but embodies the prescribed mode of 

life. Here then, the status of the aboriginal peoples is to be known and govemed. not as a 

category in and of itself, but in relation to a normaiized mode of life. It refers, and is defined, 

in relation to an outside which is both legally and spatially constituted. The outside 

constitutes a normalized mode of life which is embodied in the Euro-Canadian order of 

things. This becomes a category of inclusion and exclusion where the othered is at once 

differentiated and ultimately marked as a domain of intrusion. 

Dividing Practices and the ends of government 
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Through the reservation system and the legal definition of aboriginals the dominion 

of Canada effectively set both physical and discursive boundaries between the mode of life 

of the aboriginai peoples and that of the ernergent nonnalized one. The end of this division 

was to specim the material which was to be shaped. moulded and ultimately eradicated 

through enfranchisement. By setting the aboriginal mode of life apart both spatially and 

discursively, govemment defined, delineated, and constituted a domain of government where 

practice could be disposed to structure the actions of the demarcated. 

The aboriginal peoples were defined as individuds and in relation to their group 

membership. Above, 1 discussed how the band was the basic political. social and economic 

unit of the northem plains aboriginals, now however, the definition of the band shifts. The 

band, with the signing of the Treaties and the emergent rationality of govemment, becomes 

an administrative unit which is attached to a geographical space. While the choice of the 

band as an administrative unit did not have to do with gmfüng an emergent mode of life ont0 

the old, it did have to do with the creation of an instrument of govement  which was made 

practical through the partitioning of space and the discourse and technology of governance. 

Dividing the aboriginal peoples, not only h m  the Euro-Canadian population. but also 

amongst themselves. and by settling them on physically defined spaces. it constituted an 

"othered" domain which becomes govemable. What one is able to Say and observe about the 

total of the aboriginal peoples may be qualitatively different fior11 whatever may be said 

about a single band contained within this administrative unit (Smith, 1985). Through the 

division of the abonginal peoples, both by legal discourse and spatially, the Dominion was 

able to open the West for settlement, isolate the deviant mode of life as a domain of 
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government. and through this, constitute hem as an administrative unit of govemment where 

they could be shaped, normalized. and ultimately enfranchised. 

Liberal Rationality, Illiberal Tendencies, and Domains of Government 

In this chapter I endeavoured to demonstrate how. by addressing questions of political 

rationality. the practical questions of goveming a domain becomes tied. not to extemal 

discoune. but to the intrinsic exigencies of the aboriginal mode of life. In this we are able 

to witness the implications of the emergence of a liberal rationality of govemment. With the 

emergence of a liberal rationality of government. it is not profits which are to be govemed. 

but rather the aboriginai mode of life. However, it was not only the population that was the 

end of govemment, but too. the extension of space. And intruded into this emergent space 

was to be a new mode life. To achieve these intrinsic ends of govemment the aboriginal 

mode of life was divided out of the included population through legal and spatial means and 

constituted as a domain of government. 

The discouse of liberalism stresses fieedom and non-intrusion into individuals' Iives 

where differences, among individuals, (religion, wealth, social position) are declared 

irrelevant to their qualifications for inclusion among those who enjoy liberties offered of the 

"natural human spirit" (Hoernle, 1969). The principles of liberalism were not bom of the 

cultural contingencies and contact of the emergent fiontier, but rather on blank pages of 

philosophers such as Rousseau, Mill, Bentham, and Montesquieu. In their theories. attention 

was centred on the consideration that d l  class based inequalities between humans were 

unnaturai. Al1 differences among humans, when considering the totality of hurnanity become 

irrelevant. The formula of liberalism asks the state to consider human units as though each 
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were as like any other, "as one atom of a given element is like any other atom of that 

element" (Hoerde, 1969: 124). In the theoretical ramblings of the "great classical thinkers" 

this ideology was to apply to al1 individuais everywhere, no matter culture nor structurai 

position in the societal regirne. 

Ideology, as Deleuze and Guttxi have stated (1 977), "explains nothing." However, 

this is only partly true. Liberalism is an ideology which is scattered throughout the note 

books of history. Radier than relying on ideology, the best "approach to a theory of 

liberdisrnt and its practices Ys by way of the concept of man's [sic] power to do" (Hoemle, 

1969: 109). In this, Iiberalism refers to a political rationality of government which functions 

within a realm of exigencies and intrinsic problems encountered by the state claiming to 

embody its principles. The wake of the interaction between poiitical rationality and the 

intrinsic problemr encountered by the state is often quite different from the premises iipon 

which it is bàsed. 

The fiontier of Canada, with ail of its exigencies, was a context which these classical 

thinkers on liberty do not seem to have been aware of, and the Dominion of Canada not 

concemed with. The aboriginal mode of life was a barrier to the further settlement of the 

country. The abonginal mode of life was an intrinsic concem that had to be dealt with before 

these ends could be realized. A defining aspect of this association was the relationship of 

difference which existed between a prescribed, and abonginal mode of life. There was a 

boundary placed between the intermingling modes of life. A boundary that was defined. 

divided out, and through this constituted as a domain of govemment which sought to 

hannomze this divergence. A fundamental aspect of this definition, and domain, was the 
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manipulation of the traditional organization of aboriginal society - the band - as an 

administrative unit. Simply, those who embodied the aboriginal mode of life were ro be 

excluded from the liberal privileges enjoyed by Euro-Canadians until that time which they 

could prove themselves worthy. Until that time. as we will see in the following chapters. 

their mode of life would be subjected to intrusion of govemment which sought to hannonize 

it. 

The Canadian state, who so jealously cherished and extended liberal principles to the 

new Dominion, were Iovers of liberty only when it concerned themselves. The -'rights of 

humans" are the rights of those who embodied the prescribed mode of life while the 

divergent are divided out and excluded until that time when their mode of life is in harmony 

with the prescnbed one. In short, when confronted by difference, the Canadian state was 

quick to abandon the fundamental principles of liberalism. 

In this chapter 1 have sought to explain how the aboriginal pçoples of the west 

became "othered," and how this stanis was both spatiaily and legally defined. #en 

confronted with the intrinsic difficulty o f a  difference in a mode of life, the Canadian state 

did not fa11 back on the tenets of libedism, but constituted it as a domain of government. In 

what follows 1 will endeavour to delineate how this othered difference was subjected to 

practices of government which sought to harmonize it. 



Chapter Four 

Intrusion of a Mode of Life: 
Subjection of the Normal 

The intrinsic concems of the (Canadian) liberal rationality of government, when 

immersed in the West. centred around the opening of space for settlement, and the intnision 

and establishment of a prescribed mode of life. These intnnsic concems have three 

implications for the traditional aboriginal mode of life: first. that it was. in relation to it. 

differentiated and othered; second, that this mode of Iife was to be divided out and 

constituted as a domain of govemment; and third that certain intrusive practices were devised 

to govem and shape it in this direction. Above 1 established how the aboriginal mode of life 

became the parameters around which a domain of intrusive practices of govemment were to 

be intmded. The third implication is what the remainder of this work will consider. 

The marking of the abonginai mode of life as a libera! domain of governent 

highlights the alienating quaiity of the emergent rationality of govemment. The rejection. 

exclusion, and M e r  intrusion of a mode of life which is consistent with a national vision 

constitutes and marks, not only the abonginal mode of life. but constitutes the new shape of 

the country. In dividing out the aboriginal mode of life, the Dominion effectively constituted 

itself. had the aboriginal mode of life no insights to offer the emergent Dominion of Canada? 

And is it altogether just to treat the Indian in the way we are doing? 1s it altogether fair to 
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deprive them of their nationality, to laugh at their old Iaws and customs and traditions. to 
force upon them our own laws and customs as though there could be no two questions as to 
their superiority in every way, and that they must, of course, be just as suitable and 
applicable to the Indian as they are to ourselves. 1s there nothing - nothing whatever - in the 
p s t  history of this ancient people to rnerit our esteem. or to cal1 forth Our praise? Were their 
laws in the past al1 mere childishness (Fairplay, 189 1 )? 

The answer to the preceding question. highlighted by an individual writing under the 

pseudonym "Fairplay," sirnply, according to those who had visions of the new constitution 

of the country. became no. Rather. this mode of life becarne subjected to practices of 

governrnent which sought to shape and conduct it in relation to this vision. By excluding the 

aboriginal mode of life from pnvilege, and subjecting it to practices of division and intrusion, 

the Dominion of Canada endeavoured to first, constitute it in relation to the introduction of 

a prescribed mode of life; and secondly. constitute the nature and order of the Dominion. The 

division and differentiation of this mode of life is not merely a repressive practice. but is 

much more. it is creative, it is social. cultural, calculating and political. 

Inducing Change: Practices of Government 

The reserves and treaties served to mark and divide out a legally constituted category 

of individuds and groups as a special community of probationary citizens and a domain of 

governrnent intrusion. The definition and division induced its effects so long as the 

individual aboriginal person continued to follow and engage in the constituted mode of life. 

The process of marking the aboriginal mode of life as "other" has a dual h c t i o n :  on the one 

hand, it pnvileges and constitutes one mode of life over another; and on the other it marks 

the deviant materiai as a domain of govemment. Its main h c t i o n ,  however, is to make 

visible the gao between the two. In marking this division as a domain of intrusion and 
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making it functional through spatial division, government was confionted with a problem of 

how to induce the prescribed change. 

The answer to this problematic of govemment was not a simple one. In the space 

between the mode of existence of the Euro-Canadians and that of the traditional aboriginal 

one, many factors intermingled, one being the conditions of existence in the prairie region. 

The rationality of the fur trade had intruded a mentdity which sought the accumulation of 

fun, however, this had certain important effects on the fragile resource base upon which the 

abonginal peoples depended. Given this factor, govemen t  was left to consider "what 

mesures can be taken to prepare the lndians for the time not far distant when the buffalo will 

be a thing of the past'' (CSP vol. 40, no. 1 1, 1877. Laird: xii).' The solution IO the problem, 

for individuais such as J.A. MacDonald, came down to: 

a choice between nvo evils. We cannot allow them to starve, and we cannot make them into 
white men [sicj. AI1 we can do is endeavour to induce them to abandon their nomadic habits, 
and settie down and cultivate the soi1 (Canada, Debates, House of Cornmons, April 23, 
1880: 1693). 

But what does this mean? I don? think that MacDonald is opposing the Euro-Canadian mode 

of life to the starvation of the aboriginal peoples, but rather showing that the concems of 

government have more to do with shaping the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples in 

relation to the euro-Canadian one. To shape the domain of the aboriginal mode of life 

requires the training of this matend in relation to both, the conditions of existence of the 

aboriginal peoples and the gap which exists between the differentiated modes of life. What 

goveming this domain has to do with is a complex of relations conceming an "othered" 

category of people, their mode of life, the conditions of existence, and the intrusion of 
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practices of govemrnent to shape it in conformity wiîh the "new position of the country" 

(CSP vol38 no.8 1 875 pg. 14, Provencher). 

The strategy of govenunent to intrude a mode of life was initiated by a systern of 

differentiation. The end of this strategy is to, on the one hand, induce the aboriginals -'to 

abandon their nomadic habits" while on the other, to "cultivate the soil."(Canada Debates, 

House of Commons, April, 23, 1880; 1693, MacDonald). The means of bringing these 

objectives into being was through a complex set of practices disposed by agents of 

governent  to induce. to train, and to shape the abonginal mode of life. Notice here that 1 

am not concemed with a system of "coercive tutelage" (Dyck, 199 1 ) of govemment, nor the 

"destruction of the tribal organization" (Carter. 1990) but with the practices of govemment 

which sought to structure the possible field of actions of the aboriginal peoples. 

Practices of Government: a Coercive Apparatus? 

A cornrnon discourse arnong historians who have commented on the subject of the 

administration of Indian affairs in the West, is the view that 1885, and the aftermath of' the 

North-West Rebellion. marks a coercive shifi in governing abonginal peoples. The tendency 

has been to view this event as the ongin of a ngorous policy of destroying the tribal structure. 

Often this view is granted legitimacy by pointing to a memo by Hayter Reed (RG 10. vol. 

3710, file, 19,550) as providing the hpetus to this change in philosophy. If the North-West 

uprising of 1885 marks the origin of a coercive policy of government, then we must view the 

prior intrusions on the part of govemment - the intrusive practices of division, of rnissionary, 

and law - as merely being arranged around and excluding the mode of aboriginal life. Instead, 

there is evidence to suggest that the "assault on the tribal structure" had, since the 
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commissioners of 1 858 investigated the afTairs of administenng the aboriginal peoples, been 

of paramount concern. They concluded that. "another point of vital importance to be kept 

steadily in view, is the gradua1 destruction of the tribal organization." (JLAC vol. 21 

appendix 2 1, 1 858). It was also a concem for the first Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba. 

when he questioned the eficacy of the policy of govemment: "1 may Say. 1 have serious 

doubts as to the wisdom of the Canadian policy in perpetuating the tribal structure arnong the 

Indians. and likewise to the practice of granting reservations in large blocks of land" (CSP 

vol. 42, no. 1 1879, pg. 65, Morris). 

Ai1 throughout the period leading up to the events of 1885, the political structure of 

aboriginal social organization was considered an end and concern of government policy 

(Debates H of C, May 5, 1880, Mills, pg. 1994: Dawson. pg. 1996). In the previous chapter 

of this work 1 have endeavoured to demonstrate how the practices of rnissionaries and the 

instrument of law shaped the mode of life of the aboriginal peoples. Pnor to this, it was the 

mentality of the fur trade that was intruded into their mode of existence and had great 

implications for the shape of aboriginal social life. Where can we mark the origin of this 

policy? Sirnply, we cannot. Rather, and what I have sought to establish, is how the aboriginal 

mode of existence, - including the tribal structure - became marked, divided out, and intruded 

upon by practices of govemment at a histoncal point in time. What is important to consider, 

is not the tribal structure, nor the customs, and not the politics of the abonginal peoples 

viewed in isolation, but rather as compnsing a mode of life which was differentiated, othered 

and comtiinited as an intrusive domain of government. Through a policy of differentiation, 

and the constitution of the aboriginal mode of life as the parameters around which 



govemment intruded, it was the objective of govemment, through agriculture and settlement 

to "lead" the aboriginals '20 a mode of life more in confornity with the new position of the 

country" (CSP. vol. 7. 1875; pg. 56, Provencher). While this policy may not be construed as 

"destnictive," it was neither a benevolent policy which enabled the aboriginals to carry on 

a mode of existence heretofore undisturbed. The terms destruction, and benevolent do not 

capture the essence of the policy of government, rather, government must be seen and viewed 

in relation to the end of stnicturing aboriginal actions in a prescnbed direction. 

How then did those who govemed the domain of the aboriginal mode of life 

endeavour to structure the choice of actions in a direction which would '-attach them to 

agriculture" and ''eitle them on reserves." According to Agent Markle of the Department of 

Indian Affairs: 

It must however be rernembered that our great desire is to educate and to persuade the 
Indians to do what is right because every step made by such method is valuable, where as 
apparent restrainment, to which in reality is the result of coercion, can only be of value so 
long as the restraining force is in operation (Markle to Birtle, May 12, 1887, RG 10 vol. 
3598 file 1361). 

It was no use to coerce the aboriginal peoples to stay on the reserve and farm. for as soon as 

the coercive apparatus was removed any perceptible gains would be lost. Instead, when 

governing the aboriginal mode of life it was necessary to structure their actions through 

practices of government which were to intrude and shape it. That is, "no one c m  at once 

force an Indian to take hold of the plough and keep stead at work" (Dewdney, CSP vol. 43, 

no. 1 1, 1880: 100). To govern the actions of the aboriginal peoples. to settie them on 

reserves, to induce hem to commence an agriculture mode of life, required that govemment 

devise certain practices to govem the choice of actions of those who constituted the domain 
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of govemment. It may be better to think of this in terms of conducting as opposed to coercive 

domination. or destruction. To conduct signifies the action of leading, and guiding the 

possibility of actions and putting in order the possibie outcornes of government (Foucault. 

1983). To govern a domain, to shape its mode of life. is to govem the choice of actions. It 

is to 'lead' or 'inducr' the aboriginal peoples to shape their mode of life in relation to the 

Euro-Canadian one. 

Implied in this conception of government is an element of freedom which cannot be 

included when the defining discoune is coercion and domination. In this way, resistance is 

nnr merely something to be added in at the end of a chapter, but is a fundamental part of the 

government project. It is implied. It is a requisite for the practices of govemment. Thought 

of in this way, govemment is action upon the actions of the aboriginal peoples. But does this 

mean that those who chose to engage in agriculture were consenting while those bands who 

refused to take up this mode of life were resisting and had to be coerced? In my opinion the 

nature of the project to govem aboriginal peoples cannot be captured using this dichotomy. 

Rather. what is pertinent in this consideration, is an understanding of the conditions of life 

which confionted the aboriginal mode of life, the ends of government, and agency of the 

indigenous peoples. 

If given the unrestrained choice arnong modes of life, one could assume that the 

abonginal peoples would choose to continue in their traditional one. In the treaties there was 

a stipulation that: 

you will still be  free to hunt over much of the land included in the Treaty . . . you will be 
free to hunt over them, and make al1 the use o f  them which you have in the past . . . the 
Queen, though she may think it good for you to adopt civilized habits, has no idea of 
compelling you to do so. This she leaves up to your choice and you need not live like white 
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men [sic] unless you c m  be persuaded to do so with your own free will (CSP vol. 35 no. 22 
1872: 16. my emphasis). 

The fact that this mode of life existed and was offered as an aIternative was not a 

precondition for its acceptance, rather, the choice to engage in agriculture or to "live like 

white men [sic]" must be seen as tied to the practices of power which govemed the choices 

of the abonginal people. However. practices of govemment, on their own. would not be 

sufficient to induce the aboriginal peoples to take on the prescribed mode of life. Rather, 

thesr practices were mediated by and through the conditions of existence on the prairies. 

Consider the following example of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs Dewdney's 

cornments when on an inspection of Crowfoots band at Blackfoot Crossing: 

On arriving ti~ere. I found about 1300 lndians in a very destitute condition, and many on the 
verge of starvation. Young men who were known to be stout and hearty fellows some 
rnonths ago were quite ernaciated and so weak they could hardly work (Dewdney to Dennis. 
RG. 10 vol. 3696 file 15266). 

Given the conditions of existence of Crowfoot's band. it is not diff~cult to image how 

govemment sought to inmide a new mode of life and how (some) aboriginals welcomed it. 

The conditions of life on the prairies were such that the traditional means of subsistence 

would no longer support them in the manner they had in the past (Hagarty to Laird. RG 10 

vol. 3695, file 14924). In addition, abuses of alcohol perpetuated by Arnerican whiskey 

traders and disease added M e r  to these conditions. These conditions in and of themselves, 

for many bands, was sufficient cause to settle on their reserves and commence agriculture. 

However, on the other hand, the practices of governrnent were also mediated by these 

conditions of life. In order to achieve the ends of goveniing this domain - settlement on 

reserves, and the undertaking of agriculture, and ultimately the amalgarnation with Euro- 
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Canadian society - certain practices of government, which linked up with the conditions of 

life on the prairies, were disposed to structure the actions and govem the choices of the 

aboriginal peoples. 

lnducing Change: the Resewe and Agriculture 

One thing is clear from reading the reports, files and correspondence of the 

Department of Indian Affairs. and the Debates in the house of cornons.  and that is; the 

Dominion of Canada did not have a coherent policy for deafing with the aboriginel peoples 

ot the west when the territory was fint ceded to them. This would have critical implications 

for the relation between government and the aboriginal peoples. 

In the years which directly followed the sipning of the treaties many of the bands 

were not only willing to commence agriculture, but demanded that the govemment survey 

the lands where this new mode of Iife would be carried out. However, the surveys did not 

commence until 1875. and when they did, it was only with those bands who expressed a 

desire to commence this mode of life immediately, or for those Bands whose reserve was 

where the railway or telegraph line was to be laid (RG 10, vol. 3625, file. 5489. Christie to 

Laird, October, 1875). To complicate marters even more, dunng this sarne year, there were 

no actions by government to issue the necessary materials for the abonginal peoples to farm. 

There was no issue of seed nor irnplements, and only one band received cows or oxen for the 

purpose of f m i n g  (RG 10, vol. 3642, file 758 1, McKay, 1876). But this was no fault of the 

aboriginal peoples, for in 1875 some of the bands who were ready to begin a f m i n g  mode 

of life demanded that agicultural implements be funiished them (RG 1 O vol. 3622. file 5007, 

Moms to Laird, July, 1875). In not supplying the required implements, cattle, and not 
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surveying the land the Dominion of Canada effectively undemined the aboriginal peoples 

efforts to commence a farming mode of life. In addition, and to further arrest the 

development of the aboriginal peoples toward agriculture, was the fact that the aboriginals 

did not possess the necessary knowledge for f m i n g .  Consider the foliowing words of 

Yellow Quill: "The Canadians have chased away the moose, the Buffalo and al1 Our wild 

game; and nothing now remains but the land. We would like to get a living from it. but we 

have neither the means nor skills to do so" (RG 10, vol. 3695, file 14924, Hagarty to Laird, 

August, 13, 1875). Other agents in the field, too, witnessed the need for providing sorne form 

of instruction in the new mode of life (RG 10, vol. 3609. file 3229, Dickieson to Laird, 

January, 1875). The end of this policy of non-intervention by the Dominion resulted in mass 

starvation. and in one case in 1878 about seventy-five aboriginal peoples were found near 

Qu'Appelle unable to travel since their dogs and horses had been consumed (Carter. 1990). 

This result is no surprise however, when the discourse contained in the reports, 

correspondence, and organization of the department of Indian Affars is considered. In the 

penod between the cessation of land from the HBC and 1876 (or the conclusion of the final 

treaty) the concem reflected by the discome of the DIA reports was the opening of the space 

of' the prairies for settiement. The Department of Indian affairs during this time was 

organized in such a way that would facilitate the signing of the treaties, but not the 

instruction, nor the aid in assisthg the aboriginal peoples in adopting this new mode of life. 

In a memorandurn to the Minister of the Interior Howe, Lieutenant Govemor Morris 

expressed his dissatisfaction with the marner in which these affairs were carried out. The 

conduc? of Indian affairs in Manitoba and the North-West Territones: 
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. . .naturally divides itseIf into two branches, the carrying out the existing Treaties. and the 
entering into new Treaties. First with regard to the canying out of existing Treaties, I regard 
the system adopted as eminently unsatisfactory. The w o r ~  is placed under an officer. the 
Indian Agent, with one assistant (RG IO, vo1.3605, file 2946, Jan.24 1874). 

.4ccording to Moms the lack of officiais to conduct aboriginai affairs was quite 

unsatisfactory, and to remedy this situation "1 [Moms] would separate entirely the duties of 

carrying out the existing Treaties, and the making of new ones"(RG 10, vol. 3605, file 2946, 

Jan. 24, 1874. Moms). However, it would not be until two years later that this policy would 

be implemented. 

A number of intervening factors limited the potential success of the intrusion and 

commencement of this programme. On the one hand. those who were to govem this domain 

were ill-prepared for the demands of goveming this domain, both. in terms of organization 

and in terms of the granting of Treaty promises. While on the other hand, and as a result. the 

Dominion of Canada was il1 prepared for the expense of this endeavour. As a result of not 

aiding the aboriginal peoples in cornrnencing a new mode of life, combined with the 

conditions of existence facing the aboriginal peoples, their want of food. and the disease 

which plague the prairies, the state incurred a great expense in feeding or "rationing" and 

administering the aboriginal peoples. The expense was not in keeping with concerns that the 

Dominion had for economy. Mr. Blake in a debate in the house of Commons, stated: 

You are expending about $500 000 annually upon the Indians, and $300 000 for the 
Mounted Police, the principle cause of which was to overhaul the lndians peaceably. Y ou 
are approximating to the expenditure of $1 000 000 a year for the management of the 
Indians of the North-West. (Canada, House of Commons, Debates, April23 1880 Blake. 
pg. 1 692). 

The result of the policy of feeding the abonginai peoples was that the state was '-training the 
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Indians to look to us for aid"(Canada, House of Commons, Debates, A p d  23, 1880. Blake. 

pg. 1692) and encouraging "idleness" (Canada, EIousr of Commons, Debates. April, 23, 

Mills. pg.. 169 1). This system of goveming the aboriginal peoples was a great expense to the 

Dominion. as well. it "had a tendency to put the Indians in a worse, instead of better 

position" because they "are led to look to the community for their support" (Canada. House 

of Commons, Debates, Apnl, 23, Mills, pg. 1691). Until a shifi in goveniment took shape, 

the policy initiated to induce a change in the mode of aboriginal life was ineffective. Looking 

to the state for relief was not training the aboriginal peoples to support themselves within the 

parameters of the Canadian economy. Reliance on the state for survival was widening, 

instead of nmowing, the gap of differentiation. 

To train the aboriginal peoples, to govem their actions, reduce the cost of 

administration. and narrow the gap of differentiation required a shif? in the organization and 

conduct of Indian Affairs. A shift which would enable governrnent to structure the actions 

of the aboriginals in the direction which would allow them, "to gain their own livelihood and 

not to depend for it on the tax payes of Canada9'(RG 10 vo1.3743 file 29488-2 Dewdney to 

Vankoughnet, 1886). To govem the aboriginal mode of life a -new' policy was invented 

where provisions would be made only "for the men who worked" (CSP vo1.44 188 1 pg.82 

F m  Instructor Rae). This policy, initiated in 1879-80, *'enabled the Government to relieve 

hunger and sickness" (RG 10 vol. 3743 file 29488-2 Dewdney to Vankoughnet, 1886) of the 

aboriginal peoples, while at the same time it fùnctioned to "induce the Indians to adopt the 

habits and labors" of the Euro-Canadian mode of life. 

The conditions of life of the aboriginal peoples, the concem for economy, and the end 
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of the programme - seulement on reserves and engaging in agriculture - linked together to 

comprise an organization of govemment which sought to structure the actions of the 

aboriginal peoples of the prairies in relation to the prescribed mode of life. The desire to 

shape this mode of life was conditioned by the belief that "so long as his [sic] nomadic habits 

are encouraged so long will the authorities have to provide for him without any adequate 

return being had from the land" (CSP vol. 47 no.4 1887, Dewdney, pg. 102). The nomadic 

habit specifically. and the mode of life generally. of the aboriginal peoples was the domain 

of concern. It was a domain which was to be stnictured by actions of govemment. 



Chapter Five 

Governing the Choice of Actions: 
Law; Consumption; and Individualization 

Practices of govemrnent, which are invented and disposed by agents ofgovernrnent, 

must be seen as tied to the ends of govemment. in the previous chapter we saw how the ends 

of govemment were comptised of settling aboriginds on reserves and the adoption of an 

agncultural mode of life. These two ends, however, should not be viewed as distanced fiom 

the maigrnation uf the aboriginals with the Euro-Canadian mode of life, but rdther, as 

directiy tied to it. The purpose of this chapter is to delineate how govemment, through the 

use of practices, mucnired abonguial actions in the direction of amaigamation with a 

"prescribed oraer. I wili be focussing my attention on how practices of govement 

stnictured the choices of aboriginals. The first section undertakes an analysis of the 

mechanics of the practices of government. Here 1 provide the reader with a brief introduction 

to the mechanics of practices. In the rernainder of the chapter 1 discuss the ciuster of 

practices which were disposed by agents of govemment. The second section focusses 

attention on the use of law as a practice of govemment. However, law in itself is not 

sfl~cient to induce the rrquisite transformati~n. Therefore, in the final sethons 1 discuss the 

numerous practices of govanment, whch in addition to iaw, iimctioneci to ~ c t u r e  die 
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çhoiçes of the abon'gnals in relation to the "prescribeb' order. 

The iUwhuaic=u uf (;overument Practica 

Whiie praçtices oîgovemment are intrinsicaily iinkrd to the ciornain wnich is their 

etid, there are other essential components of rhis machinery. For exampie, when indian 

Agent Clarke States that: "Every abir bodied indian was requireci to prove to the satisfactioii 

of the Farming instructor, that he [sic] was engaged in some of these occupations &fore 

receiving relief for him and his famiiy" (CS? vol.# 188 i pg. 10 1 j, there is evidence that 

praccices ofgovernrnent impiy much more than a iink to a domain of govemment. 

First, practices of governrnent ara tied to, and iink up with the conditions of existence 

which faced the abonginais. Where else, except in reference to this domain of government, 

couid the practice of withhoiding provisions of food be disposed to govem actions. in this 

way, practices are not viewed or interpreted as king universai, nor functionai in any other 

domain. Practices specificaiiy. ana govemment generaiiy, are Iinked inuinsicaiiy 10 the 

exipncia of the populauon which is to be actixl on. Simply put, practices to govem actions 

are invented and given prominence arnong oniy the popuiation which is their end. 

Second, there is an attachent of vaiue to actions. ïhat is, if an aboriginal penon 

is busy f m i n g  and senled on the reserve, their actions are deemed desirable, nomid, and 

thus deserving of rewards in the fom of rations. However, if there are actions which are 

encourageci, there m m  be an inverse. If an individual is engaged in '-other" occuphons, 

ones that are consistent with their naditional mode of iife and thus in opposition to the 

prescnid one, their actions would be observed negatively. 

niird, practiçes ofgovernrnent presuppose an element of freedom and agency of the 
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guvemed. Impiied in the prx?içes or guvemrnent is a Îree and active subjejeçt, one who 

requires intervention to shape their actions. Freedom is the materiai which is *king worked 

on. Ir is the mode of iife of the abriginai people. it is the deviant marenai. To engage in 

uaditionai actions is resistance. if the aboriginal peopies were not resisting the inmisions 

o h  prescribad mode of iife, thert: wuuld be nu nerd for practiçes of gwamment. Freedom 

is impiied and a requisite part oipractices oigovemmem -mead oiviewing the mechanics 

of govemment and the actions of aboriginal peopies as  dichotomized àenveen --coercive 

assimiiarion'- (Miiler, i 99 i j, ana unresrrained resistance ana îreedorn, i l  is more Deneficiai 

to presuppose freedom of actions as the marerial which is ro 'be mucnired. 

Lady, there exists an agent of govemment who -sees" and --ciassifies'- actions. This 

implies a form of surveiiiance anci a knowiecige wbich is indispensabie to the government 

of ahriginais. 

Tnrough this double system of ciassi ficanon and visuai observarion of acnons it is 

now possibie to envision how the mechwiçs of govemment practices rndravour ro strucme 

uie acrions of the traditionai abmiginai mode of iife. Here tnen we are die to discem how 

it was that agents of' govemment conducted the aboriginal cnoice between traditionai anci 

preçcriVbed actions and habirs. Ine mechanics of goveming uie iives of h e  abriginai 

peopies is tied to a sysrern of "training" which is base6 on rhe iogc of vision classificarion, 

and gratification and punis-ment that is iinked to the conditions of existence. and the 

objectives of government. 

These points j which i 'bave omlineeà above j are aosoiuteiy crucial IO an unaerstanaing 

ofine pracuces of govemment, or rarher, the mechanics by whicn govemment u>u&r to 
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structure the actions of the aboriginal in relation a "prescnkü' mut;  of !ifc. i i  is 

necessary to avoia a teieoiogicai anaiysis in w k h  the characterizahon of governmami 

P ~ X ~ C ~ S  are esta'oiisneu in reiation to -'events'- - the Nonn-West KeDeiiion of i 885 - *cn 

oniy p h a i i y  represenrs the interactions 'wrween governrnent ana abriginais. To reiy on 

the fiow of "avenu" h m  confederation to reçount a story of g~vornrnant wouid br: io deny 

the importance of subtie shi& :in poiicy and the more mundane foms oigovemment anci 

resistance. in the remaincier of ùiis chapter i seeic to make inteiiigibie the practices unaer 

examination on their own ternis. This type oiapproacn escnews Uie '.'evenf as provocanon 

for shifis, bmaks, and ruptures in practices of governmeni. 

Before moving to an anaiysis of the mechanics of govemrnent iet us consicier one 

exampie ofhow practices ofgovemment endeavour to smcture the choices ofa'aoriginais. 

in the Treaties ùiere was an agreement made h t  cenain farming impiements wouia 'be 

gmnred jwhicn are omiined in Shaprer diree j "with a view of inaucing Uie inaians IO aeopr 

ihe ha&iü: and i&orj ufciviiization" (CS? voi.35 no. 22, i872, pg.29 Kums j. *Wmnt:n taken 

'Dy irseiiand in a diierent contes, providing agricuinirai impiements to individuais cioes not 

govem choice. ~owever, wnen tieci to the uitirnate end of govermnent - the arnaigamation 

of tne aboriginais wirii the prescribeci oraer - ana siniateci wiriUn the contexr of the 

condirions of existence on the prairies, the pracnce of gran~n~wiriiiioidiog agiculturai 

impiements taices on a meanin- roie in shaping a-hriginaÏ actions. Fractices of 

government *becorne hct ionai  oniy when there is vaiue and rewaràsipunisiunents artacned 

to actions. Consicier for exarnple the roiiowing srarement made by îommissioner of inciian 
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it wouia be a p a r  inducement to our indians to senie aown and Decome inaepenamr iÎ a 
piough were gwen ro those f d e s  who satisfied the Agent that Dy their hdustty rhey couid 
becorne so (CS? vo1.45 00.6. 1882. pg.4 i j. 

in this instance the constituted positive choice of action is encouraged through rewarding 

those indiviauais wnose actions are ciassifieci by an Agent as desirabie. normai. and 

consistenr wirh the ends of govemrnent. The practice of grantingiwitiihoiaing f m i n g  

implements impiies that there exists an individuai who is capable of choice among avaiiabie 

actions. it is this choice whicii the practices ofgovemment seek to ciassiîy and structure in 

the uirection of amaigamation with Euro-lanadian actions. 

T-. Fracrices of govemment are 'korrecrive". 1 ney seeic to smicrure the actions of the 

a'mriginais in a àefinite and nonnai direction. There is then, a mechanics of govemment 

whiçh arranges actions in reiation to h t  whiçh is considerd normal - an independent and 

settied mocie of iife - anci that which is consiciereci deviant - the traditionai mode of 

abonginai i i l .  Corresponding to tnis is a sysrem of gratificarionipunisnmenrs (Foucauit, 

. CI-- 

1 Y / /: i 8û j wnicn seeics to smcmre riie choice oipossioie acrions oiriie ianer in conformiry 

wirh riie former. 

L a w  4s 'a' Pracfice OC gpvernrncni 

Pernaps Uie mosr obvious exampie of the use of the punisiunenu'graification 

pnncipie for correcnng acrions ana intruchg a prescribed mode of iife wirhin a ii'oerai 

rationaiiry of govemment is the practice of disposing iaws to this end in iiberal politicai 

discourse hw is ofien equated with order. Some authors have specuiated that iaw consti~ed 

the driving rôrce 'kiùnci the idtut ion and "making'? of orcier in the West (Loo, 1994 j. it 

wiii *becorne ciear in wnat Îoliows that the approach which merges Uie power of iaw with a 
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constitutd order, and the arrangement of institutions whch  it presupposes, must be 

challengexi to appreciate the fidi significance of the practices oigovement- Inis is not ro 

say rhat iaw is u n i m p o m  ro riiis end, out rather, thar oraer is consriniteci by more than a 

simple invoking of forniai iaw. M e r ,  formai state iaw comprises oniy one of a cluster of 

practiçs whiçh confrontai and governeci the abriginals çhoiçe of actions. The mrnainder 

ofthis section consiaem the mie of law in the government of plains abonguiais after 1870. 

NW'MP and Goverurnent 

%en the Dominion of  Canada acquired the remtories formeriy occupied and 

govemed by the KBC they took immediate steps to insitute law in the temtory. However. 

wiuiout *-a civil force to entorce them [iawsj they are not worth the paper they are written 

on" (RG 10, file 3278, voi.3609 McDougal to Smith 1874). In the &ce of the intrusion of 

EuroCanadian seniers inro rhe wew chere was the risk of "a rupture wirh the natives, no1 

d i k e  tharexpenmced to the SouW (RG 10. file 3278. vol.3609 McDougai to Smirh 1874 j. 

in relation to these wncerns - the constitution of an order of thinp, the enlorcamant uf iaws, 

and the security of senien - Prime Minister Macdonald's soiution was the organization of 

a mounfed police force for the -'preservauon of iaw and oraer in the Nonn-West Temrories'- 

and consisted of introducing (in the begnning j " 120 men and 50 horses" (Annual Repon. 

NWMP, 1874, pp.27) into the territory The extension of tht: Euro-Canlulim Iaw to the 

North-West Temtones afier 1874 was established through, and organizea under. an act 

which created the North West Mounted police (NWMP) as the govemors of uiis process 

(,Dominion Statute 36 Vic., Cap. 353. 

The conditions of e:xistmce of abonginai peuples inducd thcm to chuose betwcrn 
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one of two courses of action. Either senle on reserves wd &kt: up lignçdturr or t:ndurr Lhe 

hanlships conditioned by the mentaiity of the fur nade and search for food over large 

expanses of territory. These conditions smictured their choice of actions. The individuais 

who chose the former coune of actions did not take up agriculture becaw of its supenonty 

over their ~iiditioniil mude of l i  fe. Lnstra& this çhoicr was condi tionad by thcir c x ~ r n c o s  

encountered in the hmh environment of the resource depieteci West. The ianer choice of 

actions was mctured by the practices ofgovemment such as law. 

To envision die roie of law, it is essential to consider what actions ir governed in a 

recent study, Macleod and Rollason (1997) endeavoured to quanti@ the aborignai 

invoivernent in the Canadian crirninai justice system. Con- to contemporary Canadian 

society, they round with oniy one exception, the Euro-Canadian population was overiy 

represented in the cases of criminai activity which came before the criminai courts in die 

ru'orth-West territories beween 1878-1885. These were the more traditional crimes, such as 

thrft, assauit, and "mischirf'. The ont: exception w u  in relation to a catrgury whiçh the 

authon cdled -'livenock" theft. This crime. comprised of horse steding and cattie kiliing, 

comtituted 1 1% of the total of crimes brought to the attention to the W. In rhis category 

of offences, aboriginal peoples made up the majority of the individuals charged. 

Whrn curning to trrms with thes findings it must be done sa in the light of, the 

conditions of existence, the traditionai cuitural vaiues, and the ends of govement. For 

exampte, in one case two Stony aboriginal peoples were arrested for cattie killing, however, 

this was not a wanton act of cruelty, but rather a means of staymg dive in the face of a 

blizzard The two "Stonies . . . came d o m  from their reserve to hunt dong the mountains 
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and were çaught in a heavy snow stum and almosi stiwai" (CSP voi.47 no.4 i 884 pg. 79 j. 

Even given these conditions the W'MP "arrested and punis hed [them] for their crime" i CSP 

vol. 47 no. 4, 1884 pg. 79 j. Arrest and prosecution for this crime must be seen as having the 

effect of structuring the future choice of actions. in this way, law has the effect of working 

on the actions of the individuals mesteci, but also, obrr  aborignals who wish tu avoid the 

punishments associated with the negatively vaiued action of cattie killing. 1 am not here 

stating that killing iivestock was pan of a cultural detemination which required work, but 

rather, aboriginal attitudes toward this action were infiuenced by practicai considerations. 

The decline of fur karing animals, and the efforts by the Dominion io exercise economy 

conditioned this response bv the aboriginal peoples. 

In addition, part of the programme of inmding a mode of life were the efforts by 

agents ofgovernrnent to reach aboriginal peopies 10 mise livestock (paniy to offset costs of 

'rarioning"HCSP voi.45 no.6 1882, pg. 88, MeCoil j. However, in many cases, the a'mnginai 

p p l m  viewtxl kt: greatest utility ot'hest: mimals as a rrady sources ofsubsistence. In ont: 

case, --the cattie were in a corral when a p u n g  man. . . shot 3 head" (CSP vol.44 no. 1 4 1 88 1. 

Dewdney, pg.86). The agent in charge quickiy surnmoned the who then promptiy 

arresred the guile p a q .  Through rhe "plucky manner in which the arresfs were made, and 

the prompt action of the authorities, the guilty parties received a iesson they will not soon 

forget. Since this occurred the Indians have worked well and behaved much better" iCSP 

vo1.44 no. 14 188 1, Dewdney, pg.86). Through arrest and the pmctice of iaw the aboriginal 

actions of cattle killing came to be criminalized. 

Until the 1870's the act of steaiing horses was heid in hi& esteem in abonginai 
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culture (Milluy, 1990). it was a matter of prestige to procure onamy horses without 

sustaining injury or death. To do so was to demonstrate courage. A successful atternpt would 

eievate the statu of individual among the members of the band iRG 10, vol. 3668, file 

I û M ,  Reed to Dewdney, i 884 j. Conversely, the Dominion of Canada deemed rhis action 

as criminal, as th&. To inbude bis beiief, this value, into the culture of the aborignai 

peoples, or to *-correct" this action, meant that govemment action was nrcessary. To deal 

with aborignai horse rhieves, Irvine tells us (Annual Report, N W W ,  1883, pg. 18j 

Law was disposed to govem to shape, and correct the action of hone stealing. Ii was also 

U~ed to shape other actions. such as the cuiniral practice of taking more than one wik:  

ir will be noticed . . . sixry-six indians have wo, and eieven, three wives each; but suice bey 
are as amenable to the law as orhn subjects of the Queen diere is no vaiid reason for 
perpeniaring polygamy by encouragllig its continuance (CSP vol.45 no.6 i882 pg. 88 
blcCoil j. 

m e r  naditional aboriginal actions and habits were govemed by the law. One of rhese was 

leavinp the reserve. If the aborignal person ieft the reserve they were subject to the 

provisions contained in the Vagrancy act. In order to be charged under this act, dl an 

aboriginal person had to do was be seen in the viciniy of a town or city. h one case the 

mounuxi police expiaineci the provision of the act, which srated 'rhat no body of men [sic] 

wouid be allowed ro remain idly abour the country, and that unless the wishes of rhe 
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govemment were acceded to, 1 should be forced to make anests..' (Annuai Repon of the 

WMP, 1883 pg. 16 [Mne). 

Other iaws sought to undermine traditional cerernonies such as the potlach and sun 

dance (Patipas, 199 1 ). To undermine these &d&tional gdtherings, the agents of govrrnment 

disposed iaw to prevent the abonginai peopies fiom leaving their reserves. Hayter Reed, the 

assistant Commissioner of lndian Affairs, stated that: 

- 
I nis quote iilurniniites twtwo important puints. ûn the one han4 and much more obvious, the 

traditional ceremonies and gathenngs oithe aboriginal people were seen as diversent actions 

that were to be harrnonized On Uie other han& but not distinct From the first, is that iaw was 

disposed as a pracrice of govemment as a rneans to this end. This iast point is essennai. 

Ahriginai people were arrested for actions which were consistent witii tiieir traditionai 

rnocir of life and practicd çxperirnce, g v e n  the condilions oC existence on the prairies. 

Law was not oniy an end in itseif, to be intruded to undermine the customary law 

tradition oithe aboriginals. No, this is h a d y  the case. in many of the repom by the N W W  

guiity parties of abonginai peoples were iefi by rhe police io be deait with in theu 

cornrnunity. However, this is not to say Ihiit the tmtitional dispute seniement procosses of 

the aboriginal peoples were to be maintained as a viabie institution in the West (RG 1 0, vol. 

346 1 file 36 10, Mckay to Hardisry 1 875 j, but rather, thar the intrusion of Euro-Canadian law 

was concemed with another end. Law, even if it had to be "strained" (RG 10, vol. 3668 file 
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1 G W ,  Dewdney, i 884 j codified trarfitionai actions as divergent and in need of correction. 

By codifjnng and sanctioning actions such as hone steaiing, catie kiiling, poiygamy, and 

the gatheting of aboriginai peoples for ceremonid purposes, the iaw fwictioned to conduct 

and shape thrir actions in dation tu an end. Tnis end, it m u t  bc: seen, was the 

amaigarnation of the a-ooriginais witii the EurcKanadians. 

Law codifies and ciassifies actions whch are defined in opposition ro the new oraer 

or' rhings. Law corrects rhrough punishment and neganve sancnons. However, ir cannor oe 

accounred for in ternis of the assimiiarion of vaiues, but rather, and oniy, among &e new 

ciusier oC p w e r  roiaiions whicii arc: broughi io &ai on iiie mude oî iik oi ihr abriginai 

peopies with the snifi in the rarionaiity oigovemment- it is but one of the practices that 

sought ro work on the acrions of the aboriginai peopies. Law, on irs own, coda not be 

disposeci as a pracùce io inûude a new mode of iife. innead, a whoie range of &te r  

practiçes were aiso disposcd to structure the: çhoiçe of actions ofaboriginai peopics. 

Governimg iiiruugh Cuu~umpliuu 

To have order irnpiies not only law btn an arrangemenr of institutions consinent wirii 

rhe Euro-Canadian mode of Ge. While iaw, and a force to govem ir, may have k e n  

sufKçitmt tu maintain and estabiish an order of things with the priur rationaiity of 

govemment, it is not a sufficient condition for the reaiizhon of it in the emergent one. This 

is not IO Say thar law is an unimpo- practice for the govemance and convergence of 

order, but that it is merely one of a ciuster of praaices disposeci by rhose who govem 10 

ensure a nght arrangement of "things". A liberal order does not fmd its end in itself, nor 

dues ii finci ils end in iaw, bui implies a piurali~y olends anJ a cluster ofpratiw~: tu rtrilkt: 
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these ends. What becomes of interest then, is not iaw, per se, but the manner in which 

govemment works on, arranges, and structures the mode of iife of the aboriginal people. 

The iack of a sdïicient subasence base was a necessaiy pre-condition for 

govcmmçnt's attempt to struc~ure the actions of the ahriginai peopies. in this state of 

things, aborignal peopies had a choice, to continue to hunt for food, or to commence a 

fming mode of i i  fe. However, as we saw in the discwion of iaw, the former actions were 

not consisrent with rhe prescribed order. These acrions, because rhey were classifieci as 

negative vaiue in reiarion to the "new position of the counuy" were to 'w worked on and 

slruclured in [dation tu ihe ench of govenuneni. 

I n e  conditions of existence on the prairies following the signing of the Treaties had 

important impiications for borh, the abonginai moàe ofiife, ana the pracnces of government 

to shape ir. Whiie the ideoiogy of iiberaiism goes against the granting of charity, the controi 

of food çonsumption for the prairie abriginai peopies was dcxmed necessary to both keep 

the aboriginal peoples from çtaMng, and maintain hem on reserves. Denyng the abripinai 

peoples fwd meant they wodd look for it eisewhere which in tum meant that the practicd 

avaiiabiliv of seniers cade wouid be an atuactive alternative (baeewich, i 996 j. ir was aiso 

thought that if the Dominion did not providt: some form of subsistence for the abongnai 

p p i e  they wodd ihey wwouid "commii drprdations lununpl Lhe srttien" (RG 10, voi .  

3 72 1, file 23666, Mac1oed IO Vankougiuiet j. 

The initiai system of providing food for the aboriginal peopies saw rhe Dominion 

administer rationsJ to a selected Chief for them to distribute to the memkrs of the band. 

Howrver, this plm wpu d n m d  unsocçt~sî'ul duc: 10 "wmpiüinls or d i t i r  iîliolmenls" (RG 
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10, voi. 3625. file 5.195, Morris to -Laird). in response to riiis. Agenr Mackay endeavoureci 

to innoduce a system by whch an agenr of govemmenr would work ar "ascerraining the 

number of famiiies and . . . divide rhe provisions rhemselves among rhe heads of famiiies" 

(RG iO,  vol. 3625, file 5495, EvIackay to Laird). Wile this system mediated a@st unfair 

aliotments of rations. it ninctioned to --kip those who refuse to heip themseivess-' ( RI; iù. 

voi. 3598, nie i36 i .  MaMe to Biniej. Through this synern the agents of pvemmenr were 

encomgmg the abonpinai peopies to conrinue with rheir mode of iife. in 1879. riie sysrem 

of rhe "disnibunon of rarions wirhour riiyme or reason" was conciuaed iRG i6, voi. 3669, 

wodd be direcriy responsible for the amount of rations distributed (RG ii) voi. 3576. fiir 

309a Dewdney to Vamkou-&net). T.P. Waciswonii. an indian Agen~ acquaints us wirh the 

s~srem he referred ro as kxioning Indians": 

I do not coniine myseif to g v e  each Indian Lpound of beef and Y2 pound of ilour per day 
preciseiy. bur iook upon the regdarion ration as an average, or rather rhe maximum that may 
be @ven. Families that do Little or no work I give less than the amounr and so am abie to 
give parties that work for themsehes. or do work on errands for me a Iinie more. in that way 
I am abie to ger a great ded more vaiue for the amount of rations IRG 10. vol. 3605. file 
2950 j. 

Widi Wadswonh's words we are abie to envision how it was that agents of %oveniment 

rewarded those actions which are deemed normal or positive whiie at the sarne urne 

corrected actions deemed undesirable. Vaiue is amched to the ciassificanon of actions. In 

this way the ide, or those individuals who embody the negative pole of axions are 

and gratification in the same way as the diligent. The agents of govemment are not merely 

prohibi~g traditionai ahoos, but encouraging the adophon of more convergent way of life. 
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Classification of actions was formaiized through various means (reports, 

surveillance), however, the mon immediate was surveillance by the agent who resided 

directly with the band. in an effon to reduce the cost of gwerning abonginai peopies the 

Dominion of Canada rndeavoured to makr Indian asmts accountabie for the amount of 

rations they provided. They were to provide Ottawa with "lins" of indivlduals who were 

'-eiigibie" to receive rations. To be eligible the &original penon was required to be engaged 

in acceprabie actions. Through these iisrs, the Departmenr of hdian Affairs wouid detemine 

the amount of rations required to feed the etigibie individuais. However, if an abonginai 

persun, or group, decidd to abandon these positive actions "lhçir narna wouid be struck 

off the l i s  for rations" (RG IO vol. 36 10 fiie 3434, Pockiîngton to Dewdney, 1882 j. Through 

means of classification, agenrs of government, were abie to effectiveiy govem ana mucrure 

the possibie fieid of action of the aboriginal people &y goveming cunsumption. 

To govem Lhe aborignals was to classi& and correct, reward and train their actions. 

i-iowever, to e n ~  our discussion on practices oîgovemment at rhis point wouid be premature. 

Thar is, gven wiiar i have been discussing in relation to ciassification and correction of 

actions, practices of governrnent aiiude to three reiated components: first, resismce by the 

aboriginal peopies; second, the classification of actions lends itszlf to funher classification, 

xltxtion and, w w:a r a u i t ,  measures tu correct thcjc: actions; and finaily, tu guvarn, tu correct, 

and to classi- actions impiies an intrusive sweiiiance of the population through agents of 

governnlen t. 

'Irleliow Calf - Overt Resistence 

hpiied in governrnent is a free and active subject. Resiaance to intrusions upon 
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their actions is an everyday occurrence, it 1s implied. it is uie material which is to be worked 

on. If the aboriginal people were not resisting and not active there wouid be no need for the 

invention and inausion of practices of govemment. However, there are rimes when these 

actions of pwrnrnent agents prompt a response which goes beyond everyday resistance. h 

exampie of this 1s the -the Yeiiow Caif incident". 

In i 8M the f m  insmictor, for Cow-ne-ness DG& ?.k Kei~!, !vas sitting at home 

when Yeilow Caif and 25 armed men entered requesting an i n t e ~ e w  with him. According 

to Keith, Yel!o\v Clf ,  iz zz in!ir?.i&ting mun-xr, told him that "unless i wouid give di his 

men prexnt fiour and Bacone [sic] to take home with them, mou& tu last them wme few 

weeks, they wouid bunt open the Storehouse and heip themselves" (RG 10, file 10 18 i vol. 

3666, Keith to Dewdney, 1884 j. However, Keith informed the men that the instructions he 

received from 'Mr. Assisranr Indian Comrnissioner Reed wouid not allow me giving his 

young men rations"( RG 10, vol. 3666, file 10 18 1, Ke;eith to Dewdney, 1 884 j. What happened 

next, according to Keith, was that whiie he was nying to defend the stores, the men knocked 

him àoun and --noie right beiore" his eyes. 

h'iiar accounted for rhis acr of resistance by YeIiow Caif and his followers? 

According to Keith, the irnrnediate reason for this raid was a cut in the amornt of rations 

ziven tu the memkrs of îhc banri (RG 10, vol. 3666, frit: 20 18 1, Keith to Dewciney, June 
Cr 

1 884 ). Hayter Reed, the Assistant Indian Comrnissioner, agreed. Just a few days &fore this 

incident he had gone on an inspection of the band and found rhar '%th two or three 

exceptions, Yeiiow Calf s band should not draw rations, as rhey were better circumstanced 

than any of the rat"  (RG 10 voi 3666 fiir 10181 R e d  to Dewdney, 1884). il was net 
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"starvation which caused the band to commit the overt acte- or" resistance ( RG i O voi 3666 

fiie IO 18 1 Reed to Dewdney, 18M j since this bands condition had been observed and 

chssified in a posinve light, but rather, the practiçes of gwernrnenr to :'train the indians to 

work for what they receive." (RG 10, vol 3576 file 309a, kwdney to Vankoughnet, Juiy 29 

1884). M a t  Yellow Calf and his followers were resisting, was not the conditions of 

existence, but rather, the governrnent practice of withhoiding rations fiom those who refised 

to iabour in the -'right" manner. 

The "Yeffow Caif ' incident is one of the most glaring exampies of resisiance by the 

aboriginal peuples to the actions o l  governrnent. While this is an obvious r.xmpic oC 

resistance, as is the North-West rebeliion, there were acrs of resistance which occurred more 

reylarly. Ir is rhese actions that the agents of goverment sought ro manage. These were the 

conditions, Lhe experiences, and the actions which wrre to be acad on, çhaped and 

corrtxtrd. hkdt  rzsistance, or apncy, amountrd to was the engagement in tradition ways. 

f i e  majority of these actions were 13belled as deviant, and anomalies which were to be 

containesi, govemed and shaped. The naditional abonginai mode of life was the domain in 

to which these practices were intmded, however, «> shape the mode of iife, to correct 

deviant actions, required the invention of practices o î  governrnent. The deniai of rations to 

the drviaot wu a powerful tactic enabling agents of goverrunent to structure the actions of 

the aboriginal peoples in relation to the values of senlement and agricuiture. Dewdney once 

stated that the system of administering rations was the "only discipiine at comrnand to 

compel Indians to work against k i r  inclinations" (CSP vo1.50 110.6 1 887 pg. 1 08). Worlung 

iyainst their inclinations implies a manner of training and correcting a mode of Me, to work 
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on actions, however, it also implies its compliment: resistance. Refusing to work in positive 

or constructive ways, in the desired rnanner of govemment. were ways the aboriginal 

peoples could resist, or act against the actions of govemment. Leaving the reserve was 

another . 

Guveroing Thruugh Divisiuo rad Clrrwificatiun 

The reserve. the plots of land set aside for the exclusive use of the aboriginal peoples, 

was the space upon which the aboriginal mode of life was to be shaped in relation to the 

values of the prescribed order. It was the space whert: the aborignal people were io 

commence their new mode of life. Taking on this new mode of life required that they spend 

their time in this space and not wandering iooking for food. The nomadic traditional mode 

of 1 i fe was seen as threatening to settlement, and the wor k whic h was king done to structure 

their mode of life. The reserve did not have Stone walls and steel bats to "hold the 

aboriginal poples on this space of land. To govern this tr'dditionai actiofi oF wmderiny in 

search of food required the use of practices to shape and rnould it. 

In the above section we discussed how iaw was used as a practice to curtail this 

acrion by charging and picking up aboriginal peoples under the Vagrancy act. Throu& this 

practicc: oîgovemment, the aboriginal choice ktwmn swching for subsistença in a wide 

"open" space and setuing down on reserves and engaging in agriculture was king 

mucwed This must also be seen as mediated by the decline of che fur bearing animais. 

Thar is, if the aboriginal person chose to search for subsistence outside the space of the 

reserve they wodd have to be sure they wodd obtain Food since the granting of ration 

provisions did not extend beyonci the outlinc of the mservo. I f  they were able to find sonie 
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deer, rabbit or perhaps even a bear, they would have to evade the vision of the NWTMP who 

may pick them up for Vagiancy. However, in addition to rhese practices a whoie series of 

other praaices of govemment, some silenr, some more oven, were invented ro this end. 

They were disposed to close the open space of the reserve. 

In stating that the reserve was a closed space of pvemment, 1 am witnessing, not the 

enclosure, but the practices disposed to contain the abonginais in this space. Confining the 

abonginals to a fixed space served to, on the one hand structure actions, and other, render 

the abonginai mode of life visible. I am not stating that the reserve is the essential core of 

gweminy çhoiçe. Nor am 1 opposing, or stating that the reserve fimctions as either, "Indian 

homelands or devices for assimilation" (Tobias, 19771, but rather that the ceserve is a space 

where practices of governrnent seek to W c N e  the choices of the abonginal peoples. As 

a spacr ofgovernrnent, the reserve divides the abonginai peoples, it marks them spatiaiiy 

as a domain of govemment, and provides a place were the new mode of life can brgin. On 

the other hand the practices of governrnent seek to shape the mode of life of the abori@nals 

to maintain an existence on this space in the ' right' manner. The reserve is a technique for 

amaigunation, not because it exists and is closed, but rather because it divides the 

aboriginais as a domain of govemment that pemits classification of actions and aliows 

govemmant to dispose prdctices wwhh stru~ture the possible çhoicr o€actions. IL is then, not 

the reserve which becomes the object of interest but the pracnces disposed to structure the 

actions of the abonginais and the conditions of existence which mediated it. 

The aboriginal poplrs iefl their teserves for many reasons; to visit family, to srarch 

For subsistencc, to engage in irdditional çerernonias (RG 10, vol 3728 file 25940 Galt to 
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Dewdney. 1880), to meet and discuss treatment by the Dominion. or to obtain rations at 

large forts. Mihatever the reason for Ieaving the reserve. there was no doubt that this action 

was threatening to both the senlers of the regon and to the work done by the Department 

in struçturing their actions. In 188 1,  Vankoughnet, stated that when the "Indians l a v e  [ tk i r  

reserves] in large numben they are çommitting depredations which resuits in retarding the 

settlement of the countt-f' (RG 10 vol. 375 1 fiie 30249, Vankoughnet to Macpherson, i 88 1 ; 

RG 1 O vol. 372 1 file 23666, Macioed to Vankough.net, Dec. i 2.1 880). In leaving the reserve 

the aboriginal peoples were not only ' bothenng' settien (many reports unfounded) but their 

"progress" was arrested. Agent Pwkiingtm, once statd Ihat; 

These indians have not made much progrtss during the month, working only by fits and 
starts; the great drawback is they are too near Caigary, and are constantiy going to and fia. 
some of hem bringing their Lodges and camping, i roki h m  lime after rime r f h y  did nor 
remain on rire iieserves rheir names rvotrid bc! srnrck of rhe ifsr for rufiom. (Agent 
Pockiington to ûewdney, 1882 volume 36 10 fiie 3434; my emphasis j. 

To be m c k  off the lis? for rations was. given the conditions of existence, a powemii 

encouragement to remain on the space of the resewe. According to Reverend Thomas 

Sedgewiçk a Presbyterian Ministar, "this policy d t h e  Government serms tu be a w i x  one, 

and is justified by its resuits. The [ndians h i l e  kept fiom starvation are given every 

encouragement to industryustry-. The mode of iife of the aboriginal peoples, their cuiture, their 

actions of nomadic hunting, of ceremonies, is govemed through its ciassification and 

subjection ro practices which endeavour to shape a new mode of iife. The practice of 

goveming aboriginal consumption is based on a duai system of ciassification which 

endeavours to structure the choices among actions, both traditional and emergent. By 
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discouraging the former through the denial of food. the choice of the latter 1s then 

encouraged 

However, much tu the dismay the agents of govemment, the abonginai people found 

that if they camped around the larger forts (HBC and N W )  they would be fed and 

altowed to carry on their traditional mode of existence. In contrast, when on the reserves the 

aborigmals were expected to work for what they received. At the forts. however, they would 

receive provisions without having to engage in agricuiture. It must be s n n  tbat this is not 

begging or king i aq .  but a rnanner of resisting the attempts to structure their actions. il was 

a Ihird choicr - along with cornrnancinp an agncultwal mude of life, or hunting - among 

avaiiable actions to be considered. When confionted by the practice of rationine, and the 

conditions of existence, obtaining subsistence from the forts certainly must have been 

attractive. 

At Fort Walsh, in the spnng of 188 i , there was, according to Commissionrr of Mian 

Affain Dewdney. '-a large camp composed of al1 the idle indians in the counq being fed 

at iarge expense." (RG 10, vol. 309% Dewdney to Vankoughnetj. This siruation was deerned 

"detnmentai to the policy of the Govemment, inasmuch as retaining this ps t  ofirs an 

inducement to the indians of the no& to abandon their reserves and move towards" the Fort 

(Annual Report of the W. 188 1 pg. 13). In urder to govem this çhoice, the NWiMP and 

the DiA thought it wise to transport the abonginai peoples %th police wagons £Yom Fort 

Walsh to their reservations" (Annuai Report of the NWMP, pg. 22)" M e r  north. In a few 

monlbs the aboriginal pmples retumed to the fort. in response, the NWMP decided to 

abandon Fort Walsh. Xn the future the MKMP Headquarters would be smaller and located 
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at a distance fiom the reserve (Annual Report of the N W W ,  i 880, pg. 36 Walker) so that 

the aboriginal peoples would not be inclined to abandon their reserves. In so doing the 

MkUP and DM removed this choice of aaions fiom the aboriginal peoples. 

Another more obûusive action by sovemment to maintain the ahonginal peoples on 

their reservation was the encouragement of individuality in maintaining and building up 

property, stock and houses. In short, govemment was encouraging individual responsibil ity 

at a fixed location. The reasons for encouragement in these endeavours was. "that they 

would be obliged to settie d o m  and give up their wandering habits." (CSP vol .4i  no. 14 

1881 pg.98 MacCloed). This practice of encouraging individual pursuits may seem 

irrelevant. However, this must be viewed in relation to the larger strategy of govemment. 

H a ~ e r  Reed, then the Commissioner of Indian Main, srates that this practice of 

encouragement hei ped to foster: 

. . . a sense of pride in their independence which prospenty is engendering among the f d g  
Lndians causes them to be much more independent than in the days when communist ideas 
prevailed in sharing their subsistence witb their impecunious neighbors, which has its efféct 
in compelling the reluctant to put themseives in the han& of the Govenunent to be trained 
. . . (CSP vol. 53 no. 12 1890 pg. 16 1) 

By encoumgmg the abonginai peoples to take up agriculture for the benefit of 

themseives it serves to undermine the communal structure of the abonginal mode of Me. 

But, it is more than this. If those who choose not to engage in agriculNe and hunt instead 

find that the hunt is not productive, they will not have the option of falling back on the band 

and its memben for assinance as they had done in the past. The end of the programme of 

govemment - the convergence of aboriginal and European modes of life - is promoted 
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through the concept of individuai responsibility. The effect that this has is that governent 

now seeks to make the individual responsibie for their own weifare and weii king  which 

is direcily opposed tu Ihe traditional communal vaiues. in its course, ihis practicr of 

governent hnctions to govem the choicr: of those who prefer to hunt by making them 

responsibie for their own weifare. Wlen considered in reiation to the conditions of 

existence, the system of rations and the practice of laws disposed there is a great incentive 

for the aboriginal person ro settle down on the reserve and commence an agricdtural mode 

of Me. 

A key element in wnsforming the mode of abmiginai life was the subdivision of 

reserves into individuai lots. Wlen fuiiy surveyed, land cenificates were -ganted to 

individuais by rhe Department, wtiich heiped to develop a 'spirit of individuai 

responsibility" (Dewdney, voI.50 no.6 1 887 pg. 108).' While the hay and wood found on the 

reserve were stili held in cornmon, the cattie and other generai kinds of stock once owned 

by the Dominion and lent out to the aboriginals, was granted to them as individuai 

proprieton- This system ofgrannng cenificates - not to be confused witn ownenhip - and 

stock haci, according to Commissioner Dewdney (CÇP voi. 54, no. 1 8, 1 890): 

. . . given the owners duit sense of possessory rights which is so essentiai to the formation of 
those self-interested motives whicn attach individuais to iocaiities and render them unwilIing 
to ieave them for any iight cause . . . aod the iabou. expended by him [sic] on his holding in 
building and fencing and cu l t iva~g  has a simiiar effect to bind him to the locdity. 

From this excerpt of Dewdney's annual report we are abie to witness the rationality of this 

practice. In addition to correcring the actions of those who continue to hunt, the 

encouragement of individuai responsibi li ty invites aboriginals to take up residence and fami 
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the land. The subdivision of reservations into individual plots of iand is an important 

practice of pvemment for the harmonization of the aboriginai mode of life in that it creates 

individuais who are respansibie for their own weii being. Aboriginal people who were not 

reliant on govemment rations wert: showing a propensity towards convergence with the 

prescribed order. In the traditionai mode oflife the individuai relied on the communal group 

For their cultural and subsistence requirements. By fostering individuai responsib il ity 

governrnem was undermining the traditional communal structure of abonginal life. 

Miie these actions of govemment sought io bind the aboriginai prrson to the spacr 

of the reserve, the practice of rnçourqgng aborignals to buiid fixeci residencrs also assisted 

in this end. The traditionai residence of the aboriginai people was less permanent whxch 

reflecied their nomadic mode of life. On the other hand, a house is a fixed residence with 

a tixed and permanent iocality . To abandon the traditional residencr for a house encowagd 

the aboriginal peoples to remain on the reserve and take up the senkd lifeselr of 

agricuiture. 

The practice of fostering a sense individualiy corrected the actions of the aboriginal 

mode of life in an almost silem marner. However, the practice ofissuing passes was a much 

more overt tactic to maintain the aborigïnai peopla on the spacr of the rzservc. 

Cornmentaton on this prdctîce of governent hiive ddrated t h e  points of concem. thair 

origin; their legality; and their effectiveness (Carter, 1985 j. While these are interesting and 

informative points, the practice of granting passes to aboriginal peoples sheds light on 

something more important. 

In the aflermath of the 1885 North-West rebeilion Hayter Reed, the assistant 
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commissioner of indian Affairs. penned a length y rnemorandum enritied --relative to the 

future management of [ndians" (RG 10, vol. 3710, file, 19,550-3, Aug, 14, 1885). In this 

memo Read put fonh 15 suggestions which would cnsure lhat another uprising such as the 

one just cxpriençcd wouid not occur in the future. Among the recommendations was a 

section dealing with the issuance of passes. The pass systern would require an individuai 

who desired to leavr the reserve to obtain written permission from the agent in charge of 

thcir reseme. The pany would also be obligated to provide the agent with inîormation 

relative to their destination and the duration of their leave. Through this practice, it was 

thought, the aboriginal peoplzs would be confineci to [he space of the resrnc. IC an 

aboriginal penon was found away From the space of the reserve without a pass they would 

be mkrn inlu cusiody by the police and returnrd. 

Almost from their inception, many historians have commenteci, the "system was 

ineffectual . . . in practice passes were now granted on demand for cvery conccivable 

purpose" (Miller, 1991 1. WMe this practice may have proven ineffectual in controlling 

movements, it illuminates something further, which is, perhaps, morc important. Pnor to the 

issuing of passes an aboriginal person could leave the reserve without infonning the agent 

of their destination or the duration of their leavc. With the change in policy, even thou* 

passes were granted '-for every conceivable purpose", the agent had knowiedge of the 

whereabouts of the individual. The fùnction of the passes was not only a question of how to 

constrain the actions of the aboriginal peoplrs, but more imprtantly, to have knowlcdgt: of 

their location. The effectiveness of the passes lies not in the constraining force of 

govemment, but rathtx in the surveiliance they grantecl agents of goverrunent. 
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To conduct and govern the choice of actions of the aborignal peoples required that 

the agents of govemment have knowledge of the actions and location of the aboriginai 

peopies. To ciassi& actions, those deserving of rations or those subject to the laws, requires 

that agents of guvçrnrneni have an intensive and ait ençornpassing knowledge and 

surveillance of the population. Having the abiiity to obtain this knowledge and perform the 

requisite surveillance required seîtling the aboriginai peoples in a space where they couill 

be tendered visible. Recall that pnor io the intrusion of the practices of iiberal Sovrmment. 

the aboriginai poples were a nomadic people who wandered the open space of the prairies, 

woocllands, and mounkiins in seaich of subsistence. This mode of Iik, howrvr-r, ciid nor knd 

k i f  to either the intrusion of a "new-' mode of iife, nor the observation of actions. To 

obtain these ends required the sertiement of the aborignal peoples in a spaci: where 

observation couici be made practicai and the invention and intrusion of practice to structure 

the nornaciic: habits renderd functional. 

Strueturiag Actions: Governing the ehvicr uf P u ~ ~ i b l e  Actions 

In this chapter I sought to iliuminate the practices of govemmrni which structured 

the actions of the aboriginai peopies. Impiied in this conception ofgovemment is aboriginai 

resistancc and agency. Agency, resistance, and subjectivity of aboriginal peoples is nui 

distinct from, nor separate from practices of govenunent. Here then, resiçrance is mundane. 

Ailhou@ it is overiooked by historians it is essenriai to the practices of govemment. The 

North-West rebeliion has k e n  cited as a definitive point in abonginai resistance, the 

assertion of apncy, and subjectivity. However, the most remarkable aspect of the rebeliion 

is hl aboriginal particip-diion was so liniitcd (Stonwhild wd Waiser, 1997, Dyck, 199 1). 
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Does this mean that those who did not panicipate were rendered docile by the prac~ices of 

govemment? This vizw can hardly be given credence when we internogaie the practices of 

sovzmrnent. Whai werr their ends? How did ihey fmction? As wr: were able to envision 

above, Lhr practiça of guvernnieni cndkivoured LU guwrn ait: chuices u l  di<: aboriginal 

peoples in relation to their traditionai mode of Iife. The fact that these practices exist attests 

to the agency and resistance of the aboriginal people. The practices of governrnent are 

intnnsic to the domain they set out to p v e m  and Few, if any, find their orign in the 

rekllion. Raher, it is ihis mode of i i k  which conditions the emrrgencc of prdctiws of 

gweriuueilt. Rerir~lui~r: is iiol oiily i i i ip l id  i ~ i  tlw praciices uf gvvn iuiieiii, i t is wliat yikrs 

them their immediacy. 

hother important consideration is that practices of govemmont u e  dispod That 

is, practicrs are not coaciveiy imposai into the mode of!ife of the ahriginai peoples but 

rather ucxl as a iechnique of i n l ~ s i v n  io shuciure actions. niey xzk io sbu~tura Lhr: actions 

of the abonginais in a definite direction. The practices discussed in this section - of iaw, 

rations, settlement, individuality - were not ends in themwlves io be imposai, but rather 

means to the re-shaping and çonvergnce of the aboriginal mode of life. in and of 

rhemselrea Lhey are no< suniicien~ cotidiliuca io st~uciurz die îradiiionai aciioris. Huwevçr, 

w!im vicced iii i&itiotial furiii ~ h e y  coiiipibe a sysiziii orgoveriuiieiit wliich stxlü to ~ o i  L 

on, and inmide a new mode of life into every aspect of the aboriginal mode of existence. in 

this chapter 1 discussed a series of practices initiated to govern the choice of  actions, 

however, h s  is not, by any m m ,  the to(iiiiiy or a finiil tdly of dl lhro minutiae uf tactics 

disposed l-y agents to i i i~ude this iiew niode of existence. 



Chapter Six 

Knowledge, the Requisite of Government: 
Agents, Police and Reports 

Prior to the Treaties and the surveys of the reserves the prairies comprised an open 

space in which the aboriginals movements were surveilled by no one. They had the fieedom 

of travel. of hunting, living comrnunally, and enjoying traditional ceremonies. Only the 

availability of subsistence, familial affiliation, and the traditional politics of indigenous 

society govemed their actions. With the emergence of a practical rationality of iiberai 

govemance a transfiguration of this space occurred. The signing of the treaties and the survey 

of reserves constituted this space into two distinct modes of life. One was based on the 

exclusion from enjoyment of liberal privileges and rights that required practices of 

govemrnent to hmonize;  the other was based on, and embodied. the new position of the 

nation. Space becarne related to, on the one hand, privilege, Freedom, and the Euro-Canadian 

population, while on the other, it was related to a legally and spatially constituted domain of 

government. 

In order to make this domain practical, in terms of stmcturing the choice of available 

abonginal actions, governrnent required that it was not only manageable, but visible. Since 

aboriginal cuiture is diverse compnsing many different cultural traditions, languages, and 

niodes of subsistence, goveming this domain in its totality, without division and 

classification, would be impracticai. If the aboriginal peoples were known as an 
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undifferentiated cultural mass of people, the accumulation of knowledge. and the vision 

required could not be rendered practicai. That is, what is said to be observable about the total 

of the aboriginal peoples may be qualitatively different from whatever may be said about a 

single band. What governrnent required was a unit of administration and a filter through 

which abonginal society could be observed. In a preceding section 1 ailuded to how the band 

became the filter through which the aboriginal population was observed and rendered 

knowable. This may seem paradoxical given the ends of govemment. There exists a tension 

between the desire to construct a unit of govemment and the desire to employ indigenous 

categories and societal organization. However, given the expansive nature of the country and 

the diveeity of social and cultural groups, the unit of the band seems logical given the desire 

to classifi, correct, and harmonize aboriginal culture. The desire to %olonize" the band as 

an administrative unit did not have to do with grafting an emergent mode of life ont0 the 

traditional. but had to do with partitioning the domain of government into an administrative 

unit. 

The settlement of the aboriginal peoples on reserves now takes on a different 

meaning. While it cannot be divorced from the programme of arnalgarnation. neither can it 

be separated tiom the vision and knowiedge required to govem this domain. In an expansive 

space comprised of diverse cultural values and modes of subsistence the band becomes a 

strainer, sorting the diversity of the aboriginal peoples and allowing the differences between 

and among them to be known. It allows government to react to these differences. With the 

band as the instrument of government, as its administrative unit. and the settlement of 

abonginals on their reserves, the social, and geographicai space of  the prairies becomes 
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mapable, observable. and thus govemable. 

The division of the aboriginal peoples, by legal discourse. and by practices of 

setîlement, enabled agents of governrnent to constitute the band as the administrative unit of 

govemment. But there is another division, another classification to be made. Through the 

organization of governrnent, with the band as its unit of administration. the aboriginal 

peoples were not only divided amongst themselves but also wittiin itself. With the band as 

the unit of govemment. not only does its exigencies, habits, and present functioning become 

known. but too. the individuals contained within this unit. Again, what an agent of 

government could say conceming the band they would not necessarily be entitled to Say 

about the individuals within it. Government is concerned not only the whole but each 

individual that constitutes it. 

Through the means of division. and m e r  division, the aboriginal population 

becomes subject to an infinite series of classifications which seek to correct, shape, and 

converge their mode of life. The whole of the aboriginal population was divided dong band 

lines, the bands were divided fkom each other, and the individuals amongst themselves. By 

division and classification, bands and individuals were rendered visible. It is visibility that 

offers the ability to bring into play the cluster of power relations which are based on, and find 

their rationality in, classification. The practices of govemment. the classifications which were 

required, were generated through two types of knowledge accumulation: by the physical 

surveillance by agents - including NWMP, DIA agents, and home F m  instructors, 

missionaries - and through reports and records. 

Pbysical Surveillance by Agents of Government 
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One striking feature of the administration of Indian &airs in the years 1870-90 is the 

s h i h  in the location, number, and hinctions of the agents of government. Locating agents 

directly on reserves is perhaps the most obvious example. Even priot to this. however. there 

were a series of shifts which successively located agents closer to the proximity of the 

domain of govemment. In addition, the NWMP contributed to both the accumulation of  

knowledge conceming the aboriginal people, and their surveillance. 

In the years following the cessation of land from the HBC the predominant concern, 

both for the Dominion of Canada and the DIA was the negotiation olTreaties and opening 

the space of the West. The annual reports, correspondence, and the number of agents of the 

Department reflect this end. With the exception of agents Peny and Dawson, DIA agents 

were employed in the negotiation of Treaties. The initial organization of the D[A, in the 

West, was based on an Order in Council of the 16" June 1873 which "authonzed and 

established a Board of Commissioners for the North West" (RG 10, vol. 3625, file 5506, 

Laird Memorandum Dec. 7, 1875). Under this organization of the DIA the responsibilities 

of agents were divided dong two lines. the entenng into new treaties, and the carrying out 

of the conditions of the existing ones (RG 10, vo1.3605. file 2946, L.G. Moms to the 

Minister of the Interior Howe Jan, 24. 1874). Since these ends were combined and not 

govemed separately neither, according to Moms the first Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba, 

could be effectively camed out (RG 10, vo1.3605, file 2946, L.G. Moms to the Minister of 

the Interior Howe Jan, 24. 1874). From its introduction, this system "continued in an 

imperfect state and was in fact practically inoperative" (RG 10, vol. 3625, file 5506, Laird 

Memorandurn Dec. 7, 1875). 
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Almost from its inception. the organization of the DIA. which was based on the 

system of Agency's. was deemed a failure. No perceptible changes were seen in the actions 

of the aboriginals. and the population was cornplaining extensively about the treatment they 

received at the hands of the Department. In addition, as of 1874. few of the treaty agreements 

had been carried out. and the reserves had not been surveyed as promised. Experîence had 

informed the Department that a shifi in the mode of life of the abonginal peoples could only 

be realized through the appointment of local agents to govem their atrairs. However, at this 

time the role of the Indian agent did not find its end in the surveillance of the population, but 

mther in the opening of space. Agents did not reside near the reserves. nor did they visit them 

on a regular basis except for the payment of Treaty money (perhaps with the exception of 

Agents Perry and Dawson). 

There were three problems with this approach. First, by paying annuities with a single 

agent meeting with several bands. it necessitated large gatherings of the aboriginals. These 

peoples would often have to travel long distances to obtain their monies (RG 10, vo1.3605. 

file 2946. L.G. Moms to the Minister of the Interior Howe Jan. 24. 1874). Momis, the first 

Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, stated that this was counterproductive since most of the 

money was expended in the travel to and from the payments leaving the aboriginals with 

nothing (RG 10, ~01.3605, file 2946, L.G. Moms to the Minister of the Intenor Howe Jan. 

24.1874). Secondly, when the aboriginal peoples gathered for such an event it \vas necessary 

to feed them. This was costly since, (and not in keeping with the thinking of govemment) 

they were to gant  provisions, not oniy while at the payments, but too, for the travel back to 

their reserves. And finally, while the payment ceremonies may have lasted for several days 
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(or even weeks) there was insuficient exposure to the aboriginal peoples to obtain even the 

most general of observations conceming their progress, and conditions. These conditions 

were in themselves enough to encourage the shift to a new machinery of government. In 

addition, however, the administration of abonginal &airs was becoming "every day more 

important and more complicatedv as a result of the increase in the settlement of the country 

and the fact that the aboriginal peoples were now "entering in a way of progress that requires 

constant supervision" (RG 10 vol 3634 file 6540, Provencher to Laird, Sept. 12 1876). The 

necessary supervision could ody be accomplished through the medium of a local agent who 

would be living among, or in the vicinity of, the aboriginal peoples (CSP vo1.38 no. 8 1875 

Provencher, pg. 15). 

Despite the problems with this approach to goveming the aboriginal mode of life, and 

Lieutenant Govemor Moms' rnemorandum of 1 874 complaining of the "inefficiencies of the 

present organization" and the Commissioner of Indian affairs constant appeals for the 

appointment of local agents (CSP vol. 38 no. 8 1875 pg. 15; CSP vo1.39 no.9 1876 pg.33; 

Provencher to Laird, Sept. 12, 1876 RG 10, vol 3634 file 6540) it was not until 1876 that this 

shift was finally debated, and not until 1877 that a perceptible change is evidenced in the 

organization of the machines, of government. Under the new organization, the agent would 

be in a position to provide "immediate information on every question" (Provencher to Laird, 

Sept. 12, 1876, RG 10, vol 3634, file 6540), and the "necessity of large gatherings of the 

Indians to receive the payments will be avoided," as well, "much expense to the govemment 

and inconveiiience to the Indians" would also be avoided (RG 10 vo1.3625 file 5495, Moms 

to Laird). 
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The 1877 report for the DIA evidences a shift in the nature and extent of their 

concerns. Whereas in previous years the primary concem reflected in the reports and 

correspondence of the Department was the opening of the space of the West. in 1867-8 there 

is a subtle shift in the management of Indian AKairs, which Provencher refers to as -'the new 

era of Indian administration" (CSP vol 41 no. 1 O 1878 pg. 40). The ends of the Department 

now shified to goveming the aboriginal mode of life, classieing actions, and developing a 

more complete knowledge of the aboriginal peoples. This end also corresponds with the 

introduction of locai agents. 

With the new era of Indian administration more agents were appointed and instmcted 

to reside at a "central location" to the bands which were under their charge. That is. as one 

agent was instnicted- 

1 beg to be allowed to propose moreover that the appointment of Mr. Macpherson should 
be confined in a permanent way and that he shouId be instructed to establish his office, north 
of Lake of the Woods at Assabaskaring, where from he could attend to the affairs of the 
Indians of Lake of the Woods, Rat Portage and Islington (Provencher to Laird, RG 10, vol 
3634 file 6540). 

In this way, agents were now able to provide information on the conditions of life of the 

abonginal peoples under their charge. In addition, if the bands under supervision required 

assistance, or had a cornplaint, the agent could address it without the aboriginal peoples 

leaving their reserves (Provencher to Laird RG 10, vol. 36 13, file 4062, 1875). 

Before long the "new era of administration" was expenencing problems. Even though 

agents were closer to the reserves, closer to the population under their charge. the space over 

which the agent was to govern was far too expansive for the agent to have any real effect. In 

correspondence Dewdney informs Vankougnet, that the "distance between the reserves is 
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altogethrr too great, for the Agent at the latter place (Blackfoot Crossing] to have successful 

supervision over them in their work" (RG 10. vol. 37 16. file 22 173, 1885). In some places 

the distance between the reserves under an agents charge was over 100 miles. which is far 

too extensive for a single agent to have any considerable influence over (Dewdney to 

Vankoughnet. RG 10. vo1.3635 file 6567). Again, a shifi in the machinery of govemment 

uras required. 

The "centralized" approach to transforming the aboriginal mode of life was more 

efficient than the prior machinery. It was, however, also coming under scrutiny frorn agents 

in the field who were finding their duties overwhelming. To mediate this condition two 

changes were made. The first saw the appointment of more agents. By having an agent 

appointed directly over the aboripinals, the DIA was able to perform constant surveillance 

over their actions. enabling a more efficient and exacting classification and correction of 

actions. Secondly. the larger agencies, those where large distances separated the bands. were 

divided and an agent placed over each division (Vankoughnet to Dewdney, RG 10, vol. 3664, 

file 9834, 1883). This shifi in government was not immediately extended to incorporate al1 

of the prairie agencies, but following abonginal participation in the North-West Rebellion 

of 1385 the increase in agents, and the division of larger agencies was advanced to 

incorporate the whole of the Manitoba and North-West Superintendencies. Agents were now 

appointed directly over bands of aboriginal people which allowed them more time to devote 

to correcting aboriginal actions, as Hayter Reed, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

explains: 

The good results from the sub-division of larger agencies becomes yearly more apparent. 
In 1886 it had to be remarked of these Indians that they were probably the least advanced 
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in civilization, of any Indians in the Territories. Now, under the energetic management of 
an agent who can devote his whote time to them, a most pleasing transformation has taken 
place (Reed, CSP vol 52 no. 16 1889 pg. 128). 

The role of the agent is to conduct the actions of the aboriginal people towards, what Hayter 

Reed refers to. as civilization. They are to structure their actions towards convergence with 

the Eum-Canadians. Under the previous organizations of the machinery of government this 

end was severely hstrated by the distance between the agents lines of site and its object. 

Under this new arrangement, govenunent becomes more immediate. It is now a matter of a 

constant surveillance where each and al1 become known, seen, and govemed in relation to 

this end. 

The encroachment of agents closer to the reserves is one of the most essential 

conditions of goveming the mode of aboriginal life. Each shift in the machinery of 

govenunent brought more agents closer to the reserve, doser to the population. where 

knowledge and surveillance could be at once accurnulated and acted upon. Whereas, with the 

initial organization of the Department the aboriginal peoples could remain 'hidden' for a year 

at a time, with the last, their actions are rendered alrnost perpetuaily visible and thus 

subjected to classification and correction. The **atornization" (Tobias, 1977) of Indian affain 

exacts a form of surveillance which allows the agent to acquire an intimate knowledge of 

their actions, behavioun, and habits. This granted them the ability to differentiate, classi@ 

and act on the actions of the aboriginal peoples through the practices of govemment. The 

functions and responsibiiities of the agents of the department too. shified with this 

encroachment. In the initial organization, agents were responsiblr for the "carrying out of 

existing Treaties and the entering into new ones". In the last shifi, the agents duties became 
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more concemed with the government ofaboriginal actions. In a letter of instruction to a new 

agent.. Dewdney advised him that the governance of aboriginal peoples cannot be written in 

Stone and that some things must be lefi to the good judgement of the person holding this 

responsibility, but there were some things which was expected of hem: 

. . . you must be ever watchful of their conduct, informing yourself as to the movernents of 
every Indian; visitors to reserves from other bands should be known and their presence 
enquired into. It has been the desire of the authorities to obtain a return in labour for the 
large food and clothing supplies from time to time being issued to Indians. . . If you can 
judge properly when to give and when to withhold, you have overcome the greatest share 
of these dificulties. An agent has to be guarded against a too liberal issue on the one hand, 
which, as a rule, Iends to laziness and independence of the wishes of the oficials on the part 
of the Indians. and a too scanty ration on the other which would cause many to wander away 
to other reserves in the hope of obtaining provisions under easier circumstances (Dewdney 
to Wright. RG 10, vol. 372 1. file 238 18, November 1885). 

The role of the agent is to structure aboriginal actions towards the end of the programme of 

government. That is. towards amalgamation with the Euro-Canadian population. In the 

excerpt cited directly above, we evidence how this transformation is made material. The 

agent of governrnent combines the pracrices of government - here the use of rations - with 

the watchfulness necessary to induce a change in the shape of actions of the population. The 

surveillance of the agent is a corrective one. It makes possible the classification and the 

shaping of the traditional actions of the aboriginal mode of life. 

I'he surveillance of the aboriginal peoples, with the successive shifts in the machinery 

of government, becarne more and more exacting, rigorous, and localized. The former mode 

of  observing abonginal actions was penodic and could not have the effects of inducing 

change. However, with the presence of local agents residing over the bands this would 

change. In the following years the machinery of government was transformed into a more 
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regular. more intense. and fiequent surveillance which provided the ability to make the 

practices of government functional. When combined with the practices to structure the 

aboriginal choice of (non)movements, surveillance allows agents of govemment to procure 

knowledge of the present functioning, state. and actions, not only of the toraliq of the band 

under consideration. but allows the agent to differentiate between the level of developrnent 

and actions of the individuals who make up the unit of administration. 

Surveillance and the NWMP 

Surveillance of the aboriginal peoples could not be solely the îùnction of DIA agents. 

The gaze of the agents could only extend so far. In an immense expanse of country, such as 

the prairies, the gaze of the Indian Agent could not possibly govem and see dl .  Instead, the 

geometry of surveillance was executed more efficiently and exactly by linking up with a 

mobile patrol of a mounted police force. In this manner, observation of aboriginal actions 

would become overlapping. When left exclusively to the site of the agents of the DIA, 

surveillance would be localized and relinquish the space outside the reserve. The NWMP 

filled the breaçh in the vision of the Indian agents. 

There are many overlaps with the machinery of the DIA and that of the police. First. 

whenever a crisis erupted in carrying out their duties, the force responded with an increase 

in the number of oficers. In their first years in the tenitories the numbers of mounted police 

officers was 120. In response to the lawlessness of the prairies (Annuai Report of the 

N WMP, 188 1, Crozier, pg. 1 O), and the number of aboriginals leaving their reserves (Annual 

Report of the NU'MP, 1882, pg. 1 1, Van Home) the numbers of  mounted police went from 

300 to 500 in 1882 and then to 1000 afier the North-West rebellion. The number increased 
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until 1893. Secondly, the NWMP. as tirne went on. moved their outposts closer to the 

reserves where "the Indians were in a very unsettled state." (Annual Report of the 

NWMP.1883. pg. 8 Irvine). 

The NWMP outposts were the primary technique disposed to govem the actions of 

those individuals who defied the law. For example. in 1883 an outpost was established at 

Fort Pitt because "reports which had reached His Honour, to the effect that the Indians on 

reserves in that vicinity were likely to give serious trouble" (Annual Report of the NWMP. 

1883. pg.8, Irvine). By locating the outpost closer to the reserve the NWMP could assisr the 

Indian agent in -'keeping a constant watch on'' those individuais who were causing problems 

(Annual Report of the NWMP, 1879, pg. 23 Walker). In addition, NWMP outposts were 

established to prevent cattle killing, horse stealing, and smuggling. Prior to the North-West 

Rebellion there were approximately 60 outposts strategically situated m o n g  and around the 

country for the purposes of surveillance of deviant and unlawful aboriginal (and settler) 

behaviour. The outposts were based on a system of mobile satellite camps which enabled the 

officers in the fieId to accumulate and disseminate information conceming the actions of 

aboriginais, the number of aboriginals who have lefl their respective reserves. and the 

amount of crime they observed in the country. The presence of these detachments in and 

aiound the country, according to Irvine had "a most salutary effect in preventing crime 

generally" (Annual Report of the NWMP, 1883, pg. 10). Constant supervision of spaces of 

discontcnt, "backed by the threat of penitentiary sentences had worked wonders" (Turner, 

1975). That is, surveillance when combined with the effects of the law as a practice of 

government functioned to shape the actions of those deemed deviant. 
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Outposts. dong with agents stationed on reserves. allowed for an effective instnunent 

of governrnent for observation of those aboriginal peoples who were settled, but even this 

geometry of site could not begin to capture the totality of movements, actions, and habits of 

the whole of the aboriginal peoples. In 1886, in an attempt to render their gaze more regular 

and exacting, the NWMP instituted a system of patrols. Patrols consisted of an officer and 

five non-commissioned officers who would transverse the country for the purposes of 

gathering information and to "make manifest to Indians that a watchful police supervision 

was maintained over their actions." (Annual Report of the NWMP, 1887, pg.25 Neale). The 

patrols and the vision they exacted had the real effect of mainîaining the aboriginals on the 

reserves. In and of itself, vision does not exert a correcting influence, but when linked with 

the practices of government - the Vagrancy act, Iaw, passes - it produces effects for the 

objects of its gaze. The systern of patrolling the prairies "tended to keep the Indians on their 

reserves" and the use of law "put a stop to the passage of parties of Indians on horse-stealing 

expeditions" (Annual Report of the NWMP,l 887, pg. 45 Neale). Patrols and outposts 

maintained by the NWMP linked up with the correcting vision of Indian agents to increase 

the angles of visibility of the abonginal peoples. 

The patrols. while successfül in shedding light on abonginal actions. had some short 

comings. When we consider the extent of a patrol, in one place iî was a "distance of 292 

miles" (Annual Report of the NWMP, 1887 pg. 45 Neale). it is not hard to imagine how 

many crimes and negative actions escaped the vision of the police. The second problem with 

this type of patrolling was that it was "systematic". Any aboriginal person, or criminal, who 

desired to escape detection by the police had only to wait until the patrols had completed 
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their inspection and were off to the next site. To fi11 in the breach in their surveillance, the 

NWMP devised two tactics. The first comprised the implementation of two "flying patrols" 

for each division. The flying patrol was differentiated fiom the systematic variety in that it 

was random and had no fixed route to follow (Annual Report of NWMP, i 890, Herchmer). 

The second tactic was employment of "full blooded Indians as scouts" (Annual Report of the 

NWMP, 1887 pg. 8 Hercher). Scouts were attached to the systematic patrols as trailen. 

They would follow the inspections of the locdities by the police and endeavour to ascertain 

whether, in the absence of the police, any individuals lefi the reserve or were cornrnitting any 

other "crimes". 

Geometry and Light: Surveillance of Aboriginal Actions 

The mechanics of the organization of the NWMP mirrors rhat of the DIA in rnany 

ways. While the agents of the DIA increased and moved their location closer to the reserve 

so as to exact a greater surveillance over the actions of the aboriginal peoples, too, the 

NWMP increased their numbers and moved their outposts closer to the site of problems. 

However. there is one important distinction behveen the two, and that is, the police were a 

mobile unit who could cover a massive amount of space very quickly. This was a very 

important consideration for the surveillance and conduct of aboriginal actions. At first. 

observation of their actions was arbitrary and irregular owing to the small number of police 

and agents in the field. nie  probability of being seen and caught was highly unlikely. 

However, as time went on, as the agents of govemment gained experience in dealing with 

the temtory and the aboriginal peoples, the system of observation becarne more intensified 

and localized. The old system, where the aboriginal peoples could remain hidden from the 
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correcting gaze of these agents. was transformed into a system which was regular and 

enabled the practices of governrnent to classi@ and structure the choices of the aboriginal 

peoples. 

When the successive movcments of the agents of governrnent are considered it brings 

to mind the ways in which spotiights highlight a stage. When there is no light, when the stage 

is engulfed in darkness no observations can be made conceming its characteristics nor its 

design. However. when a solitary beam of light is shawn down on it, the stage becomes seen. 

While this may illuminate a portion of the stage, many objects still remain hidden and 

unknown. When a second light is added at a slightly different angle, more objects become 

recognizable. Then a third and a fourth are added, and the whole of the stage is visible. Al1 

of the characteristics can be seen. While the first beam of light was able to illuminate a 

portion of the stage, it requires more light and different angles to make out the stage. Too. 

with the observation of the aboriginai peoples. Light and geometry dorninate the observation 

of aboriginal actions. The DIA is able to illuminate and govem the characteristics and habits 

which they are able to directly observe, however there are more angles to be considered. The 

NWMP are able to see other angles through the use of patrois and outposts. If there was no 

light, there could be no correction and no goveming of actions. The different angles upon 

which the agents of government illuminate the actions of the aboriginal peoples allow them 

to endeavour to correct the different actions which corne to their attention. The linking up 

of the NWMP and the DIA - as well as other agents of government - combined to render 

visible the actions and habits of' the aboriginal peoples. Regular observation was the 

precondition which allowed the agents of govemment to use practices to conduct the actions 
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of the aboriginal mode of life. 

In much of the discourse surrounding the DIA'S reaction to the North-West rebellion 

of 1885 there is a tendency to mark it as the turning point in the supervision and tutelage of 

the aboriginal mode of life. But if we mark this as a distinctive shifi in the management of 

aboriginal afIàirs there is a tendency to neglected the prior shifis in this machinery which 

conditioned it. That is. the appointment of agents to reside directly over the aboriginais was 

not a new policy. nor an original formulation denved fiom the events of 1 885. but was part 

of a dynarnic process towards a more localized and efficient supervision of the affairs of the 

aboriginals. It was a response to the conditions of the supervision of a large population. 

Whenever there was a crises in the administration of Indian affairs, the response of the DIA 

and the police to mediate it was to increase the number of agents and move them closer to 

the reserves. The shifls in the machinery of governrnent are then, not a rupture with the past. 

but rather pa-t of a process which created a more efficient and more knowledgeable 

goverment. 

The increase in agents and their closer proximity to the aboriginal peoples granted 

Indian Agents and police the ability to observe, know, and govern the actions of this 

population. At the same time the exacting influence of observation and classification dso  

serves to place the abonginal population, bands and individuals in a whole field of 

knowledge which is said to represent their objective reality, including their progress, present 

state, and a whole series of other facts that could be recorded and transmitted to a central 

location for further comparison and classification. The use of these devices to govem 

aboriginal actions "at a distance" will be explored in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Seven 

Accumulating Knowledge: Statistics 
Reports and Correspondence 

"1 have to do more writing than I care for."' 

Locating agents of govemment in close proximity to reserves provided local agents 

with the ability to know. govern and structure the actions of the aboriginal people. But in 

addition to this hc t ion  of govemment the agent who resided over the local Band. through 

their observations, provided those who were at a distance from the domain an angle of sight 

into it. The DIA relied on a technology of writing which was said to represent the aboriginal 

people. their objective reality, and their progress as a senes of facts. Writing codifies the 

distant situation. It represents, classifies and renders the dornain of govemment visible by 

transforming the people into facts, statistics. and statements which represent the expenences 

and observations of the agents who reside within and around the domain. Writing. and 

nurnbering codifies and represents a reality which, when standardized, becomes an essential 

tool of govemment for deciphering and arnending policy and actions. The local agents were 

essential, not only for acting in the local context of the reserve and the band, but in granting 

those agents in Ottawa an angle of surveillance through which to have knowledge of. and 

otherwise participate in, the govemment of this domain. 

The treaties, surveys, and the practices of govemment to senle the diverse bands, 

divided the aboriginal peoples amongst themselves for the purposes of govemment. Once the 
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aboriginai population is broken down into distinct units they become more efficiently 

governed. However, when this population has been broken down into groups of individuals 

through these means, statistics and standardized information puts it back together again for 

the purposes of Further government. The rationality of the writing technology of governrnent 

is that it is said to represent an objective reality as a senes of facts. When facts are combined 

in a standardized manner to include the totality of the population, anomalies and differences 

can be evidenced and thus actions c m  be taken to rectify them. The whole of the population 

can be compared. Through statistics and writing, individual Band progress can be compared, 

their progress noted, and the differences acted on. Individuals too can be identified as 

belonging to that class who requires work on their actions. Wnting and statistics classify and 

tender observable a domain which is "at a distance" fiom the "centre" of government. 

Diffused Agents and Central Inspection of bbFacts" 

Like the bands of aboriginal persons and their reserves, the agents of the DIA were 

scattered around the space of the prairies. They were diffùsed. They governed and resided 

over diverse cultural groups. To make their observations and classifications functional. 

information had to be collected, amaigamated, and standardized. To standardize observations 

required the use of a codified instrument which could represent the population "at a plance" 

(JLAC. 1858, Report of the Special Cornmissioners). But the standardized measurernent of 

the factual reality had to be, in some way, observed and debated. This was the task of those 

who were at a distance and relied on these measures. When 1 speak of the "centre." 1 am 

referring to that which arises and is created to assemble the observations of local agents who 

capture and classi@ the reality which is represented. In reference to the DIA, the centre is 
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comprised of the "inside service". Individuals located at central headquarten amalgamate, 

and are responsible for. the information collected by the local agents. or the "outside 

service". The field agents make observations conceming the factual reality and transport 

these to the centre for amalgarnation and debate. However. this is not to say that the DIA had 

always had a strong central authority. 

In 1858 Special Cornmissioners were appointed to inquire into the condition and 

affairs of the abonginal peoples in the Canada's. They found that one of the greatest 

obstacles to be overcome in peming their report was the absence of accumulated data. 

However. this was not due to a deficiency in the amount of collected data, for the colonial 

and provincial govemors had extensive information conceming this population. The 

inefficiency of the pt-ior system stemmed from the lack of a central data base in which 

witing could be collected, stored, and disposed in the goveming of the aboriginal people. 

Pnor to this report, Indian affairs was conducted on a piece-meal, or rather disjointed basis. 

In addition to. and as a product of, the lack of a central decision making authority. the 

conduct of Indian Affairs did not have a coherent scheme by which to govern. While the 

commissioners did not explicitly assess the merits of this system of administration, their 

report reflects a general dissatisfaction, even disdain, for this type of incoherent and fractured 

organization. One of the commissionee concluded: "Much of the delay in the preparation 

of the Report has arisen fIom the paucity of the information accessible at the commencement 

of our investigation, a deficiency which we have had to supply frorn our own inquines." 

(LAC, 1858, Report of the Special Commissioners). 

In order to establish a coherent department, one which operated with consistency, the 
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machinery of its organization had to be one with a strong centre. In this way information and 

knowledge could be collected and debated. and the department could act as a hmonious  

body with a coherent programme to conduct the flairs of its "clients" (JLAC, 1858. Report 

of the Special Commissioners). Overall the cornrnissioners favoured the creation of a strong 

central administrative agency. However. this organization was not implemented until the 

cotoniai authorities in Canada assumed control over Indian Affairs in 1860. But it was not 

until 1876, and the first Indian Act, that the administration of Indian affairs developrd a 

"coherent" body of legislation. Since 1876 the DIA has maintained its central manner of 

governmg. 

The importance of a central goveming authority was not lost on the NWMP. When 

sumeying the space of the prairies for a suitable location for their headquarters. the 

requirements of a desirable location was: "a country amenable to agriculture, lots of timber 

for building and fuel and good water" (Annual Report of the NWMP. 1880 pg. 8). However, 

the most essential requirement was that: "'that the point selected be a central one, where 

information from other portions of the North-West Territories can be readily imparted to the 

commanding officer, and where al1 the various Indian tribes could best be controlled from 

(Annual Report of the NWMP, 188 1 : 22; my emphasis). By centralizing authority the DIA 

and NWMP were able to accumulate massive amountç of knowledge from their agents which 

allowed them to evaluate, know, and conduct the affairs of the abonginal peoples in a 

hmonious  and consistent manner. 

The manner in which the aboriginal bands and individuals become visuaiized and 

known by the centre is by reports. correspondence, and statistics. The relations of the 
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aboriginals with government are inscribed in this technology of governrnent. The process of 

debate and classification depends upon the site of an individual in one place which is 

transferred to a central location where problems in one administrative unit cm be compared, 

made known, and constituted in relation to the whole of the population and a solution 

devised (Rose and Miller, 1992). We have already witnessed this in the successive shifts in 

the location of agents. Other exarnples include the shifts in policies intmding a settled and 

agricdtural mode of life. rations, and Law. The exarnples are many. Shi& in lndian Affairs 

policy should not be seen as the result of a blind govemment at the centre deciding that it 

may be beneficial to reduce the rations and use it as a practice to induce the abonginal 

peoples to work for what they receive. Rather, central inspection of records, which represent 

and assemble facts about the distant context, revealed that too much govemrnent money was 

being spent on rations without much change in the shape of the Me of the aboriginal peoples. 

A relation is here being made. The mode of life of the aboriginal peoples is viewed in 

relation to the change desired. which is viewed in relation to the arnount of government h d s  

spent to provide for the aboriginal peoples, which is viewed in relation to the various 

problems facing them. The solution to this problem was illuminated in reports of government 

rxpenditures, "progress" of the aboriginal peoples, and their conditions of existence. Each 

is a problem. Each is evidenced in reports. Each requires a solution. The problem of one. is 

the problem of the other, which is a problem in relation to the end of government. Al1 of this 

was debated (Canada, House of Cornons, Debates. April, 23 and May 5 1880) and a 

solution deciphered. The solution was the policy of having the abonginal peoples .-work for 

food" which resolved the problems illuminated by the reports. In the above section I 
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endeavoured to demonstrate how this policy worked itself out, the point here is. how the 

centre of government debated a series of problems evidenced in reports from the local 

situation and formulated a solution. 

Centrai obsemation of the aboriginal peoples relies on surveillance by local agents 

of government. These agents transcnbe observations into codified fonn which are then 

transfemd to a central location to be debated. classified and acted upon. By amalgarnating 

statistics and writing, the centre is able to know and come to understand a local reality which 

is at a distance from itself. i-Iowever, the problems illuminated in reports need not be as large 

as the one described above but may concem few individuals which require a solution. For 

example, it was found that on some of the reserves cultivation of the ground was not possible 

due to the poomess of the soil. To resolve this problem the agents of government (prompted 

by die aboriginal people) decided to grant the affected bands cattle and swine. Reports. 

correspondence. and statistics inscribe a local situation which renders it observable and 

knowable at a central location. 

The process of writing and recording allows for evaluation and revision of the 

programme and strategy of governing. If the "progress" of the aboriginal peoples is 

:iegligible fiom the last time data was coilected, a new stntegy will have to be initiated. 

However. if only some of the bands progress has been mested. then measures will only have 

to be Lnstituted in those places. Too, individuals progress cm be noted. and practices 

disposed to rectib the situation. Through central inspection of records the problems facing 

individuais and bands can be noted and solutions devised. The aboriginal people, their mode 

of life. i:idividuais, and bands, through this process of knowledge accumulation. were 
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subjected io an inti~nite series of classifications, distinctions. and comparisons which allowed 

those in the "inside service'' to decipher the "probiems" facing individuals and groups in 

such a way that enabled them to link each to its resolution. The aborigind people were 

broken down into administrative units by bands, the centre and the outside field agents 

further broke down their actions and progress. only to put it back together for means of 

cornparison and debate. 

Rationslity, types, content, evolution of Reports 

The process, o r g d t i o n  and dissemination of knowledge arranged dong the angles 

of sight of local agents is an essential chapter in the govemance of  the aborigind mode of 

hfe. The governing of a population is comected to the vital factual representation of the 

objective reality. In recent years, historians have begun to evidence how this type of 

knowledge is central to the govemance of populations. They have begun to show how the 

accumulation of knowledge through reports, statistics and other technologies of w-riting have 

rendered populations visible (Smith, 1985; Smith, D, 1993). In this section of the present 

work, I \vil1 be endeavouring to show how official categories of govermnent - the band and 

individuals - became caught up in this technology ofwriting. In addition. the shifiing nature 

and function of reports and records will be considered. The centrality of knowledge in the 

govenurient of the abonginal peoples c m  be evidenced by considering the actions of the 

Dominion prior to the cessation of land fkom the HBC, and the report by the Commissionen 

of 1858 to investigate Indian Affairs in the Canada's. 

As has been stated above the HBC, in their endeavour to govem the accumulation of 

profits did not accumulate statistics or vast amounts of knowledge conceming the aboriginal 
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people, nor their mode of life. They did, however. collect those statistics which concemed 

their own end. That is. employees of the Company coilected. or rather, counted. tbe number 

of aboriginal peoples who came to trade at the posts. In these statistics there was no 

individualization. nor classifications, nor divisions upon which rc? draw conclusions 

conceming the abonginals (Great Britain, House oFComrnons. 1857. Appendix 1). The only 

conclusions which could be made using this data concerned the nature of the fur trade, but 

even these could not be made with any certainty. If the nurnbers of aboriginal peoples who 

came to vade increased it could mean that garne was plentiful, or a variety ofother things. 

Other than a work entitled A Voyage Around the World by Sir George Simpson, John Ross 

testified at the Select cornmittee inquiring into cornplaints lodged against the HBC that the 

Canadian governent  had no knowledge on the number, extent or conditions of life of the 

aboriginal peoples (Great Bntain, House of Commons. 1857: John Ross, questions 99- 1 0 1 ). 

When the rationality of govemment finds its end within itself, knowledge of the kind 

required to shape and conduct the lives of a population was not a requisite condition for its 

existence. However. when there is a shifi in this rationality, a shifi in the ends of govemment 

from one which is intrinsic to itself to one with a series of ends, knowledge of the various 

domains becomes essential. With a (i1)liberal rationality, population and its exigencies 

become the essential conditions of government, and knowledge and surveillance becomes 

a means to know it. 

In 1857, a Select Committee was appointed to consider the testimony from a series 

of witnesses on the administration of govemment by the HBC. A series of themes become 

evident when reading the testimony presented before the Committee, many of  which have 
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been discussed previously - treatment of missionaries. barriers erected by the Company to 

inhibit settlement. how govemment by a fur trade Company inhibited liberal governrnent (to 

narne a few). For oui- purposes in this section, the most important theme presented was that 

even though the Dominion of Canada was interested in acquiring the temtory, they werc not 

certain, first, of the nature and extent of the abonginal population (Great Britain. House of 

Comrnons, 1 857: John Ross, qu. 99- 10 1 ), and secondly, whether they could govern the vast 

space of the prairies under the present condition of things. When asked whether '-Canada 

could conveniently or efficiently govem and manage the whole of the vast temtûry to the east 

of the Rocky Mountains" (Great Britain. House of Commons, 1 857: qu. 4062) W.H Draper 

stated that: 

If you Say at this moment, 1 shall be obliged to answer in the negative, because at the present 
moment our communications are not opened: ive have not yet established the prospect of 
opening them; and to undertake to govem a country which we do not know that we can get 
at, would be an unwise step. That is why 1 prernise that we should desire to survey and 
explore before we do anything else. 

According to Draper, to govem this temtory would require a line of sight into it. However, 

as a result of the discourse of the Company, the authorities in the Canada's were not sure that 

they would be able to open a line of communication, let alone reach it. Following a question, 

posed in front of the Select Cornmittee inquiring into complaints lodged against the HBC, 

conceming Canada's interest in Rupert's Land, Draper stated that "if they [the Canada's] 

found they could not communicate . . . they would not desire to take the country" (Great 

Britain, House of Commons, 1857). The ability to have knowledge of, and insight into, both 

the space of the prairies and the state of affairs of the population is a necessary condition of 

government. If these could not be realized, government of the space and population would 
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not be feasible. 

To govem at a distance required provisions for communications. In the same year 

instructions were given to S. J. Dawson to depart on an expedition to make a thorough 

examination of the tract of country between Lake Supenor and Red River. The reason for 

such an expedition was for the purposes of "determining the best route for opening a facile 

communication through British temtory, from that Lake to the Red River Settlements, and 

ultimately to the great tracts of cultivable land beyond them" (JLAC. vol. 2 1, Appendix, 3). 

While the members of this expedition were also concemed with soi1 sarnples, arnount cf 

arable land, and other articles of general concern. they were ultimately endeavouring to 

discern whether a route of communication was conceivable. While some of the members of 

the expedition were expecting to find impenetrable temtory. H.Y. Hind found that the 

territory. was "so much apposed to the impressions which generally prevail respecting this 

country"(JLAC, vol. 21, Appendix, 3). The expedition was. despite resistance from the 

aboriginal peoples to their presence and survey of the temtory, able to establish the "chain 

of our Canadian intemal communications" (LAC,  vol. 2 1. Appendix. 3, Dawson) which 

would provide the Dominion of Canada the ability to govern at a distance. 

With this chain of communication, knowledge of the local reality could be 

represented and transmitted to the centre. Knowledge then, is what is important here. It is 

knowledge of an objective reality which is at a distance that could be represented as a senes 

of facts. These facts for the most part were transcnbed in the form of correspondence. 

monthly, and annual reports. These serve the purpose of providing those at the centre with 

a snapshot of the objective redity which is govemed. M i l e  these snapshots provide the 
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centre with an angle of vision, they have been employed by historians and sociologists to 

"reconstnict" the past. Use of these records of the past attests to their utiiity, not as sources 

of academic fodder to regurgitate the past as expenenced by the agents of govemment, but 

rather, as visions of a "factual reality.'' Historians have generally regarded the records of the 

DIA as nch sources of historie insight. In almost every case where a researcher is 

endeavou~g  to corne to terms with the past, the reports of the DIA and NWMP are cited as 

references to this past reality. We can look to these reports and envision the things the 

aboriginal peoples were doing and witness the changes that were taking place in their mode 

of life. Reports measure a reality and construct for the researcher the annual and periodic 

vision of the past. This vision lends itself well to the traditional version of history. It allows 

the researcher to reconstmct a reality - albeit from a biassed point of reference. But, what. 

we must ask ourselves, was the purpose of these reports? 

In the remainder of this chapter, 1 have taken a different perspective. 1 am not using 

the records to make daims of truth, but rather tuming the records and reports laid down by 

the DIA and NWMP back on themselves and considering them in relation to a 

comprehensive convergence between the accumulation of knowledge and the resulting 

programme of government. Through this the records and reports are --no longer a monument 

for future memory, but a document for possible use" (Foucault, 1977: 19 1 ). 

The Table.. . 
M i l e  a "chah of communication" and annual reports are requisite conditions for 

goveming a population and acquinng knowledge, it is not that which makes govemment 

fùnctional. In 1 S58 Special Cornmissioners were appointed to inquire into the government 
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and conditions of life of the aboriginal people in what is now Ontario and Quebec. One of 

the conclusions reached by these individuds was that despite "al1 these years and in spite of 

the industry and abiliîy displayed in collecting information and drawing up reports, [we] are 

stilI gruping in the dark" (LAC. 1858, Report of the Special Commissioners). The conduct 

of Indian Affairs was blind due to the fact that, first, as was discussed above. no coherent 

centrai body of policy to govem this domain and accumulate knowledge; second. therz was 

no codified table or fonn to rneasure the factual reality and make "central inspection of the 

records feasible.' (JLAC. 1858, Report of the Special Commissioners). That is, even if a 

central authority was established, without a systematic manner of presenting the data. the 

centre would still not be granted an angle of vision. There could be no comparisons, no 

conclusions drawn, there would only be a mass of information without coherence. Dala, and 

knowledge, to be Functional must be presented in tabular f o m  to make goveming possible. 

When presented without rhyme or reason few conclusions can be drawn. However, when 

presented as objective facts of a represented reality in a codified and standard manner, 

insights and comparisons can be easily made. The speciai commissioners recommended that 

in order to render the knowledge accumulated by agents finctional for the purposes of 

governrnent, it must be presented in a manner "as would shew the situation of eve-one at 

one view, instead of the research . . . now necessary under the present system" (LAC. 1 858. 

Report of the Special Commissioners). In this way, bands and individuals could be easily 

viewed, their progress noted, and any alterations in the conduct of Indian Affairs effected. 

The objective reality of the aboriginal people as represented as a series of facts 

concerning heir progress, development, and present functioning is the angle through which 
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central authority views and cornes to know it. These facts provide the link between a reality 

and the centre. Tbere is then a relation between documentation. observation and actuality. 

The actuaiity becomes 'texted' where properties of governing are inherent and built into the 

text. Cenaal authority depends on the represented objective reaiity to conduct its affairs and 

that of the aboriginal people. However, the way that these facts are presented, the manner in 

which they are organized is tethered by the relations of goveming. The objective reality of 

the aboriginal peoples had to be observed and rendered into a series of texted facts which 

would reveal the intricacies of it. In this way, the rnanner in which facts are presented is as 

important, if not more so, than the content they embody. 

There is whole body of information which had to, in some way, measure the objective 

reality of the abonginal people, their advancement, their developrnent, their progress, and the 

gaps and differentiations between them. However, in the West. the tabular representation of 

the abonginal peoples was not realized until the Annual Report of 1876. when, as Joseph 

Howe explains: 

An attempt [wasl made to exhibit in this Report in comprehensive and compendious form, 
statistical information on ail rnatters relating to the Indians. The return in question shews the 
number, material progress and state of education, of nearly every Indian Band. The 
information on each of these heads is more cornpiete than any which has been heretofore 
furnished. and has been procured in such a shape as to admit of being easily tabulated and 
presented in a convenient form for purposes of reference (CSP vol. 39 n.9 1 876 pg-iii). 

It is through a statistical representation of reality of the domain of government that it 

becornes observed and rendered knowable, it is not the presence of statistics that provided 

this function. Statistics without a manner of presentation and cornparison are not fûnctional. 

Rather, to measure the objective redity, to make cornparisons, and classifications, required 
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that "thtir [aboriginal] advancement in civilization be accuntely detemined at a glance in 

reference to the tabular statements" (CSP. vol. 45 no. 6 1882. McColl. pg. 87). The observed 

reality of the aboriginal peoples then. was to be presented and observed in tabular form. In 

this way, the exigencies of the aboriginal people could be represented, viewed, and classified 

in an efficient marner. The table of facts aligned the aboriginal progress "towards 

civilization" in columns which made the situation of bands and individuals comparable. and 

thus govemable. The table pulls together diverse strands of information for the purposes of 

classification and governing. 

In the above excerpt, Howe states that this is the first time this type of data has been 

presented. This in and of itself is significant. The date 1876 marks the emergence of the 

centnlized approach of Indian Affirs and the "new era of administration". The manoeuvre 

which situates the agents of government closer to the reserves, towards the bands, also 

situates the abonginal people within a "network of writing" and serves to textualize thern as 

a series of facts on a table. The rnove closer to the administrative unit of governrnenr 

facilitates both, a system of surveillance which allows these agents to structure the choices 

of the aboriginal people, and documentary accumulation. 

The move to a closer proximity of the reserve opened up two correlative rnechanismc 

of govement .  On the one hand, agents are granted an angle of sight into the actions, 

behaviourj, and habits of the particular band over which they reside. On the other, this sarne 

angle of sight allows for the observation of the band for purposes of central inspection. The 

agent, who resides and conducts the Band, also renders these actions into an objective reality. 

Actions. hrhaviours, habits, are dl observable. They become the objects which are rendered 
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into facts. These facts can then be rendered into numerical fashion and situated on the table. 

The table then allows for the descriptions of a bands progress in terms of observable and 

objective "facts". By arranging these facts in a table by columns and rows. allows the 

centralized authonty to measure gaps. to describe individual achievement, or lack thereof. 

The arrangement of facts allows for the easy of cornparison where a band. or an individual 

can be situated within a distribution of the totality of the population. These facts fix an 

observable reality, whether it be the actions of the individual or the group to which they 

belong. in relation to a given end. It is through tabulation and cornparison that progress c m  

be marked and made objective. 

. . . rows and columns of "progress" 

Fundamentai to envisioning the fùnction of tabular statements as angles of site into 

the reality of the aboriginal peoples is the assumption that this culture could be represented 

as a series of observable facts. They are to be a representation of the progress and present 

functioning of the band. But how is that one is able to measure progress? Edgar Dewdney. 

the Commissioner of Indian M'airs, stated that 'Siere are three tests which mark the advance 

of the Indians towards civilization, viz., the adoption of the dress of the white man. engaging 

in agriculture. and the education of their children" (CSP vol. 54 no. 1 8 1 89 1 pg xxvi). 

Hayter Reed thought that the best measure of the progress of the aboriginal peoples is to 

know 'rhe relative extent to which the Indians have been able to contribute towards their own 

maintenance." To measure this, Reed thought to look at the arnount of provisions consumed 

by each of the bands: "it may be stated . . . that during the year bands in an agency in which 

marked progress is being made have received 79.81 7 Ibs flour, 13460 Ibs bacon. and 23341 
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lbs beef, while those in another agency. not so far advanced. but fewer in nurnber, have been 

assisted to the extent of 1 19,468 lbs flour, -32,018 ibs bacon. and 35,782 beef' (CSP vol. 54 

no. 18 189 1 Reed, pg. 132). In this case, and to Hayter Reed, the observable reality was the 

amount of rations provided to the different bands. This "fact." or representation of reality. 

classified the band who received a greater amount of rations as requiring more intensive 

govemment of their actions. 

The mount  of rations consurned by a band, Reed later States, while a good indicator 

of progress. did not represent the totality of the progress of the band (CSP vol. 54 no. 18 189 1 

Reed. pg. 132). To develop this knowledge m e r ,  govemment collected statistics on the 

actions of the aboriginal peoples. One part of the annual report to the department was the 

tabular statement. These statements provided the central authority with a very finely detailed 

knowledge ai' the actions of the aboriginal people. The statements included information on 

nurnber of stables, barns and houses erected; the area under cultivation; implements used; 

number of ploughs present; livestock, including an increase or decrease; the 

increase/decrease in population; and finally the whereabouts of each and al1 aboriginal 

persons (McColl, 1989; CSP vol. 5 1 no. 15 1888 McColl, pg. 165). Simply, as one agent 

explains, the tabuiar statements "contain as exact as possible an inventory of al1 1 found on 

the reserve" (CSP, vo1.45 no.6 1882, Agent Muckle, pg.63). But more than just providing 

information, data was presented in such a way that the actions of individuals, bands, and the 

whole of the population could easily be compared. 

Included in the annual reports for the DIA were three tables which pertained only to, 

and were collected only in, the West. These were statements showing quantities of grain and 
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roots sown and harvested on Indian reserves; statements showing the whereabouts of the 

Indians; and lady ,  statements showing crops harvested by individual Indians. What is 

interesting for our purposes is the types of knowledge collected and represented. In an earlier 

section, I showed how the end of govemrnent intrusions into the aboriginal mode of life was 

the convergence of their actions with the prescribed Euro-Canadian one. This was to be 

accomplished through two other ends, to which a whole cluster of practices were disposed, 

and that is. settlement and the engagement in agriculture. Now, with these statistics the 

actions of the aboriginal peoples, in relation to these ends, becorne at once observable, and 

comparable. The first diing that becornes readily apparent is the easy of comparison that is 

evidencsd in the tables. Each band is listed. Their agricultural output noted. The same is mie 

for the individuals. The second facet that is apparent is how -'progress" is measured. From 

the table we c m  see how each band, and each individual is fixed within a row and their 

progress can be measured in numerical fashion by moving to the nght. If we move down, 

their "progress" can be compared to others. It can be compared, not oniy to bands in the West. 

but to the east, and the whole aboriginal population. Likewise with the table demonstrating 

the whereabouts of the abonginal peoples. Thirdly, it is obvious how each and every 

aboriginal person becomes rendered observable and their pmgress marked in these statistics 

in terms of bushels produced and their whereabouts. While these statistics are important for 

measuring and cornparing the present reality of each and al1 of the abonginal peoples, they 

can also be used to mark the progress fkom year to year. The band and individuals can be 

compared with themselves, such as the manner in which Joseph Howe noted that one band 

had "seventy-four acres under tiilage, being 4 !4 acres more than in 1885" (CSP vo1.50 no.6 
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1887 pg. xwcix). 

Here then. we envision the organization of a comparative field of observations in 

relation to the actions of the aboriginal people. The table takes a complex reality and renders 

it into a senes of objective facts which are then pulled together in a coherent and organized 

fashion. The table. by organizing facts of the objective reality in colurnns and rows. where 

each unit receives its own row. allows for cornparison and knowledge of this reality. In 

tabular form aboriginal actions becorne observable, their "progress" known, and the gaps 

between them marked. By so doing, the table marks the gaps and distinctions between each 

unit of observation whether it be the band, or the individual. Marking the distinctions. the 

gaps. between the actions of each and dl observable realities represented, allows government 

to "know" the aboriginal people. To know the aboriginal people and their actions in this way 

is alsc? to "know" what is good for them. 

The statisticd observations of aboriginal actions, where each is fixed to a row in a 

table. allows for easy cornparison. If, however, there is a glaring inconsistency between 

bands, or where individuals output of bushels of agricultural products is not up to par, or 

"where they have failed to keep Pace with the march of civilization. . . to such, special 

attention will be given" (CSP, vol. 54, no. 18. 1891, Reed, pg. 132). In one agency Recd 

reported in the thnual Report for 1888; "one band atone in this agency fails to exhibit such 

marks of progress, and that is White Bear's." (CSP vol. 52, no. 16 1889, pg. 128). This band 

was marked by the table as one who required special attention, which in this case amounted 

to "placing an agent duectly over them" (CSP vol. 52, no. 16 1889, Reed, pg. 128). With this 

exarnple we are ab:e to witness how it is that the table functions. By comparing this band 
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with others, and with itself, it was seen that they were not progressing in the desired manner. 

With the aid of the table these actions are compared to those in the agency and seen to be 

deficient. To calibrate the actions of White Bear's Band. an agent of govemment was 

directed to reside directly over them in hopes that their actions could be shaped in relation 

to the others in the agency. 

Information is the outcome of an agent of govemment who is in close proximity to 

the band rendering actions into observable facts which are located within a row on a table. 

By providing information in this way it pulls together facts from diverse locations and 

renden them into a f o m  which makes it conducive to observation and diagnoses. Any 

anomalies in the "progress" of the aboriginal peoples c m  become known and calibrated 

through practices of govemment. Information is not neutral, it is not benign, but is caught 

up in the actions of govemment. It is a manner of observing a reality, marking it, and 

working on the deviations. Centrai authority depends on the observations of local agents in 

one place to make decisions in another (Rose and Miller 1992). By marking progress. gaps. 

knowledge and objective facts, when rendered into tabular form, allows central authority to 

act at a distance frorn itself. 



Conclusion: Colonial Governmentality 

Recent years have witnessed a rise in theorizing about colonialism's past 

configurations. Much of this discussion has centred around colonial uniriides toward the 

colonized and questions surrounding exclusionary discourse. This Stream of colonial inquiry 

owes much to Edward Said's (1979) work on Orientalism. in that it is centrally concemed 

with the forms of powerhowledge relations that have consûtuted the colonial other through 

language. Since Said. historians have endeavoured to unravel privileged ideological 

representations laid down by anthropologists. travel writers. and colonial authorities that 

have fashioned and constructed indigenous peoples as subjects (Thomas, 1994). 'niese 

meanings, through which the privileged have defined and portrayed the indigenous through 

textual descriptions, can become displaced by drawing critical attention to the logic of 

representation. The post-colonial investigation starts fiom the premise that the aboriginal 

person or band is not simply what the discourse of history tells us. but 1s rather a symbolic 

representation that has been fixed and articulated by colonial authors. The formation of 

col or^ ial subjects takes place through powerknowledge relations in the r o m  of textual 

practices and ideological representation that have assigned rneaning to the indigenous other 

(Santiago-Valles, 1994). 

The post-colonial mode of inquiry constitutes a valuable contribution to our 

understanding of the history of colonial governrnent of the indigenous other. Moreover. 
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however. what 1 have been arguing in these pages is that we also have to pursue concems 

about colonialism beyond the representational relations of power, and introduce in its place 

an invrstigation of the practices and ntionalities of colonial government which has shaped 

tiie lives of indigenous peoples. The effect of these practices of governing the domain of 

society has been extensively explored in relation to modem Western society by those who 

followed Foucault's later work on governrnentality (cf. Bany. Osboume, and Rose. 1996: 

cf. Burchell. Gordon, and Miller, 1991 ; Dean. 199 1 ). An extension of this mode of inquiry 

siniated in the context of colonialism would contribute to Our understanding of how practices 

of government. and the connections between power and knowledge, transforrned and 

reorganized colonial society (Asad, 199 1 ). 

In recent years Foucault's notion of governmentality has begun to intmde into post- 

colonial studies. mese writers have argued that instead of priviIeging European 

œœepistemological" violence and symbolic interpretations of the indigenous other we should 

tum our attention to how their mode of life was governed. shaped. and constituted by 

colonial regimes of govemment. That is, we should move our understanding beyond the 

bounded reality of European representation to the distinct context where colonialism exerts 

;a influence. There exists, as Nicholas Thomas (1 994) and David Scott (1995) have argued. 

many cslonialism(s) difhsed around the world that can only be captured by grounding 

analysis in the concrete space where its effects are exerted. The studies which have extended 

post-colonial projects to include colonial govemmentality sihiate the rationalities, practices. 

and domains of govemment within the colonial relations which they intend to undentand. 

Examinations of colonialism which have incorporated elements of govemmentality 
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have tended to take one of three positions in relation to the literature. The first. while not 

Fully embracing, or using governrnentality as their starting point for research, is sympathetic 

to its intricacies. An example of this is Thomas' (1994) Colonialism 's Culttrre. Central to 

Thomas' argument is that we need to move to a '*more nuanced understanding of colonial 

endeavours" ( 1994: 20). Essential to his understanding are the relations of government "that 

are present in particular fields of colonial representation'' (Thomas. 1994: 5). While Thomas 

is sympathetic to the practices of govemment and how they constitute and shape indigenous 

society, he is more concemed with colonialism(s) attitude toward the colonized. 

A second relationship of colonial studies to the governmentality literature observes 

researchers who address single practices of govemment. These researchers address practices 

such as techniques for the accumulation of knowledge, such as: the colonial use of numbers 

(Appadurai, 1994); the colonial census (Smith, 1985); and the use "disk lists" to govem 

indigenous peoples (Smith, 1993). Other individuais have focussed their attention on the 

practice of division and the control of space (Ronsbo. 1997; Salman. 1995). Disregarded in 

thest: histones is the cfuster of reIations which were invented and disposed in diverse colonial 

settings to structure the actions of the indigenous peoples. 

Overlooked in these interpretations is how rationalities of government have effects 

for the way the colonized are governed. This ieads us to consider a third relationship to the 

governmentality literature. In this third type of study historians have used governrnentality 

as their starting point for analysis of colonial relations of government !IIlbrahim, 1997; 

Smandych and Linden, 1996; Scott, 1995). 1 share with this mode of inquiry a concem to 

situate colonial analysis within the context which is under study (Scott, 1995). I also pay 
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considerable attention to understanding and coming to terms with the implications the 

rationality of government has for the government of the colonized. 

The position I have outlined above moves beyond the existing literature in three 

ways. First, in understanding colonial govemmentality it is necessary to understand. not only 

the rationality of govemment which is of present concem. but the conthuity and breaks with 

its preceding organimtion. Second, while it is essential to discem the rationalities of 

government, it is equaily important to understand the inechanics of govemment which 

correspond to. and interpenetrate with. the rationality of govemment. Practices of 

govemment are essential to the ends which are punued by the situated rationality ot- 

govemment. However. practices are conditioned by the rationality of government by which 

they are disposed. Accordingly, to corne to an understanding of colonial governmentality it 

is necessary to understand the constitution of the endsheans relationship. Having said this. 

it is aiso important to envision that practices of govemment are not universal. but are given 

immediacy only w i t h  the domain where they induce their effects. This last statement leads 

us to consider my third point of deviation fkom the existing literature. In studies of colonial 

govemmentality, resistance, with one notable exception (O'Malley, 1996a), has either been 

theonzed separately from practices of govemrnent or dismissed entirely as irrelevant. In the 

perspective iayed out in the pages above, freedom is intertwined with the practices of 

government. There cannot be one without the other. Therefore, rationalities of government, 

practices. and resistance dl interpenetmte and have effects for the other. To undentand one, 

without the other, is to neglect a fundamental component of cotonid govemmentality. In the 

next section 1 endeavour to flesh out the ways 1 have attempted to add to the understanding 
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of colonial relations of govemment. 

A Revised Colonial Governmentality 

To facilitate an understanding of colonial govemmentality in any context the 

researcher must be attentive to the intnnsic problems confronted by the rationality of 

government, how problems became constituted as domains of intrusion. and how these 

domains were structured. By attending to the intrinsic exigencies confronted by the state it 

is then possible to move understanding beyond ideological representations of indigenous 

peoples perpetuated by Europe and situate the rationality of govemment in the domain 

govemed. However. an analysis of colonial govemmentality must also consider the 

mechanics of government, or the means through which government sought to structure the 

actions of the aboriginals. Here 1 am refemng to the practices of govemment. These refer io 

clusters of techniques disposed to structure aboriginal actions in relation to a prescnbed 

mode of life and intrude into every aspect of their traditional lives. Practices constitute the 

third requisite element of CO loniai govemmentality . 

Practices of government are essential to understanding how agents intnided into, and 

endeavoured to shape, the lives of the individuals and groups consitituted as the domain of 

govzrnment. Practices are constituted by five interelated and necessary conditions. First, they 

are linked to the end of goveming the domain. That is, they seek to structure the actions of 

the abonginals in a certain and definite direction. Above we evidenced how the practices of 

goveming consumption and the use of laws (to name a few) were disposed to govem and 

shape the aboriginal mode of life in the direction of the prescribed valuts of the emergent 

order. They are not repressive, but seek to govern the choice arnong available actions by 
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rendenng the positive more attractive than the deviant. This implies a second condition, there 

is an attachment of value to actions. Governrnent seeks to structure the negatively classified 

traditional actions of the aboriginals in a "positive" - according to the ends of governrnent - 
direction. In order to arucnire actions in the desired direction implies a double system of 

classification where positive actions are "rewarded" while "deviant" m e s  are subjected to 

the intrusion of practices. Third. practices are intrinsically linked to the conditions of lik in 

the domain they are intruded into. In diis way practices of govemment are not interpreted as 

universally applicable to al1 domains and al1 colonial contexts but intrinsic to the immediate 

dornain of concem. Founh. by stating that practices of govemment seek to structure the 

choice of actions implies an active subject. Freedom and agency are implied parts of 

govemment. If the aboriginals did not have choice, they are not granted agency. it would 

impIy that they fùlly embraced the new mode of Me. or that govement  totally dominated 

them. To govem choice, to structure actions, implies that there is actions to be govemed. 

However, this does not imply the "event" centred analysis of the traditional histonm. but a 

mundane and everyday history which evidences resistance as a constant of governmnet. 

Lady, practices of govemment require the correcting and classiQing gaze of an agent of 

government to induce their effects. 

nie  mechanics of structuring the actions of the aboriginals is tied to a system of 

"correction" which is based on the logic of surveillance, classification. gratification and 

punishment, which is also linked to the conditions of existence, and tied to the logic 

contained in the ends of governing. However, the sarne process which "catches" aboriginal 

actions in the web of govement practices also enten them into a technology of writing. 
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This technology sketches their actions into observable "facts." When these facts are 

arnalgamated in the f o m  of the table the "progress" of individuals and groups cm be 

measured and compared by moving up and d o m  the columns and rows. Through this 

process. differences become observable and corrected. Knowledge. both local and central, 

is a necessary condition for effective governrnent. 

This is not to say that practices of govemment are in anyway "total." By this 1 mean 

that they cornpletely converged and hamonized the domain of govenunent constituted 

around the division of the 'other'. This points us to an interesting dimension of govemment. 

Government of the aboriginal mode of life through division, and practices, have never 

succeeded in living up to the promises made. From its inception, to the present, the practices 

of government to intnide a new mode of life have not eliminated the division constituted 

around this domain. They have not arnalgamated the aboriginal people with the Euro- 

Canadians, they have not erased the --binary distinctions" between the constituted domain of 

the "other." They have not been able to realize the ends which their advocates set out. 

Consicier that in 1997 there are aboriginal peoples whose culture is still maintained and 

strong. There are people who still participate in traditional ceremonies, speak only the 

traditional language, and engage in many of the actions consistent with the traditional 

heritage. How is this possible? In order to answer this question, to partially corne to ternis 

with it, we must consider the nature of the practices of govemment in relation to the 

subjectivity of the aboriginal people. It is nct possible to have one without the other. They 

are implied in each other. Each is what gives the other its immediacy, end and hinction. 

To be total practices of govemment necessitates a "docile body", however, the 
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abonginal peoples. even when considering the conditions of existence, resisted the actions 

of govemment daily. This type of resistance is not what history is made of. but it is 

necessary. and essential when considering the nature, application, and shifts in the practice 

of government. The practices of govemment are not total. nor c m  they be. since they are 

mediated by the subjectivity of the aboriginal peoples. n i e  question then, is not, why has the 

policy of govemment failed? But. liow could it succeed? Or more accurately, how did the 

abonginal people shape their lives in relation to these practices, to the conditions of 

existence, and the perception they have of their selves and their mode of life? By 

understanding practices of government in this way, analysis goes beyond coercion, resistance 

and rebellion. An understanding of the practices of govemment rnust include an 

understanding of the agency of the aboriginal peoples, the intrinsic nature of practices. the 

conditions of life experienced by the aboriginal peoples, and how al1 of these interpenetrate, 

and are reflexive. 

Where are the "events" which are so commonly associated with the historical 

understanding of government and aboriginal relations in Canada? M i l e  1 am sympatheric 

to the view that the 1885 rebellion was important in forming governrnent policy for the West, 

1 am stili critical of this interpretation. Many of the actions commonly associated with 

originating in the aftermath of the rebellion - passes, destruction of the tnbd structure. 

atomization of Indian &airs - can be found in their infancy in prior years. In addition, 

resistance to govemment intrusion is also overly associated with this event. Some have even 

referred to th; rebellion as "sounding the last war d m . "  By focussing on sequential 

"events" of historical association the complex linkages between rationality of govemment, 
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practices, and aboriginal resistance. become merged to histoncd monuments. When 

considered in this manner practices emergent in prior years are disregarded in the interests 

of the event. Rather, by focussing attention on the mundane. the every day. and the intrinsic 

disposition of government. resistance and fieedom. are grounded in the domain of intrusion. 

This revised methodology enables the historian to identiQ and study the great complexity of 

relations of govemment. the agency of the abonginais. and the implications this has for the 

present. 

Throughout this thesis project 1 have endeavoured to show how abonginal actions 

have been structured in many diverse ways. By focussing on the practices which have 

govemed the aboriginal mode of life, and structure their agency, we are able to move beyond 

the traditional event centered history. Tu unfold a contextualized accouni of the govermnent 

project - whether it is by the HBC. the liberal Canadian state. or another form of colonial 

govemment - at m y  historicai moment in time the researcher must be cognizant of the 

constituted domain of govemment, the conditions of existence experienced by those 

govemed, the intrinsic problems encountered, and the nature and effects of the political 

rationality which came before it. By observing these convergent constituents of the history 

of govemment/govemed relations we are able to observe the complex iinkages inherent to 

the colonial context. 

Conclusion: implications for Future Study . . . 
In this section I would like to put forth some directions for future study resuiting from 

the fiamework 1 have set out above. First, it is essential for researchers to witness the fact 

that there are many colonialisms (Thomas, 1994; Scott, 1995). An understanding of the 
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colonial govementality of South Afnca. although it shares many of the characteristics of 

the Canadian context (cf. Hoede ,  1969). should not be extended to incorporate al1 colonial 

nations as if colonialism is synonymous with this context. Rather. colonial governmentality 

is plural responding to the exigencies confkonted when goveming a complex of conditions 

of existence. mode of life of the population. and the pnor rationality of government. The 

study I have articulated here has been confined to the administrative space o f  aboriginal 

govemance in the Canadian prairies fiom 1870-1 890. however. the position 1 have taken c m  

easily be extended to other colonial regimes where other rationalities of govemment have 

sought to structure the actions of the indigenous other. By attending to rationaiity, domains. 

and pnctices of governrnent. as well as. the requisite agency of the aboriginals. the 

understanding of colonial govemmentality becomes situated and graunded in the domain in 

which it induces its effects. The shape taken by colonialisrn. and colonial govenunentality. 

must not be interpreted as denving from the privilege of Europe. but unfolded from rhe 

complex M a g e s  between the inducted rationality of govemment and the agency of the 

indigenous people. However, these two realities are not independent of one another. but are 

reflexive, and structure the actions of the other. Colonial govemmentality is complex. plural. 

and intricately intenvoven with the agency of the indigenous people. 

With the exception of Chapter &W. where 1 discussed how missionary practices 

intnided upon the mode of aboriginal life. little else was discussed conceming their role in 

the govemance of the aboriginals afier confederation. Further study which follows the 

rnissionary prnctices from their emergence in Red River to confèderation. and to the present. 

would help to elucidate the practices through which government stnictured the actions of the 
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aboriginals toward amalgamation with Euro-Canadians. It would be beneficial for the 

historian to foIlow the course 1 have set out above. That is, to focus attention on the mundane 

and everyday reality of practices, techniques, domains. and the possibility of choices. Prior 

to confederation. when embedded within a domain of governrnent which pursued the security 

of its own ends. the programme of evangelizing the aboriginals was arrested by this 

conflicting rationality. With confederation, and the shift in the rationality of government the 

ends pursued by the missionaries became more consistent with the liberal rnentality of nile. 

It would be beneficial to consider how it was that the missionaries' programme of 

government and intruding the "tnith" of the Euro-Canadian mode of Iife shifted with this 

change in the rationality of govemment. It would also prove valuable to consider how the 

missionary practices linked up with the Department of Indian Affairs and the North-West 

Mounted Police. 

In the final two chapters 1 discussed how knowledge was disposed as a technique of 

government tu govem both, the irnmediate context of the domain of govemment, and from 

a distance. In these two chapters, 1 considered the use of knowledge and surveillance. not as 

monuments of the past reality left behind for future historical research, but as material upon 

which government is based. Knowledge and surveillance of actions are requisite conditions 

for the "effective" government of aboriginal actions. Above, I deliberated over the emergrnce 

of the table as a technology of cornparison, the shifts in reports, and the locating of agents 

in closer proximity to the reserves. In order to more fully undentand the use of knowledge 

as a requsite part of the government project attention may be paid to understanding the use 

(and increased use) of the telegraph and typewriter as means through which knowledge was 
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disseminated. In addition. attention could also be given to techniques of counting. such as. 

the use of metal tags at treaty payments and the role of the yearly census to deterrnine the 

increase/decrease of population and their health and wellness (RG 10 vol. 3613, file 4062. 

Provencher to Laird, 1875). Finally. historians may want to explore more thoroughly how 

the agents of the DIA. secret service agents. (RG I O  vol. 3701 file 17169) and the NWMP 

linked together to execute a more exacting surveillance of the aboriginals (RG 10, vol. 3609, 

file 33 16-2. Demy to Provencher, 1882). 

The last point I would like to emphasize is related to both the methodology of the 

study and the history of the present reality of the aboriginals conditions of life. Too often 

in the past, knowledge of aboriginaVCanadian relations of govemment and resistance have 

b e r ?  tied to, and centred around, the "events" of history (the North- West Rebellion). W hen 

perfoming a historical excavation of these relations it is the purpose of the researcher to 

understand the present through the pst .  But, it is essentiai to ask. how is it that event centred 

history Ieads to a more coherent understanding of the present when so few nations and 

individuais participated in the North- West rebellion? The argument could be made that many 

of the policies which smictured the actions of the aboriginals "originated" in this event, but 

this would be to neglect the emergence of these programmes in earlier years. 1 am not stating 

that these are unimportant events. Rather, t view them as part of complex and intricate 

processes of conditions and exigencies which evolved through relations of govemment when 

confn>nted by the agency of the aboriginals. The term agency must be qualified. It is not the 

material through which traditional history is made. It is the everyday choice of actions. It is 

the traditions, cultural practices, language, means of subsistence, ways of cooking. types of 
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dwelling houses, and ceremonies. It is the abonginal mode of life that was to be governed. 

Passes, stmcturing of the tribal organizâtion division of larger agencies, appointment of local 

agents, rations. - to narne a few - emerge, not as the "result of '  the events of history. but in 

relation to the tieedom ofchoice of available actions. 

To understand the present conditions of aboriginal life they must be seen as related 

to the historical labyrinth of every day and rnundane relations of govemment and aboriginal 

choicr. The history of present aboripinai/government relations is not a "cause and effect" 

resolution of "events" and the "coercive" strategy of govemance, but is a product of the 

complicated linkages of agency (choice), conditions of existence (facicilitated by the HBC and 

perpetuated by 1 91h century liberal Canadian government), and the practices of government. 

In rhis way, the aboriginals rnust be observed, not as a dominated and coerced population of 

docile bodies where the present resistance and solidarity of the aboriginals is viewed as 

another "rvent" or a rupture with the present. but rather as part of a sedimented process of 

complex choices that is part of the everyday reality which they have confionted since contact 

with Europeans. 



Notes 

Chapter Three 

1. This quote corn R. A. Butler (1 872), an individual who made successive trips across 
the plains to the Rocky Mountains for the government. which resulted in the 
establishment of the NWMP, demonstrates the communal spirit of the aboriginal 
peopIes: 

He hoids aII things in cornmon with his tribe - the land, the bison, the river, the 
moose. He is starving and the rest of the tribe wants food. Well, he kills a moose 
and to the last bit the coveted food is shared by al[. There is but a scrap of beaver, 
a thin rabbit or a bit of sturgeon in the lodge; a stranger cornes, and he is hiingry; 
give him his share and let him be tirst served an best attended to. If one child -es 
in an Indian camp you may know that in every todge scarcity is universal. 

2.  From here on this will be referenced as RG 10 fcllowed by the volume and file 
number. 

3. Joseph Howe, the minister of the Interior, stated that: "in dealing with the new 
provinces of British Columbia and Manitoba, and the wide Temtories of the North- 
West, it has become dready apparent that Indian Affairs cannot be managed by the 
application of the old machinery which has been found to work so well in the 
Canadas [the east]" (CSP vol. 36 no. 23. Annual Report of the Department of the 
Interior. 1873. Pg.2). Clearly the intrinsic difficuities of the West could not be readily 
eradicated by the mere extension of the principles relied upon in the east. 

4. Specifically this led to the encouraging of the ''gradua1 progress of civilization among 
the Tribes" and '-the gmdual removal of al1 legal distinctions between them and other 
Canadians. An Act for the encouragement of the Gradua1 Progress of Civilization 
arnong the Indian Tribes (Statutes of Canada, 20 Vic., c.26). 

Chapter Four 

1. The buffalo was a staple of the abonginal subsistence base. 



Chapter Five 

1. Generally rations consisted o f  1 lb. o f  beef (later bacon) and % Ibs. o f  flour per 
aboriginal per day (Wadsworth to Agent Demy. RG 10 vol. 3609 file 3380 July 
1882). 

2. These land certificates should not be seen as giving the holder ownership to the land. 

Chapter Seven 

1. Denny to Provencher vol. 3609 file 33 16-2, 1882. 
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